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1. Introduction 
 

The challenge for Local Economic Development (LED) in the Midlands/Karoo region is for local role players to 

establish, participate in and contribute to development processes through which sustainable local/regional 

economies can be built which are geared primarily to meeting the needs of the poor in local communities. Such 

a process will essentially entail the transformation of current processes of uneven development, which would 

include the diversification of the local economy and greater participation and benefit by local communities. The 

Midlands/Karoo region is basically an underdeveloped rural periphery dominated by an industrial metropole 

(Port Elizabeth). There is, in addition, the reality of uneven access to productive resources within the region 

itself. The historical processes of marginalisation and restricted access to resources through the strategies of the 

colonial and apartheid states have shaped the current reality of major socio-economic divisions within local 

communities. These present significant obstacles to the establishment of integrated, inclusive and participatory 

development processes. Divisions on gender and age lines cut deeper into the overlap of colour and access to 

productive resources making women and youth the most vulnerable social groups in the region. 

 

 However, the challenge of sustainable development in the region is not restricted to socio-economic issues, 

(which alone constitute potentially insurmountable obstacles), but includes constraints presented by the natural 

environment, particularly the lack of water security.  In fact, the latter offers the greatest development dilemma 

for the region. 

 

The Midlands/Karoo is a region in decline. The historical economic base (agriculture) which formed the basis 

for the existing urban centres (essentially agricultural service centres) has been in decline, particularly during 

the past ten years. Periodic and severe droughts, the whims of fashion and the generally fluctuating market 

internationally for wool and mohair have all taken their toll on the local farming sector. In any case the sensitive 

and fragile environment of the region has very low carrying capacities being outstripped by far by population 

growth. Consequently, in terms of the current levels of economic output (and its distribution), the region is not 

sustainable.  

 

The identification of new development options and sectors with potential will increasingly be at the top of the 

development agenda in the region. A number of development alternatives for the region have been identified for 

some time now and a number of alternative development processes are emerging around these alternatives. The 

main new development options, providing some alternatives in the region, include the following: 

 

 Tourism 

 Mohair/Wool/Leather 

 Sugar Beet 

 

Each of these alternatives, driven by a particular 'partnership of interests', generates its own set of 'development 

dilemmas'.  Each of these initiatives offers the prospect of generating economic opportunities through a core co-

ordinating and investment process.  

 

 

 

 

The mohair/wool programme initiated by the Office of the Premier is co-ordinated by Ecsecc. Training and 

marketing linkages are facilitated by the CSIR and investment capital will probably be made available through 

the IDC (Industrial Development Corporation). The challenge of this project is not so much the training and 

local capacity building around production, but the sustainable access to markets, particularly the highly 

competitive international niche markets. 

 

Eco-tourism in the region is currently controlled and driven by the private sector. The White Paper on the 

Development and Promotion of Tourism (1996) also suggests that the tourist industry should be private sector 

driven. Allowing the market to run totally unconstrained will in practice however raise a number of potential 

pitfalls. Already there have been attempts to establish a wetland in the Karoo and introduce game foreign to the 

local environment. Such land usage, which threatens the sustainability of the local natural environment, can be 

addressed through the establishment of a solid regulatory framework, governing proposed land usage, and an 
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effective monitoring process through which the consequent impact on the natural environment can be evaluated. 

Such a framework is already in place in the form of legislation that makes it compulsory for environmental 

impact assessments to be made in situations where alternative land use patterns are proposed. To ensure that this 

legislation however achieves its intended outcomes a sophisticated and efficient monitoring and regulatory 

infrastructure needs to be established. The real development challenge associated with Eco-tourism driven by 

the private sector is however ensuring local community participation and that the industry is responsive to more 

than the needs of foreign tourists.  

 

Eco-tourism offers the potential of community involvement in tourism around the Karoo Nature reserve, the 

proposed Baviaanskloof Park, the Mountain Zebra Park and even the proposed, Addo Park. However, while it 

would be less difficult to ensure local community participation around these reserves due to their public 

ownership this constitutes only a small part of the whole tourist potential.  Most of the tourist infrastructure will 

be privately owned tourist facilities. Leveraging local participation in this context might prove more difficult. 

 

While the idea of growing sugar beet in the Eastern Cape is not a new one, it was only recently possible for the 

initiative to come to fruition. This seems to have been partly due to the twinning agreement between the Eastern 

Cape government and the state of Lower Saxony in Germany. The project seems to have considerable potential 

for the revival of the currently subdued farming sector. In addition, it seems to offer a potential foothold for the 

development of an emerging farmers sector. The developmental challenge however again lies in the extent to 

which participatory processes accompany the implementation of the project. These challenges are basically 

ensuring that opportunities are not missed and that an institutional framework is in place which will facilitate 

emerging farmers' participation. The sugar-beet project will in all likelihood create sustainability around the 

cultivation of beet and their processing into sugar particularly in terms of the proposed monitoring, extension 

and training programme. Institutionalising the support service will essentially be controlled by the sugar beet 

Company. The Department of Agriculture as well as other role players have an important role to play in 

ensuring that emerging farmers are in a position to participate, and also that farming capacity encouraged by the 

sugar beet farming becomes the basis for a more diversified and independent farming sector. 

 

 

The establishment of an institutional framework as alluded to above is a formidable challenge for a host of role 

players, not least of which is the local government level.  

 

The current policy proposals for developmental local government (White Paper on Local Government, 1998) 

and the host of proposals for LED contained in a number of other policy proposals (such as the urban and rural 

development framework etc) all steer towards a greater and more responsible role for local government. That 

development should be anchored at the local level and that local role players should be involved not only in the 

planning and execution of development processes but also benefit from it was clearly anachronistic to the 

essence of local government accompanying apartheid. However, if post-apartheid local government is to assume 

the role and responsibility as envisaged for example in the notion of 'developmental local government' then it 

will have to be accompanied by a host of transformations, a significant devolution of power and the assumption 

of a number of responsibilities. There are for example a significant number of institutional practices which are 

currently still entrenched at the local government level and which will have to be critically evaluated and 

transformed if local government is to meet some of its expected roles in the Midlands/Karoo region. Included in 

these are the following: 

 

 The politicisation (including  personality conflicts) of development processes at local government level 

 The limited attention given to restructuring local government as a development agent for example in terms 

of procurement policies and SMME development 

 Lack of participation in (and facilitation of) developmental processes at local government level on the part 

of civil society 

 Lack of strategic capacity reflected in narrow (bureaucratic and technicist) views of IDP/LDO LED 

planning processes. 

 

There is also the reality of crisis ridden local government to contend with. Local government in the 

Midlands/Karoo region is currently financially, institutionally and in terms of strategic resources in a situation 

of fundamental crisis. This has resulted in some instances in local government having to cede its autonomy and 

ability to perform the functions of local governance to District Councils. In fact it is likely that the District 

Councils are in future going to play an increasingly important role within the region. This is not only in terms of 
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bailing out under financed and under capacitated local councils but also in terms of providing a site for regional 

development co-ordination and strategic development planning. 

 

A major challenge accompanying the formulation of novel and progressive policies is to facilitate the 

transformation (and/or creation) of appropriate organisational and institutional frameworks through which 

policies can be translated into social practices. This will entail a careful audit of existing and emerging policy 

and development strategies in terms of a clear development vision and identifying factors in the current 

organisational and institutional framework which constrain and enable the realisation of this vision.  Currently 

national and provincial departments and a few NGOs, CBOs and other agencies work within the region. While 

they would probably agree at a broad level on the desirable developmental outcomes of the region the current 

lack of co-ordinating practices results in resource wastage, ineffectiveness and contradictory development 

processes. An effective co-ordinating structure is therefore a core component of any sound institutional 

framework. 

Ultimately the core developmental challenges facing the Midlands/Karoo region include the following: 

 

 Ensuring co-ordinated, integrated and participatory development planning and decision making 

 The strategic location of a regional development structure which reflects all of the above and which in 

addition is well placed to lobby, access resources and fulfil its development mandate 

 The investment in institutional and organisational development, particularly the capacity of local 

government and civil society within the region 

 Formulating and implementing a sustainable development strategy based on the maximised use of 

resources available in a participatory way. Redistribution of some resources, such as land and access to 

development finance, should be included in this regional strategy. This latter challenge will be facilitated 

by the successful establishment and operation of the above. 

 

 

Thus, even before considering the opportunities and challenges facing Local Economic Development (LED) in 

the Midlands/Karoo in greater detail throughout the body of the report, this brief introduction prepares the 

reader for another reality. The region under study is at a significant disadvantage, even, when compared to other 

resource poor and human capital under served areas of the country. A divided civil society coupled with 

hamstrung local government living in a particularly hostile physical environment, suggest inhibitory factors 

outside debates of a more purely economic nature. Furthermore, its small population clusters of highly dispersed 

communities will make it difficult to justify large scale investment, both public and private sector, in 

infrastructure and other economic development programmes, which by conventional wisdom are central to kick-

starting LED. 

 

Given the above scenario then, it is likely that relatively traditional LED strategies themselves, will be 

insufficient to combat joblessness and poverty in the study area. New ideas around the very notion of LED will 

be required to impact on the restrictions to economic development represented by the Midlands/Karoo.       
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Towards a definition of Local 

Economic Development (LED) 
 

Local Economic Development (LED) has recently emerged on the policy landscape as the panacea for 

sustainable economic development. As such there are very few recent policy proposals or white papers which 

do not make some mention of LED or at least itemise LED as part of an array of strategies for development.  

 

In practice however the notion of LED has come to mean different things to different people. These range from 

something akin to an IDP/LDO planning process which culminates in a plan or document, to LED as more of a 

strategic process through which local development is stimulated by the harnessing of local resources (socio-

economic and natural). LED also means different things to different social interests. Thus LED is given a 

different focus depending on whether the view represents business, NGOs/CBOs or local government. 

 

A guide to LED published by the DCD identifies six approaches to LED based on the experiences of 

municipalities around the world. These approaches can be summarised as follows (see DCD, 1998): 

 

 Traditional 

Traditional approaches to LED emphasise initiatives that attract investments in order to promote local jobs and 

expand the local tax base. Ultimately investors are lured through concessions (tax breaks) or rewards 

(susbsidised rates or transport etc). 

 

 Entrepreneurial-competitive 

This approach is centred on targeting local strengths, such as a particular sectoral advantage. This is promoted 

through direct support in the form of financial, research or other targeted support. 

 

 Urban efficiency 

This approach, according to the DCD is based on the strategy of addressing the local costs of living and doing 

business through strong government planning. 

 

 Human Resource development 

This strategy identifies low skills levels as core constraints to economic development. Investors are drawn to 

areas where local communities are highly skilled, while local communities can best find employment and 

contribute to local economic development through being highly skilled. Human resource development thus 

becomes the means to attract investment as well as sustaining economic development. 

 

 Community-based 

LED strategies, which are community based, target marginalised and resource poor communities by working 

directly with them and their organisational representatives. The underlying assumption is that without targeted 

intervention marginal interests will not benefit from economic development. 

 

 

 Progressive 

The progressive approach links growth and redistributory considerations. The strategy attempts to prevent 

uneven development from occurring through for example insisting that a company which is awarded a lucrative 

construction tender invests part of the profit in low income housing. The ultimate objective is to balance low 

risk and highly profitable development processes by encouraging intervention in areas that may not be 

rewarding. (DCD, 1998). 

 

The approach adopted in this report is not to favour either one or combination of the above but rather to suggest 

that what is most crucial to the realisation of LED is a local strategic capacity which is not restricted only to 

lobbying for, accessing and harnessing resources. This strategic capability would include the local capacity to 

make informed choices about development strategies in a way that ensures local participation in and benefit 

from such choices. These choices could include any one or combination of the different types of LED listed 

above.  
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What is clear is that local economic development should be facilitated at a number of levels. Devolving 

responsibility and looking to local government to pull itself out of often-impossible straightjackets of uneven 

development without simultaneously facilitating the development of local capacity is to aid its sinking into 

further crisis. At the same time the imposition of a development strategy from above is likely to have equally 

negative consequences excluding large sectors of the population and facilitating an elite driven and owned 

development process. 
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1.1  Objectives of the Study 
 

The Objectives of this study are to examine the areas of Steytlerville, Pearston, Aberdeen, Jansenville, Cradock, 

Graaf-Reinet, Sommerset East, Middleburg and Willowmore in terms of the following: 

 

 To gather information on the historical development of the area 

 To provide a demographic profile of the population 

 To analyse the local economy in terms of its human and material resource endowments; labour market; 

industrial and economic profile (trade, agriculture, industry); and service infrastructure 

 To identify development stakeholders (provincial government departments, TRCs, TLCs, DFIs, LBSCs, 

NGOs, CBOs etc) assess their interaction and networking, and evaluate their role in LED 

 To identify and assess the impact of government interventions on the area 

 To provide an overview and assessment of LED identifying possible opportunities and constraints. 

 

1.3 The Research process - 

research methods 
 
There were a number of phases and processes involved in completing the research. A wide variety of research 

techniques were utilised ranging from focus group discussions to structured questionnaires. Included in the 

research processes are the following: 

 

 In depth interviews 

 

A number of in depth interviews were held with a wide range of local role players. The interviews were 

generally open-ended allowing the interviewing process to take its own direction rather than being constrained 

by interview schedules. Amongst the interviewees are included the following: 

 

 Representatives from TLCs (Councillors and bureaucrats) 

 Representatives from TRCs 

 Representatives from national and provincial government departments operating in the region 

 Representatives from local Business organisations (farmers associations, chambers of commerce, 

agricultural co-operatives) 

 Regional DFI (Development Finance institutions) including the Eastern Cape Development Agency 

(ECDA) and the Land Bank 

 Representatives from local development forums, social compacts and IDP/LDO planning committees 

 Representatives from development service organisations (DSO) including advice offices and local business 

service providers 

 Representatives from local community based organisations (CBOs) and non-governmental organisations 

(NGOs). 

 Focus groups 

 

A number of focus group discussions were held particularly where small groups could be assembled given time 

constraints. Examples of focus groups include emerging farmers‟ associations, community organisations and 

development forums. 

 

 SMME Survey  

 

The views of a total of 50 small businesses were solicited through the use of a questionnaire. The interviewees 

were drawn from four districts in the region namely: 
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 Graaf-Reinet 

 Middelburg 

 Willowmore 

 Steytlerville 

 

Local people administered questionnaires. They were employed in each area. To ensure that the questionnaires 

were administered uniformly, training sessions were held in each locality. During these training sessions the 

sample for the local area was also drawn up. 

 

 Documentary analysis 

 

A wide range of relevant documents was scanned. These included TLC minutes and budgets, IDP/LDO 

documents, various relevant reports, databases of various departments and agencies, journal articles, books and 

newspapers. 

 

 Role playing (WDC sub-regional IDP planning committee) 

 

Arrangements were made with the Western District Council strategic planning team to attend the meetings of 

the Karoo sub-regional planning committee for the regional IDP. A request was made in late 1998 to the 

members of the committee to use the workshop for a collective research exercise. The members of the workshop 

agreed to a role-play exercise that was held in early January 1999. Members of the committee were asked to 

project themselves some time into the future where they were members of a regional, LED planning forum 

responsible for identifying a regional development plan. The group was then split into two smaller groups who 

worked through a hypothetical agenda of this regional planning forum. 

 

1.4 Description of the Study 

Area 
 

The study was conducted in nine magisterial districts in the Midlands/Karoo. These districts include 

Steytlerville, Willowmore, Aberdeen, Graaf-Reinet, Pearston, Sommerset East and Jansenville which fall in the 

Western region (and thus under the Western District Council).  

Cradock and Middelburg, which fall in the northern region (under the Stormberg District Council), were also 

researched.  

 

 

 

1.5 Note on Statistics 
 

Some of the statistics used in this report are of dubious validity, particularly those which relate to population and 

unemployment figures. As such these statistics should be viewed as identifying general trends rather than 

absolute measures. An analysis of local communities in the region under study would have been made simpler 

had the 1996 census community profiles been available. However, they are not as yet available and even had 

they been available would have meant an outlay significantly more than the budget for this project could have 

afforded. Access to reliable statistics is increasingly becoming expensive as private organisations invest in 

specialised data- bases and as tertiary institutions come under the logic of cost-effectiveness and profitability 

and thus increasingly become information mongers. This process is in itself likely to increasingly have an effect 

on the developmental capacities of poorly resourced and non-profit organisations. 
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1.6. Structure of the Report 
 

The remainder of the report is divided into five relatively discrete sections. Section 2 looks at the agents or 

potential agencies of LED. All spheres of government, structures in civil society as well as local business 

organisations are examined in terms of their current programmes in the region and their contribution to LED. 

This section does not attempt to be wholly exhaustive of all role players in the Midlands/Karoo. Rather it 

attempts to provide an Overview.  

 

Section 3 looks at the context of LED examining the institutional, regulatory and policy environment of LED. In 

addition it looks at the historical, demographic and local economic context in which LED is to be anchored. 

Finally SMMEs are examined as they have been identified as important vehicles for the promotion of LED. The 

extent to which LED is successful in any given locality can also be broadly determined by measuring the extent 

to which SMMEs become beneficiaries of increased and more diversified economic activity by way of formal 

contracts and/or access to trading opportunities on the supply side of development investment. Furthermore, 

SMMEs because of their relatively limited access to expensive machinery and other capital stock, tend to be 

greater absorbers of unskilled and semi-skilled labour. An SMME survey was thus conducted in the study area 

to gauge their levels of participation in LED initiatives and the extent to which they were able to create new 

jobs. This section outlines the results of the survey, drawing attention to the Midlands/Karoo specific context of 

LED. 

 
Section 4 briefly examines the emerging LED options in the region and assesses their current and potential 

impact. Section 5 identifies the main trends of the report and assesses the possibilities and constraints of LED in 

the region. It also identifies some recommendations aimed at various role players within the region. Section 6 

offers a brief conclusion. 
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2. Overview of Local Economic Development (LED) Role Players 

 
The intention in this section is not to be wholly exhaustive of all role players. 
Neither is it useful to discuss fully all constraints and difficulties encountered in 
the research area between the various levels of government. Rather, an overview is 
provided.  
 

2.1 National, Provincial and 

Local Government 
 
Co-operative governance, enshrined in the constitution provides the basis for the new envisaged relationship 

between the three spheres of government - national, provincial and local. In practice however the relationship 

between various spheres of government is far from co-operative. This study reveals instances where national 

and provincial government department's intervention strategies in the same areas are contradictory and not 

properly co-ordinated and where little local communication takes place around the initiatives of particular 

departments. Co-ordination is lacking not only between departments but also within departments. 

 

Co-operative governance is a far cry from the currently chaotic (or absence of) co-ordination between national, 

provincial and local government. As yet there does not even seem to be basic information exchange between all 

spheres of government. Without such co-ordination integrated and co-operative development is an unrealistic 

goal. The research found that in some instances initiatives from various spheres of government are working in 

different directions. For example the Department of Land Affairs (DLA) is promoting the purchase of a farm in 

the Baviaanskloof for emerging farmers. Yet, simultaneously, the provincial Department of Economic Affairs 

Environment and Tourism (DEAEAT) is pushing a proposal for the extension of the Baviaanskloof game 

reserve in the Baviaanskloof valley precisely where the proposed farm is to be purchased.  

 

What then are the roles of the various spheres of government in LED? Local government is clearly seen as the 

point of co-ordination and implementation of LED. 

 

Provincial and National government departments are core role players in LED and see their role primarily in 

terms of providing the 'enabling environment' for the local government level. There are however at present a 

number of dilemmas in terms of the present function of these departments. These dilemmas can be summarised 

as follows: 

 

Lack of co-ordination 

 

There are at present no effective co-ordinating structures. This is perhaps due to the fact that programmes are 

often defined and implemented at a departmental level rather than a regional level. If there were some regional 

point of co-ordination (such as that of the District Councils) there would be less overlap and duplication in 

terms of individual departments. Co-ordination would for example solve a number of current dilemmas in the 

region. A case in point is the Baviaanskloof area, mentioned above. The DLA and DEAEAT are engaged in 

essentially opposing LED processes in the area.  

The DLA is promoting land reform and community subsistence farming while the DEAEAT is supporting an 

internal proposal for a greater Baviaanskloof Park (eco-tourism). This particular example raises another issue, 

that of co-ordination within departments. According to Vusi Roszani (SMME desk for the Western Region) the 

Economic Affairs section of the department only found out about the proposal from the Tourism and 

Environment section at the last minute. This would suggest that effective regional co-ordination and 

communication should start at home and that effective information dissemination, co-ordination and decision-

making processes need to be established within the department. 

 

The lack of co-ordination between the Department of Local Government and Housing and the DEAEAT on 

IDP/LDOs and LED is also problematic. What essentially is the difference between these two sets of processes 

and why are they being undertaken separately? 
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 2.1.1 National Government Role-players. 
 
National government departments are largely responsible for a set of competencies as outline in the 

Constitution. In addition, particularly in the context of LED they have a role in providing the basic enabling 

environment for LED. This includes ensuring the transfer of an equitable share of local and regional government 

funding in order for them to deliver the basic levels of services. 

 

The most significant government departments operating in the Midlands/Karoo that are included in this study 

are the departments of Land Affairs, Public Works and Labour. 

 

Department Of Land Affairs 

 

The fundamental problem with current land reform initiatives as with many other policy programmes is that 

there is an absence of an effective and efficient institutional framework to ensure that policy is translated into 

practice. The current land reform programme is extending land access but this has neither been accompanied by 

adequate concern for, nor an effective framework for ensuring sustainable land use. This may be largely due to 

the fact that the initial emphasis in the land reform programme was on quantity and not quality. This has 

recently been acknowledged by the DLA in terms of its reassessment of land reform and the new emphasis on 

sustainable land reform albeit at a lower target for redistribution than the initial 30%. 

 

By all accounts the Land Reform programme, spearheaded by the Department of Land Affairs is not achieving 

its desired goals. This is due to a number of factors. The institutional and regulatory framework co-ordinating 

land reform does not make adequate provision for ensuring the sustainability of land 'reformed'. This is due to 

the project evaluation phase and particularly with the 'after care' or support programme. As a consequence, in 

those cases where land is being 'reformed' it is often resulting in crises with regards to the long-term 

sustainability of the particular project. 

 

The DLA land reform programme also finds itself caught within the cross currents of the RDP and GEAR. In its 

recent report assessing land reform nationally the origins of the land reform programme in 1994 are identified as 

being based on the RDP and are: 

 

 Optimum use of natural resources - land water etc 

 Transfer of 30% of agricultural land from Whites to Africans in 5 years 

 Generate economically viable agricultural holdings 

 Uphold the recognition of the cultural value of land 

 Prioritisation of historically marginalised groups in the provision of land 

 Ensure that all South Africans have a place to live and secure tenure 

 Increase the income and the quality of life of all South Africans 

 Provide a potential for a variety of land uses 

 Provide a link to broader rural development components, eg. Infrastructure 

 Provide a link to better local government organisation 

 

Given these objective anchored in the RDP, the report goes on to point out how land reform is constrained in the 

face of shrinking budgets.  "The public funds allocated to the DLA have declined in real terms and considering 

the Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) strategy, this trend is unlikely to change (DLA, 1998)". 

The consequences in real terms are that between 1997/98 and 1998/99 the budget for land reform was reduced 

by 0.25% and the allocation for capital transfers by a full 15% (DLA, 1998). 

 

The importance of a monitoring and evaluation function has been identified by the DLA, particularly since: 

"DLA is ultimately responsible for the success of its projects whether or not other departments and local 

government authorities deliver (DLA, 1998)."  In line with this the DLA established a monitoring and 

evaluation function within the department in 1996.  

 

The DLA's monitoring and evaluation system focuses on the following two areas: 
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 The quality of life, which includes income and wealth of land reform beneficiaries and their access to 

facilities and services. This is based on questionnaires which are administered  annually to household 

where land has been transformed 

 Equity focus - to ensure that disadvantaged groups have been targeted and benefit. This evaluation is based 

on records of land rights conferred to households or individuals. 

 

The picture to emerge is of a narrow evaluation programme that is essentially based on administering an annual 

questionnaire to people who are often illiterate. There does not seem to be any consideration for ongoing or 

continuous monitoring and more importantly there is no evaluation of the actual sustainability of land reformed. 

These oversights in monitoring and evaluation reflect the general weakness within the current land reform 

program  - there is no structured, co-ordinated or resourced system of support to ensure that transformed land 

programmes are sustainable. 

 

There are a number of further weaknesses in the DLA strategy. It congregates together groups not necessarily of 

common interest. A minefield of red tape constitutes a barrier to access for historically poor communities. 

 

Ultimately one needs to look at the issue of whether the land reform function should remain a competency of 

national government. A number of role players interviewed have suggested that land reform should become a 

provincial competence (East Cape Land Committee, Regional Department of Agriculture). The point is that the 

current structure of land reform separates land redistribution from land usage. Thus, a sustainable land use 

strategy or any support infrastructure to facilitate it, does not necessarily accompany land reform.  

 

Specific DLA projects and interview Henk Prinsloo 

 

Department of Public Works 

 

There seems to be a fundamental lack of any monitoring and evaluation programme within the Department of 

Public works. Both the Queenstown as well as the Port Elizabeth offices of the Department of Public Works 

could not provide an adequate overview of projects that they are running. Estimates of the impact on 

employment and job creation, are likewise, not readily forthcoming. Frustration in dealing with the Department 

of Works was expressed by amongst others, consultants working on LDO/IDP plans for the Midlands/Karoo 

region. 

 

As a result it has not been possible to adequately assess the impact of the Department of Public Works. 

 

Department of Labour and Manpower 

 

The department is involved in funding training in a number of areas within the 
region. In Cradock the department has a contract with the local Masizame centre that 
co-ordinate training with the Iqayiya technical training centre. 
 

 2.1.2 Provincial Government Role-players 
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Two Provincial government Departments in particular are involved in the IDP/LDO process. These are 

the Departments of Economic Affairs Environment and Tourism (DEAEAT) and Housing and Local 

Government (DoHLG). Their role thus far in terms of these processes has been fairly removed, with 

the DEAEAT setting up IDP/LDO processes facilitating some funding and then withdrawing. In most 

instances their participation is restricted to the level of helping to set up local IDP/LDO committees 

and helping them identify consultants who are then responsible for collecting information, collating the 

information and drawing up the documents.  

 

This is resulting in particularly Port Elizabeth based consultants being contracted to facilitate the 

IDP/LDO requirements. They make a few visits to the areas concerned, draw up documents, which are 

paid for by the Port Elizabeth based DoHLG via the TLCs.  

 

Remuneration is ultimately banked back in Port Elizabeth. The current participation and role of 

consultants in the process is not clear-cut despite a seemingly broad consensus  (particularly amongst 

the bureaucrats at TLC level) that consultants are important role players in the whole process. The 

dominant view is that there are a number of technical requirements which legislation requires of the 

IDPs/LDOs and that TLCs who lack capacity require the expertise of consultants to decode these 

legislative requirements and ensure the appropriate format of the IDP/LDO plans. 

 
There is however an opposing view held by some local role players (particularly civil society interests) 

that local communities should be driving the IDP/LDO process. The consultants in this view are 

driving the planning processes with the result that no local strategic capacity is being built at local 

level.  

It is also possible to question consultants‟ understanding of the notion of LED, particularly in the case 

of Graaf Reinet. It is finalising its LED plan. The fact that Graaf Reinet is nearing the completion of an 

LED plan is ample evidence to illustrate the point. Local communities in Graaf Reinet are highly 

divided and in terms of their participation in planning processes, particularly IDP/LDO processes, they 

are demonstrably apathetic. This conclusion is based amongst other things on a scrutiny of the 

attendance register of planning committee meetings for the IDP/LDO where in some instances 

convenors of sub-committees were sent reminders of their duty to attend and convene. Given that Graaf 

Reinet is amongst the least organised civil society groupings in the region, the question arises how it is 

that it is one of two areas in the whole Western District Council area finalising an LED strategy? 

Clearly the process has almost entirely been driven by outside consultants. One cannot but wonder 

whether the money spent on consultants would not have been better spent on investing in local capacity 

building. 

 

Indeed, other problems exist around these planning processes. In many instances the regional, rural 

stake-holders represented by TRCs have not been included in the IDP/LDO discussions at all. 

 

These two provincial departments, then, Housing and Local Government and Economic Affairs 

Environment and Tourism are the two provincial departments who play the most direct role when it 

comes to LED and developmental local government. 

 

Department of Local Government and Housing 

 

The department of Local Government and Housing specifically, is the 
provincial department most directly responsible for local government. Its 
mission is, "to promote the establishment, development and maintenance of 
sustainable local authorities as well as, facilitate the delivery of housing 

through effective community participation, co-ordinated planning and 
capacity building". 
(Department of Local Government and Housing, 1998) 
 

This department has been instrumental in establishing the Eastern Cape Local 

Government Association (ECLGA) which is working with the Department to ensure 

efficient local government administration in the Province and to promote the spirit of 
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co-operative governance. It was responsible for the launch of Project Viability and 

audit inspections of various local authorities. 
 

It was central in organising and facilitating the province's Inter-Governmental Forum 

that seeks to promote co-operative government between the various spheres of 

government. 
 

Some of the problems facing the Department of Local Government and Housing 

include: limited budgets available to the department specifically in respect of rural 

development and infrastructure provision and lack of policies to guide departmental 

programmes, such as Local Government Training policy. These are obviously reliant 

on national policy processes. 
 

The Housing programme within the Department of Local Government and Housing is responsible for: 

 

 Enabling environment for housing development and ensuring the accessibility of 

housing. 

 Administration of provincial housing funds which amount to just over R1 billion 

 Capacitating of the department's implementation agents (Local authorities and the 

private sector) 

 

Amongst the most important initiatives of the department are encouraging the 

establishment of housing sections in local authorities and encouraging community 

participation through the establishment of housing action committees (Department of 

Local Government and Housing, 1998). 

 

Its Local Government Programme is responsible for: 

 

 Promoting the formation and sustenance of local governments; 

 Co-ordinating local government training; 

 Promoting sound land administration; 

 Rendering municipal inspectorate services; and, 

 Conducting research on local government development. (H and Local 

Government1998) 

 

The rural government directorate is apparently in the process of drawing up a set of 

guidelines to assist District Councils in selecting projects: "which will be sustainable 

and bring economic development in areas where private investors are reluctant to 

exploit the existing market". 

 

Comments on the rural TRC's apply. The TRCs at the primary level do not provide 

any services and do not have a revenue base to draw from. It will remain a provincial 

responsibility to secure funds to ensure that the councillors elected to office in Rural 

Local Government structures can continue to carry out their mandate. 

 

The above department also oversees land administration. Land administration seeks to 

promote sound land administration within the Eastern Cape, through implementation 

of the Development Facilitation Act, Act 67/95. 
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This piece of legislation is aimed at fast-tracking land development as well as 

establishing speedy mechanisms to release land for housing development. The target 

beneficiaries for this process are local authorities, developers and communities in 

those specific areas where land development is taking place. An amount of R3.5 

million has been allocated for this project. This represents 29 % for the total budget 

for this Directorate. 

 

In terms of Section 154(1) of the Constitution, provincial government has the 

responsibility to "support and strengthen the capacity of municipalities to manage 

their own affairs, to exercise their powers and perform their functions." This entails 

the function of training and the co-ordination thereof. 

 

The development of a Training Policy has been delayed by the development of 

various other supplementary Policy documents including the Skills Development Bill, 

White Paper on Local Government and the S.A. Qualifications Act. A working draft 

has been developed jointly by the Department and the DBSA.  

 

It is precisely the contention of this report that Information Technology transfer, 

Training and Development of Local Government personnel in conjunction with 

dissemination of sound Strategic Planning skills, are in desperate need of 

consideration by the Province. Civil society too, require investments in their capacity 

building to circumvent the current situation, where they largely find themselves 

unable to contribute significantly to development planning in the region. 
 

Department of Agriculture and Land Affairs Western Region 

 

The department is primarily concerned with agricultural support services in the Western region of the 

Eastern Cape. According to the Western Region regional director in the Department of Agriculture, the 

department is focussing on its rapid impact programme geared primarily to promoting emerging 

farmers. The programme focuses on agricultural infrastructure such as small irrigation schemes, 

community gardens, poultry, pig projects, fencing and the like. While the programme seems thus far to 

have made inroads only in Sommerset East it could conceivably play an important role in alleviating 

poverty and promoting small-scale urban agriculture in the study area. This would undoubtedly be 

more effective in conjunction with programmes to improve the water accessibility in many areas. 

 

The Department of Agriculture is involved in land reform process within the Western region.  After 

settlement schemes and land reform projects have been decided on the Department of Agriculture is 

involved in support in terms of infrastructure and also skills development through facilitating training.  

There are however currently very few land reform projects within the study area. Those, which do 

exist, are mainly around the Sommerset East, Cradock and Cookhouse areas.  The regional director 

expressed concern about the lack of management expertise among many emerging farmers. The 

department does not currently have the ability to address these issues due to a lack of resources within 

the department. 

 

There is a strong view within the department that land reform should become a provincial competence 

and that the Department of Land Affairs should, therefore become accountable to provincial rather than 

national government. This view follows from the experiences of some of the land reform programme 

that is openly acknowledged as having been a failure. Two important factors contribute to this. The 

first is the red tape that has stifled the process of land reform through bureaucratic hold-ups in Pretoria. 

The second and most crucial issue concerns the issues of sustainability. Not enough has been done thus 

far to ensure that land reformed is land that can be farmed in sustainable fashion by the emerging 

farmers who are gaining access to this land. 

 

The Eastern Cape's Department of Agriculture and Land Affairs is giving emerging farmers R1.74-

million as part of its Rapid Impact programme.  
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The funding amounts are modest. They represent, however, the kind of financial capacity dedicated to 

Department of Agriculture‟s stimulation of emerging farmers. The implications for LED strategies 

championing agriculture as a principal building block in the Midlands/Karoo regional economy, should 

be self-evident. If provincial government is so over-stretched in its funding function, emerging local 

farmers are likely to encounter severe barriers to entry, where even the existing commercial agricultural 

sector is in decline.  

 

 

Department of Welfare 

 

The department of Welfare currently has a poverty alleviation programme running in the Karoo region. 

There are sub-regional offices at Aberdeen, Graaf-Reinet and Willowmore. Community development 

officers seem to have established good relations with the local communities. Willowmore, in particular 

seems to have benefited greatly from the local development officer who is also an important role player 

in the local development forum. The Willowmore development forum is seen by many as a success in 

terms of its being cemented in the local community and in the words of the Department of Welfare 

development officer "owned by the local community".  

 

The Department of Welfare poverty alleviation program is not accompanied 
by any monitoring, evaluation and most importantly support programme. 
 

The Department of Economic Affairs Environment and Tourism are 
essentially responsible for SMMEs, while the Department of Welfare 
champions the need for programmes designed to counter poverty. Yet, there 
are no conceptual linkages between the two departments nor are there any 
practical examples of mutual co-operation in joint programme 
implementation. Are SMMEs a feature of developmental welfare thinking or 
are they fully blown economic generation entities in their own right? Welfare 
would appear to limit their project orientation to community welfare and 
issues of sustainability in isolation from programmatic SMME development. 

 2.1.3 Local Government Overview. 
 
Coloured interests at the local government level were historically based on Coloured Management 

Committees that were advisory and subordinate to the white Town Councils. They were largely 

ineffectual and perceived to be inadequate in terms of looking after the interests of the coloured 

community. 

 
In the early 1970's African urban households were represented by Bantu 
Affairs Administration (later to become Development Boards). This role was 
taken over form the White Local authorities. Later Black Local Authorities 
were introduced with the intention of establishing separate/autonomous 
councils. These councils never achieved any meaningful legitimacy 
throughout South Africa and in fact in many instances turned out to be sites 
of resistance (see James etal, 1995). 
 

Into this context, characterised by conflict and distrust, the new, democratic local authorities emerged.. 

 

The Midlands/Karoo region has come to a standstill in places like Aberdeen where local political 

differences have invaded developmental processes.  

 

Planning itself has become a trial through which few development activists attempt to march. The land-

owning (largely white) classes vs. coloured vs. extremely poor constituency (mostly rural Africans) 

continue to attend obligatory meetings. Without financial or logistic support from their province, let 

alone the enabling environment, local government both urban and rural in the Western District will not 
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deny that they are in crisis.  Meeting fatigue as articulated elsewhere in this report, has contributed to 

potential LED stasis. 

 
The fortunes of a whole range of planning processes are taking on regional differences in terms of the 

degree to which the TRCs and TLCs are engaging in the process jointly or not. In Willowmore for 

example the local IDP/LDP process has successfully drawn in the TRC. They are thus working on a 

joint IDP/LDO. In Graaf Reinet the political divide between the essentially ANC council and the UDM 

TRC also divides the two in terms of the IDP/LDO planning processes. Pearston on the other hand is 

about to begin its IDP/LDO process.  

 
The separation of TRCs and TLCs as is currently practised in the rest of the Eastern Cape is not a 

viable option for the Western region. In this region the separation of the two makes no sense at all. In 

Pearston the TRC itself has acknowledged this by making its budget allocation available for spending 

in the TLC.  

 

Regional Local Government - District Councils 

 

The emergence of the District Council in the Midlands/Karoo is crucial to and understanding of 

municipal local government‟s relative inability to lead developmental interventions. Inasmuch as local 

TLCs in the Karoo are embroiled in their‟ own internal crisis management around shortage of finance 

(and the consequent preoccupation with merely returning profits on service provision) they do not set 

their developmental goals within a regional context.  

 

To an increasing extent, therefore, the Western District Council (WDC) has been required to assume a 

co-ordinating role on the broader canvass of the region as a whole. This, too, obviously originates from 

its more hands on command of significantly larger budgets than individual TLCs/TRCs. The WDC is 

furthermore currently at a position of relative advantage by virtue of its strategic and geographic 

location in the metropolitan centre of Port Elizabeth, with its advanced access to communications and 

other infrastructure, as well as a more readily available pool of technical consultants. Certainly, 

provincial government in Bisho would find it a far more accessible agent for channelling 

developmental finance and an easier protagonist to monitor downstream, in the project/programme 

implementation phase.   

 

 The Western District Council is already the implementing agent for a number of government 

departments such as the Department of Water Affairs. According to a representative from the 

Department of Water Affairs in Cradock DWAF has already delegated authority to the District 

Councils in terms of processing and prioritising community needs with regards to water. The DC 

prioritises water needs that are then submitted to Water Affairs. 

 

While local government will increasingly be called upon to play a developmental role, district based 

(or regional) government will be increasingly called upon to play a co-ordinating role. This is 

particularly so in the Eastern Cape where the capacity of provincial government is limited. The 

increasing importance attached to District Councils is evident from national policies (such as the White 

Paper on Local Government and the Municipal Structures Act) as well as within the province through 

the rationalising process of provincial government represented for example by RSETT (Regional 

Structures Evaluation Task Team). The RSETT recommendations, which are in the process of being 

implemented, suggest that: 

 

 

 

 District Councils increasingly be called upon to assume a co-ordinating role particularly in the area 

of service delivery. This implies that current regional (and sub-regional) government departments 

will be phased out where the district council is in a position to play a co-ordinating role. 

 There be co-ordination of regional service delivery departments where possible 

 Provincial planning units be established 

 Co-ordination between local government and sectoral departments  take place at district level 
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 In the medium to long term a greater assumption of powers by the District Councils and 

decentralisation of provincial, regional and sub-regional departmental co-ordination to the District 

Councils 

 Where District Councils have capacity regional department offices be closed down 

 District councils become sites for co-ordinating development clusters at regional level also for 

those departments that still remain after the process of rationalisation has taken place. These 

clusters would be district-based forums for interdepartmental co-ordination of specific 

development clusters. The DC would chair the committee co-ordinating the development cluster 

within the district. 

 

Current activities, which must be taken into account while evaluating local economic development, at 

local government level include: 

 

 Demarcation process - the restructuring of local municipal boundaries will have important political 

and other consequences at the district level. In addition if Port Elizabeth is demarcated as a 

Metropolitan area the danger is that the Midlands/Karoo region will become underdeveloped even 

further, as the substantial amounts currently being redistributed by the Western District Council 

will in all likelihood not be as easy to replace. 

 

 RSETT rationalisation of provincial, regional and sub regional government department boundaries 

will profoundly affect the nature of partnerships and the actual type of cluster selected for any 

LED pursuit. Deviations from the obvious linkages amongst certain TLC and TRC partners will 

require close scrutiny. 

 

The role of District Councils in terms of the emerging system of 'co-operative‟ governance is thus, 

particularly important. This role is even more important within the current context of the Western 

District Councils (WDC) role in the Karoo. There are crucial roles that it plays: 

 

 It currently plays a vital regional redistributory role - effectively ensuring that the uneven 

development in the Western region is compensated for, somewhat, through capital flows into the 

hinterland. This takes place for example through the investment in infrastructure programmes in 

the region 

 

 As a service provider particularly in the more rural areas of the district. This includes assuming 

local government functions in areas of low capacity such as Rietbron in the Willowmore district. 

 

 As an implementing agent for a number of national and provincial government departments 

 

 The WDC also has a strategic role in terms of regional planning in that it is legislatively obliged 

to co-ordinate the regional IDP/LDO process. This process, in which the WDC is taking the lead 

over other District Councils in the province, is underway in the Western Region. The western 

region is divided into four sub-regional planning regions. The Karoo sub-region consists of 

Jansenville, Willowmore, Steytlerville, Aberdeen, Graaf Reinet, Pearston and Sommerset East. 

 

With the exception of Middelburg and Cradock all the areas in this survey benefit from the 

redistributive function of the District Councils. In response to questions, many wealthier people from 

Cradock and Middelburg were sensitive to the need for the uneven distribution of resources by the 

Stormberg District Council, concentrating resources in the former 'homeland' areas. However, they felt 

somewhat done down in view of the fact that they saw their own areas as still underdeveloped while 

revenues collected from their areas were redistributed to even more needy areas in the region. A similar 

situation exists with the Western District Council. In this case however, the District Council ensures 

that the wealth generated by the economic powerhouse within the province and the region is 

redistributed to the poorer areas. With the exception of Middelburg and Cradock, the vast majority of 

the areas in this survey which fall within the Western District Council area have and continue to benefit 

from the PE area. 
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Furthermore, the Western District Council has established an international relations unit with the 

intention of linking up small towns in the Eastern Cape with other countries. This is another reason 

why the DC is most suited to the task of co-ordinating regional LED. 

 

It is envisaged that through a twinning arrangement tourism and 
agricultural development could be promoted in partnership with German 
interest groups. 
 

District Councils and Co-ordination 

 

A special note is made of the crucial role of co-ordination expected of District Councils. Within the 

Western Region the district council is in a position to play a co-ordinating role. This is due to the fact 

that it represents mainly urban local government and the wealthier tax base associated with it. Within 

other regions in the Eastern Cape a similar dilemma to that in KwaZulu/Natal is likely to result, where 

rural local government cannot possibly see to development imperatives with the kind of funds they are 

receiving. In the study area, notwithstanding new demarcations, the logical frameworks for regional 

management of the development process should recommend themselves to more modern forms of 

Information Technology transfers. 

 

District Councils are ideal locations for regional development forums/co-
ordination structures as they are representative of local government within 
the region. This is not the case with a more loosely structured regional 
development forum (such as the Queenstown LED Initiative) which is only 
accountable to itself and not to the region. This is an important 
consideration particularly in addressing the issue of uneven development 
and the reproduction of processes of uneven development. 
 

 2.1.4 Assessment 

 

In this section of the report, dealing thus far, with LED role players from National, Provincial and 

Local Government, it should already have become increasingly clear that there are significant obstacles 

to effective co-operation and co-ordination both within and between the various levels of government 

as indeed between departments. 

 

The Western District Council in conjunction with parts of Stormberg, are identified as the most logical 

site for implementing LED strategies and processes. These are shown to be in transition and as such, 

subject to change. Such changes might well result in WDC for example, being relocated out of Port 

Elizabeth. This would in all likelihood effectively, further diminish regional local government‟s 

developmental capacity in the study area. 

 

Clearly, therefore, a more detailed examination of Local Government will be required in subsequent 

sections of the report. Specifically, under Section 3, this tier of government will be revisited. Local 

dynamics in each receive treatment, to further contextualise the prospects for LED. The types of 

discrete development cluster, (tourism, sugar beet and mohair/ wool beneficiation etc), appropriate to 

particular locales is also discussed. 

2.2 Civil Society  
 

With the emergence of a legitimate government at the national level in 1994 and at the local level in 

1995 the political basis for the then existing institutional and organisational framework within which 

development (and resistance) took place was transformed. This transformation has had the 'unintended' 

consequence of weakening a number of organisations and institutions which had been created during 

the apartheid era as alternative service providers, alternative 'local government' structures and 

ultimately as sites of opposition to the illegitimate apartheid state. CBOs/NGOs and local community 

organisations have been dealt the worst blow by the transition with many organisations sinking in the 

face of the redirection of resources through a legitimate state and with the emergence of legitimate 

structures which have now taken over their functions. 
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 2.2.1 CBOs/NGOs 

 

There are very few local NGOs operating in the region. While a number of regionally active NGOs do 

exist they are based mainly in Port Elizabeth. The most important NGOs that operate in the area are the 

Eastern Cape Land Committee (ECLC) and the Eastern Cape Development and Funding forum 

(ECDAFF).  

 

The East Cape land Committee (ECLC) receives funds from international donors. These include Interfund, 

OxFam and Swiss Development Corporation, amongst others. With some of the core funders such as 

Interfund pulling out the ECLC is looking at ways to ensure the sustainability of the organisation. 

According to the current director the ECLC is looking at tendering for government department projects. 

For example, they are currently tendering for a project on land reform in the western region from the 

Department of Land Affairs. This is around ESTA implementation. It is also looking at getting involved 

with the Department of Labour in terms of capacity building training. But, as the Director of the ECLC in 

Port Elizabeth points out, many of the projects that they will be tendering for are once off projects whereas 

they see ongoing follow up programmes as essential. 

 

The funding logic of many donors is also frustrating the ECLC as funding is given on the basis that the 

majority of the funds be spent on programmatic expenses and not on operating costs of ECLC. "Our 

operating costs are not covered and yet these are the biggest overheads in any project." This way of 

thinking of funding outcomes rather than the institutional support/facilitating structure is in line with the 

spending logic of many other institutions. Ntsika for example does not fund the operating costs of LBSCs 

and yet these are the most important costs in both ensuring quality staff and ensuring the sustainability of 

an organisation. 

 

The consequence of the current lack of funding is that the ECLC in order to ensure sustainability will 

increasingly have to become cost-recovery/effective oriented. In this process it is likely that sustainability 

will ultimately take precedence over the particular direction which the ECLC would prefer to take or, the 

sector it would prefer to treat as principal client. 

 

The ECLC is more involved in rural and land issues, particularly land reform and as a consequence is 

involved in dealing with farm workers. This often puts the ECLC at loggerheads with local commercial 

farmers. Even the more 'enlightened/liberal' farmers have problems with the way the ECLC operates 

and this is entrenched in the perception that they are stirring up farm labourers rather than contributing 

anything positive.  

 

While farmers often express their willingness to co-operate with the ECLC, these promises are not 

always carried out and as a result the ECLC sees the farmers often engaging in subtle sabotage. The 

mutual distrust of landowners and emerging farmers is just a symptom too, of the more fundamental 

challenge to NGO/CBO partnerships around water scarcity, let alone access to agricultural and/or 

alternative development credit extension.  

 

The East Cape Development and Funding Forum (ECDAFF) is an NGO 
funded by Diakonia and the TNDT (Transitional National Development 
Trust). However the TNDT had up until early March 1999 not yet renewed its 
funding commitment to ECDAFF. ECDAFF claims to be working in Graaf-
Reinet, Jansenville, Steytlerville, Klipplaat, Pearston and Aberdeen around 
local government capacity building and SMME development, amongst other 
things. However, the director openly admits that the last time they had any 

contact with local communities in the Karoo around SMME development was 
in early 1998 (Interview, 5/3/99). They claim to have concentrated their 
efforts on local government capacity building during 1998.  
 

While the impact of the forum is unclear, none of the TLCs who were interviewed mentioned the 

forum as having made any significant impact on local government capacity building. The funding crisis 

is likely to constrain even further the currently very limited impact ECDAFF is having on the 

Midlands/Karoo region. According to the director, efforts at establishing links with local communities 

have been partially frustrated by the lack of continuity in local community structures: "…you meet 
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someone in a particular area and then the next time there is someone else". ECDAFF is not alone in 

reporting this phenomenon, with the DEAEAT, amongst others, having experienced similar problems. 

 

 2.2.2 Trade Unions 

 

The local working class is small and fragmented. The extent of social divisions is also evident between 

the farm workers and the urban town dwellers. There is for example little common ground between 

farm workers (who constitute the largest number of workers) and the more urban workforce. There 

seem to be social and cultural divisions between rural farm workers and urban township dwellers with 

many farm workers not settling in urban townships out of choice. In Jansenville for example where 

farm workers gained access to houses in the towns they soon deserted these dwellings to return back to 

the farms. The feudal like social structure on the farms is clearly at variance with a more youthful, 

politically radical township dynamic. 

 

Socially, the local communities are made up of a majority of vulnerable, 
unemployed. The local working class is very small and its insignificance is 
reflected through union structures (or absence thereof) in the region. The 
only sectors that are organised to any significant extent are government 

employees, through the teaching unions and the local government and 
health workers through NEHAWU. In general it seems fair to say that the 
unions lack capacity to effectively engage their local employers and also do 
not seem to offer much as far as strategic development plans are concerned.  
 
There are some instances where unions have pushed for more participation 
in local development processes (such as Middleburg) but this seems to have 
been largely rhetorical. In Cradock, the participation by COSATU in the 
social compact around housing was raised as a concern. Local development 
facilitator, Wilson Socci, recounted how he had 'pulled COSATU to meetings'.  
 
COSATU was seen as playing an important role in terms of setting wages 
and rates for contractors employed in the housing project. However, the 
levels were eventually not determined through the participation of unions 
but by a regional survey of existing rates. 
 

The public sector unions in the region clearly do have a role to play in terms of local development. 

However, it seems that they too could benefit from capacity building programmes around LED and 

developmental local government. 

 

In some cases the TLCs reported not wanting to engage in alternative forms of service provision 

because of the Unions‟ national stance on the matter. Privatisation of waste disposal services, for 

example at the municipal level, to open up opportunity to emerging businesses, is not occurring to any 

significant degree in the study area.  

 
 2.2.3 SANCO 

 
South African National Civics Organisation (SANCO) as a force in civil society in the Midlands/Karoo 

is virtually non existent. Where SANCO does exist, it exists largely in name only. It has become a 

convenient tool for individuals to promote their own interests or as a junior and subservient partner to 

political structures. In no instance was there any sign of any vibrancy within SANCO.  

 
Those civil society structures that did show some measure of militancy were inevitably rallied around 

services, particularly the suspension of services. This was evident in Graaf-Reinet, Middelburg, 

Aberdeen and to some extent in Cradock. Here local civics (ratepayers associations), by mobilising 

around services in apartheid defined residential locations, were actually promoting these divisions.  

 

 2.2.4 Development Forums 
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There was a mushrooming of development forums in the early to mid 1990's. All of the areas surveyed 

reported the existence of development forums. However, in most instances these forums collapsed after the 

local government elections. A similar fate seems to have befallen the Regional Economic Development 

Forum that apparently lost the driving individuals behind the process to the Eastern Cape Government.  At 

the same time the function of the forum was institutionalised provincially through the formation of Ecsecc 

(Eastern Cape Socio-Economic Consultative Council).  

 

A number of RDP and development forums housed loosely within civil society were thus left somewhat in 

the cold it seems after the emergence of a legitimate political system which gave the regional and national 

forums an institutional home. With local government elections a number of key role players in local 

politics and civil society stood and were elected into local government often creating leadership vacuums in 

civil society. In Sommerset East and Steytlerville for example key people from the local advice offices 

became councillors and in one instance the mayor. 

 

While key individuals were lost to local government this is not the total extent of the crisis for local forums 

and civil society structures. In many ways these structures lost identity with the changing political fortunes. 

In some cases they seem to have become points for the emergence of a local elite and the opportunism of 

individuals. This seems to have been the case particularly in Cradock, Graaf-Reinet and Aberdeen.  

 
 2.2.5 Advice Offices 

 
Advice Offices in Jansenville, Sommerset East, Steytlerville and Graaf Reinet, have to some extent 

replaced development forums and vital NGO/ CBO development implementation agencies. An advice 

office existed in Aberdeen but fell apart in the mid-1990s when funding ran out. 

 
The advice offices, too, have become victims of changes in the channelling of donor funds through 

government departments. Essentially, advice offices have played (and some still do) an important role as a 

community resource offering advice from filling in pension applications to resolving disputes. In the 

Midlands/Karoo region the advice offices often play the role of trade union, particularly for farm workers 

who enjoy no local support or representation. The advice offices in Steytlerville, Jansenville and 

Sommerset East reported representing workers in unfair labour practice cases. In Sommerset East, the local 

tyre factory does not on its own warrant the existence of a local branch of NUMSA. However, most of the 

local workers are members of NUMSA and according to the Sommerset East Advice Office whenever 

workers from the factory need to be represented they approach the advice office who act as the go-between, 

between the workers and the union. 

 

 2.2.6 Assessment 
 

The two most significant contributors to civil society’s participation in LED 
processes in the study area then, (ECLC and ECDAFF), are plagued by 
financial difficulties, logistical incapacity within the Midlands/Karoo and a 
more general trend towards treating government as client. The very community 
organisations that more need their potential institutional support are 
demonstrably fragmented. Their geographic disbursement is over large 
distances, while their numbers are few. Other types of civil society 
protagonists, like the unions and SANCO, are even less equipped to 
substantially influence LED processes and programmes. 
 

The study area will therefore, obviously not be able to draw on vital organs of 
civil society, well armed to exploit opportunities intended to boost SMME 
openings or new job creation. Instead, this sector will in most probability need 
to be treated as recipient rather than an active vehicle for change in the Karoo. 
Training and capacity building will be required, simply for the role players to 
garner the optimum benefit from any LED investments which might be 
secured in future, through larger public/ private partnerships occurring 
beyond their immediate comprehension or control. 
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2.3 Business role players 
 

Existing local business role players and their relationships with public sector 
initiatives around local economic development (LED) are obviously crucial to 
an understanding of the potential for any sustained investment strategy to 
indeed kick start local dynamics. In the study area little co-operation occurs 
between interest groups and within discretely defined communities of 
interest, limited capacity exists to impact on poverty alleviation.  
 
In terms of just how more formal business interests are organised, the 
prospects for an optimistic outlook can similarly, not be predicated on 
current objective realities. The Business Chambers/Sakekamers are fairly 
stereotypical of small rural, Afrikaaner platteland communities. Across 
towns for example, various Sakekamers retain an inward focus with little 

formal networking between themselves. In their isolated locales, likewise, 
they seem to prefer an insularity that does not easily translate into inter 
racial, joint ventures. At the risk of pre-empting the findings of this section, 
a tendency even exists to avoid the congregation of a variety of white 
business interests within the inclusive structure of a business chamber. 
Instead, sectors concentrate on promoting the interests of their’ particular 
endeavour. Farmers club together or Bed and Breakfast establishments club 
together or Retailers prefer to discuss common issues in their’ discrete line 
of enterprise etc.     
 

Detailed discussion of these dynamics follow. While it might have been presumed that the emergent 

SMME sector should naturally occupy a place alongside the other business role players included here, 

an examination of trends among them, is reserved for treatment under the research survey specifically 

designed for them. 

 2.3.1 Small Business Service Providers 
 

While Ntsika was created with the express intention of facilitating the emergence of small business 

service institutions particularly LBSCs (Local Business Service Centres) it has thus far had little impact 

in the region as far as small business development goes. The Cradock LBSC has been promised 

support, as was GRASHEPROPHIDISA. However, GRASHEPROPHIDISA has recently closed down 

due to a lack of funding. During an interview shortly before GRASHEPROPHIDISA closed down the 

Director and office manager were waiting for word from Ntsika and COMSEC in Port Elizabeth with a 

view to establishing a regional/satelite LBSC in Graaf-Reinet. They obviously never received word. 

The Cradock service provider who in late 1998 indicated their opposition to accreditation had in early 

1999 had a change of heart after a visit from a Ntsika delegation and they are now eagerly awaiting 

word from Ntsika that they had achieved accreditation. What follows is a brief description of the two 

most important service providers in the region - GRASHEPROPHIDISA and the Cradock small 

business service centre. In addition the Khanya resource centre in Sommerset East is also mentioned as 

it is also trying to establish itself as a small business service centre. 

 
Graaf-Reinet Self Help Project For the Disabled (GRASHEPROPHEDISA) 
 

GRASHEPROPHIDISA closed down in early 1999 due to a lack of funds. It was essentially a small 

craft project for disabled people involved in leatherwork, crafts, carpentry, knitting and sewing. It is an 

example of an essentially community project and advice centre which tried to establish itself as an 

LBSC in the wake of the funding crisis which hit NGOs in the post election period. Achieving 

accreditation by Ntsika was, for many financially floundering NGOs, a form of legitimisation and 

access to funding.  
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GRASHEPROPHIDISA had not up until its demise achieved accreditation. And despite indications 

from Ntsika and COMSEC that they were interested in establishing a regional/satelite there had been 

nothing forthcoming. 

 

Cradock LBSC 

 

What is striking about Cradock is that the LBSC, Vision 2000 and the local council do not seem to be 

co-ordinating their activities and each seem to have gone their own ways after a promising start. In 

Cradock the LBSC emerged out of a different context to that of other LBSCs in the rest of the Eastern 

Cape, (see Murray and Sycholt, 1998). It was initially the product of a local business forum that 

brought together local groupings such as the chamber of commerce as well as local community 

organisations. Its origin was from a more truly broadly based representative structure. 

 

It brought together business organisations from all communities in Cradock. This included the 

Sakekamer, Black Business Caucus and the Hawkers Association.  The establishment of an LBSC 

became the first major project of the Forum which saw the creation of an LBSC as "a vehicle for 

economic development and the SMME sector in Cradock" (LBSC, 1998). The Business forum, the 

Cradock TLC, SANCO and political organisations with the assistance of the regional DEAEAT 

established the LBSC, which was registered as a section 21 company in October 1997. 

 

The business forum started unravelling according to the current chairperson of the Cradock Sakekamer 

and the secretary of the business forum when it started becoming successful. The business forum fell 

apart in 1998 amidst conflicting viewpoints on the role and future of the LBSC. The chair of the 

Sakekamer suggests that the LBSC should have played a broader role in terms of the local business 

forum "the LBSC should have become the secretariat of the Cradock Business Forum" (Interview). The 

chair of the Sakekamer argues that the LBSC should not only play the function of trying to promote 

'underprivileged' business but should have been the driving force for the business forum. He claims that 

after the forum successfully got the LBSC going people did not want to work together anymore. 

According to him "There was a lot of politics involved. When a co-chairperson died a local Member of 

Parliament was appointed as co-chairperson of the business forum. It started becoming politicised after 

that" (interview, Pretorius).  

 

The director of the LBSC despite being in a different camp seems to have a similar understanding of 

Cradock in general "Cradock‟s history is one of political intolerance. What is holding development to 

ransom in Cradock is organisations and personalities." 

 

According to the current chairperson of the Cradock Sakekamer and the 
secretary of the business forum, the forum was intended to be a broad all 
inclusive business initiative which would include representatives from all 
local communities. However "it went down the drain as there was no proper 
business organisation in the black and coloured areas." The business forum 
had identified a number of business opportunities, which were going to 
become projects of the forum. These included the opening of a canning 
factory and wool processing. 
 
Thus, the local LBSC in Cradock would now seem to occupy an antagonistic 
position in relation to other business role players and TLC representatives 
who at first co-operated.   
 

It lists as one of its successes, the opportunities created for emerging SMME sub-contractors in road 

construction and maintenance. At the same time, its Director, Reverend Irion, is critical of the Cradock 

TLC‟s lack of a strategy for the development of SMMEs, their role in LED and an absence of micro 

financing institutions in the town. He is also dismissive of provincial government and the DEAEAT in 

that they do not have a clear vision for LBSCs.  

 

Masizame 
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Masizame is also a small business service provider. Through the joint operation of the Masizame centre 

and the Iqayiya technical training centre the Department of Labour could not technically fund the training 

in Cradock as the Iqayiya centre is already funded by the Department of Education. 

 

According to Wilson Soci, the centre is also looking at achieving EDC status 
(Entrepreneurial Development Centre). There seems to be unnecessary local 
duplication between the LBSC and the Masizame centre. Perhaps before a 
regional development summit can be called the local role players need to 
streamline local development structures. 
 

Khanya District Resource Centre (Somerset East) 

 

According to the current co-ordinator of the Khanya resource centre in Sommerset East the Centre was 

initially funded by the IDT in 1995 but has since run out of funding (Interview, January 1999). The 

service centre seems to be following a similar pattern to other service providers, particularly those in 

more rural areas where the service centre is essentially based around a number of community projects. 

  

Khanya Resource Centre is trying to get sewing, gardening, piggery and poultry projects off the 

ground. However it does not as yet appear to have had much success. The only positive sign is that an 

amount of R5 000 has apparently been acquired through the Department Of Welfare's Poverty 

Alleviation fund for the acquisition of a number of sewing machines. However the money has not yet 

been transferred. The Khanya centre is currently a highly under resourced and under capacitated 

operation. Even if funding was acquired through whatever source it does not seem as though the centre 

itself has sufficient capacity to maintain a business support programme. It is a prime example of a local 

initiative that could benefit from investment in capacity building. 

 

 

Far from local SMMEs having a supportive network of small business service providers, local 

previously disadvantaged entrepreneurs face a fragmented sector in survivalist mode itself. LED 

processes requiring regional perspectives from localised LBSCs locked into the small Midlands/Karoo 

local economies are extremely unlikely to develop under these circumstances. 

 

 2.3.2 Organised Business (Chambers of 

Commerce etc) 
 

Hereunder, individual chambers will be examined according to geographic location first, with an 

ultimate focus on a generic analysis. Not all towns have business chambers and in any event, reference 

to the following five locales captures the main findings of the research effort. 

 

Somerset East 

 

The Sommerset East Business Forum was established in 1998 essentially to provide a forum for local 

business interests to get together and share ideas. The forum has however started looking more 

strategically at how it can promote business locally. Its first initiative was to promote the location of 

the sugar beet processing plant in Sommerset East. The business forum was, according to the current 

chairperson, involved in negotiating special electricity rates with the TLC.  

 

Treated in a little more detail under Cradock, Somerset East‟s similar business potential could bode 

well for stimulating co-operative LED strategies. 

 

Cradock 

 

Cradock and Sommerset East have an advantage over other districts in the region in that they have a 

plentiful supply of water through the Orange River project. Cradock is also favourably placed in terms 

of transport accessibility - it has a rail link as well as being on the main freeway through to Port 
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Elizabeth. The economic base of Cradock is mainly farming and tourism. Many of the small 

established businesses are clustered along the main freeway route through the town. Small cafes and 

filling stations benefit mostly through the travellers passing through. There is also a fairly sophisticated 

infrastructure of tourist accommodation through hotels and a significant bed and breakfast operation. 

The latter is organised by Antrobus who through extensive marketing and networking have managed to 

bring packaged tours through Cradock. 

 

The relatively stable local economy in Sommerset East, Cradock, Middleburg 
and Graaf Reinet is reflected by the number of chain stores and wider variety 
of shops stocking more diverse and luxury goods than in the smaller towns 
in the region. There are about five larger businesses in Cradock operating in 
the wholesale sector. There are no manufacturing concerns. 
 

The chamber of commerce itself however, represents almost 100% of white business people in Cradock 

(Interview, Pretorius). The founding statement of the chamber excludes chain stores from membership 

stipulating that only locally based business are entitled to become members of the chamber. 

 

There is no formalised or structured interaction or any joint activities between the Cradock and other 

Chambers of Commerce in the Karoo. Individuals within the chamber do however network with 

members from other towns on a more informal basis. 

 

With a membership which comes solely from the established white business sector and with 

representation from only the publicity association, the town clerk and the established (white) 

commercial farmers it is little wonder that the Cradock chamber of commerce is perceived as 

representing the interests of  'white established business interests'.  Short of a fundamental restructuring 

of the chamber it would seem that there is little that can be done to remedy the popular perception that 

the chamber is there only to promote the interests of white business.  

 

In Cradock, therefore, there seem to be a number of initiatives that seem to 
be operating independent of each other. Whatever the basis of their current 
separation the local TLC should facilitate a process through which these 
initiatives could work together through one LED structure 
 

The Cradock and Middelburg chambers of commerce are affiliated to the Afrikaanse Handel Instituut. 

 

 

Middelburg 

 

The economy of Middelburg is estimated to turn over roughly R4.5 million per month. Of this 60% is 

derived in local incomes from state expenditure (Education, Police, College, Pension, Hospital, Telkom 

etc). Private sector contribution to the local economy rests at around R2 million. (Interview, H. Foster, 

TRC) 

 

According to the outgoing chairperson of the Middelburg Chamber of Commerce it emerged as a 

discussion forum for business people in Middleburg.  There are currently 50 members of the Chamber 

who are all involved in established small businesses. There has not been much development of small 

businesses recently. 

 

The chamber plays essentially two roles. Firstly a lobbying role whereby the chamber takes up issues 

on behalf of local business people particularly with local government. The second function played by 

the chamber is that of advertising the town through, for example, placing signposts on the roads. The 

chamber has also donated R1000 to the Grootfontein Agricultural College to pay for an advertisement 

to attract students to the college.  

 

The chamber has a development fund through which donations have been made to needy local schools. 

According to the outgoing chairperson of the chamber of commerce the fund is also intended to 

promote the development of small businesses. Three years ago a physiotherapist was given a loan to 

help him relocate to Middelburg.  (Interview, T. Erasmus, Middelburg Chamber of Commerce) 
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The levels and extent of support given to emerging business concerns cannot be anticipated to have any 

significance for LED promotion and poverty alleviation through job creation, given that the kinds of 

intervention among their „own‟ compatriots are so negligible. 

 

Willowmore  

 

Other than the TLC that is the second largest employer with 68 employees there is a local saw mill 

which employs around 200 workers, many on a part time basis. Of the less than 50 small businesses in 

Willowmore, 70% of are in the food and liquor retailing business with the remaining 30% constituting 

garages, workshops, clothing shops and accommodation. 

 

The Willowmore Chamber of Commerce like the one in Middelburg has been in existence for a 

number of years (no exact date could be given). They both began essentially to create a social space for 

business people to discuss local business issues and to share information on improving their businesses. 

While the membership of both Middelburg and Willowmore Sakekammers is exclusively white 

established business people, they claim, in the words of the chairperson of the Willowmore Sakekamer 

that "membership is open for everyone who has a business or is interested in the development of 

Willowmore."  

 

In practice however there are no black business people who belong to the local chambers.  

 

Even the generally larger established businesses do not belong to the local chambers. The general 

membership of the business chambers is medium and micro enterprise. 

 

The chambers themselves do not play a very visible role and generally are restricted to semi-social 

gatherings of members of the local established business community. While the chambers have lobbied 

local government on issues that concern business people the chambers are generally quiet. 

 

In Willowmore, again, the chain stores are not members of the local chamber as they presumably 

receive support from their head offices. 

 

According to the current chairperson of the Willowmore chamber of 
commerce it currently includes about three-quarters of the local white 
business people as members. The chairperson of the local development 
forum claims that the local chamber of commerce consists of a group of 
white business people, "We have no relationship with them, they are only for 
themselves." 
 
Graaf Reinet 

 

What is of concern is that Graaf Reinet does not as yet have a local business chamber. Local businesses 

are fairly well represented by individual sectoral associations. There are the various farmers 

associations and the local bed and breakfast association, for example. Ultimately however, by narrowly 

defining their interest in associations, the formal business sector is signalling its unwillingness to 

engage in possibly more progressive LED forums and processes. 

 

Thinking around partnerships, however, may be at its most sophisticated in Graaf Reinet around eco-

tourism. While the potential might be greatest in Graaf Reinet, the basis for partnerships has yet to be 

established. 

 

Generically then, the various Sakekamers discussed above, share some common trends.  

 

Existing chambers of business do not show any sign of any strategic initiative around LED. The 

chambers which do exist seem to be preoccupied with ensuring the survival of their business interests 

which are exclusively those of white established businesses. They do not seem to be significant role 

players in Local Economic Development. Local chambers do not have any vision or capacity to make 

any significant contributions in terms of LED. They also do not have the capital to become significant 

partners in investing in LED. 
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It seems clear that most Sakekamers are intent on maintaining their current organisational structures. 

Unless they are prepared to reconstitute themselves as broader based business movements as opposed 

to narrow vehicles for established (white) business interests they are likely to remain marginal to any 

'progressive' LED strategy. While they would be important role players in any local economic 

development strategy the success of any local LED strategy targetting poverty alleviation is unlikely to 

be swayed either way by their participation or non-participation. 

 

The more conservative mould of the Sakekammers initially seemed to have 
been broken in Sommerset East and in Cradock. The co-operative spirit has 
not been sustained though. In these two examples there seems to be a 
reversion to two business camps - there is evidence of a 'Sakekamer', 
representing established white Afrikaans business people and a new 
business forum of business people who seem to have been excluded from the 
'club'. The latter are attempting to define a role for themselves in terms of 
LED while the Sakekammer seems quite content to leave things the way they 
are as long as they do not interfere in their businesses. In Cradock the 
Sakekammer was actively involved in the formation of the local LBSC. 

However, relations between the Sakekamer and the LBSC have become 
somewhat strained.  
 

There is not one example of a partnership between local government and the private sector. The only 

potential partnership initiatives were at Middelburg and Cradock where enquiries had been made about 

subcontracting the TLC local postal services. The profit motive might inevitably be the sole recourse to 

encouraging Midlands/Karoo Chambers of Business to enter partnerships with emergent sector 

interests. When the Sakekamer and the LBSC in Cradock for example, pool their collective wisdom, 

joint proposals for LED promotion would be much stronger than currently obtains.  

2.2.3 Farmers Associations 
 

The agricultural sector of Cradock, Middleburg and Sommerset East is more 
diverse than in the rest of the region. This is due to the Orange River water 
scheme that ensures a perennial supply of water to these areas along the 
Fish River. As a result there is an established farming sector built around 
the irrigation potential along the banks of the Fish River with particularly 
fruit, lucerne and maize being grown. The water from the Orange River has 
provided a level of defence for the district against drought. This is not only 
through the supply of water but also the planting of maize and lucerne for 
grazing. The irrigation scheme starts 50km before Cradock. 
 

Of all the local business role players, the role of the Farmers Association has 
not only the greatest impact but also represents by far the largest economic 
power base in the Karoo. The farmers are the dominant economic group in 
the study area, precisely because they own the singularly most productive 
resource in the study area. Land, whether for agricultural or tourist income 
generation, is almost totally in the hands of a white elite. The extent to 
which the land owning class and commercial agriculture is prepared to 

engage in LED interventions geared towards the local poor is not all that 
difficult to gauge. Distrust has characterised relations historically. Lip 
service is paid to the need for transformation among some ‘enlightened’ 
farmers who attend planning forums.  
 
White farmers have lobbied vigorously against acquisition of land by 
Emerging Farmers in the Baviaanskloof area, for example. 
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In an interview with a representative from the major agricultural training facility in the region, a 

number of opinions were espoused regarding the institution‟s contribution to agri-business. Quoting 

from de Lange of Grootfontein Agricultural College, what stands out though, is an almost inadvertent 

„admission‟ that the sector might not be amenable to joint wealth and job creation strategies between 

white, commercial Farmers Associations and 'emerging farmers'. 

 

De Lange points out that the impact of the Grootfontein Agricultural College has been significant in it 

88 year history. The immediate employment that is created for the local town of Middelburg is 

significant. However, the main contribution of the College in the wider region historically, is in his 

words 'immeasurable'. He goes so far as to say that without the college the Angora industry would not 

have survived. Grootfontein developed a remedy for the problem historically plaguing Angora farmers 

- the abortion of kids in cold weather. In addition the Dorper sheep which currently accounts for 85% 

of South African mutton was according to de Lange developed at Grootfontein. The college was the 

centre of knowledge for the small stock industry. 

 

These years of contribution to a thriving agri-industry are increasingly 
coming under threat, however. Game farming is slowly growing in 
attractiveness to the district’s landowners. According to Delange the 
profitability differential between game farming and small stock farming is 
not as yet conclusive.  Rather, his personal view is that "game farming 
cannot beat small stock farming". Instead, the recent trend to game farming 
in many Midlands/Karoo areas is not related to profitability but rather to 
'security' - the incidence of stock theft is forcing some small stock farmers to 
make the change.  
 

The potentially reactionary role this sector is capable of playing in the LED arena cannot be discounted 

in the research area, therefore. A number of Farmers Association leadership figures interviewed, 

expressed concern that their livestock will be compromised if adjacent farms are left to small black 

farmers to infest with parasites etc. Competition for water is intense. In the Baviaanskloof example, the 

farm Sewefontein in question, has a perennial water source. It would seem unthinkable to some local 

commercial farmers that such a valued commodity could fall into the hands of their erstwhile labour 

force. Agricultural credit extension too, is fertile terrain for tensions between the organised agricultural 

sector and the main prospective beneficiaries of investment in LED, the poor.      

2.3.4 Emerging Farmer's Associations 
 

The research discovered a number of Emerging Farmers Associations in the region. All of them 

emerged in the post election period. Commenting on each would be repetitive as they all suffer exactly 

the same constraints around capacity, access to land and institutional support.   

 

The potential for the development of an emerging farmer sector in the region (short 

term) is consequently severely limited. This is also due also to the current size of 

economically viable farming units as well as the restricted scope of farming limited 

to small stock farming. In areas where there is greater water security there is greater 

potential for small holder agriculture. This is evident in the more eastern parts of the 

region particularly where water security and irrigation potential exits through water 

from the Orange/Fish River(s) scheme. This area has also been identified for the 

cultivation of sugar beet. The sugar beet initiative possibly offers the greatest 

potential for developing emerging farmers.  
 

Small farmer emergence has been around two central issues. Generally they have 

emerged in response to opportunities associated with the current land reform 

programme of the Department of Land Affairs. They ultimately represent groupings 

intent on gaining access to land through the pooling of subsidies. In other instances 
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the Emerging Farmers Associations have emerged as an interest group within the 

TLC's around the issue of commonage reform. 
 

These associations have very little organisational capacity, networking, leadership and resource 

capacity. As such they are open to being used by local more established farmers and business people. 

This was the case in a number of areas where it seems that some of the leadership positions within the 

Emerging Farmers Association were being held by people that could not be called emerging, in the 

truest sense of the concept. In addition, they often had additional local business interests. Their greater 

reliance on revenue derived in urban centres from running taxis or spaza shops, for example, thus 

suggests that their farming interests are secondary. 

 

Local Emerging Farmers Associations are not members of any other organisation. There is currently no 

regional association representing the interests. As a result the local Emerging Farmers Associations are 

generally isolated 

 

 2.3.5 Assessment 

 

Small Business Service Providers are thoroughly ineffectual in the region. They are not surviving 

themselves, let alone generating opportunity or capacity building training of any significance to local 

SMMEs. Organised business has its own survival foremost, likewise. Competition for dwindling 

markets suggests it will not transform itself into a sector either willing or able to assist emerging 

interests through joint ventures and/or common fund raising strategies. Certainly regarding tourism 

development, the vast bulk of tourist infrastructure remains in the hands of the private sector. The 

prospects for LED are particularly discouraging. 

 

Parallel arguments apply in farming. As the historical economic base of the Midlands/Karoo area, 

agriculture, seems more a site for tension between commercial and emerging farmer interests, than a 

common ground for mutually rewarding proposals for financial and other institutional supports. The 

repercussions for LED are again bleak. The potentially greatest building blocks for LED strategies that 

target the poor are consequently almost totally inaccessible to them.  

 

  2.4 Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) 
 

The role of Development Finance Institutions is critical in an under- capitalised and resource poor  

region like the Midlands/Karoo. The function of DFIs is, after all, the financing of projects in areas 

where the market is not able to release funds. It would thus be expected of DFI's, particularly the 

regional ECDA, to invest (or ensure investment) in regions such as the Midlands/Karoo where  

the more low risk high profit captains of capital are less likely to. However, with the increasing 

importance given to cost-effectiveness it is likely that DFIs will  increasingly steer further away 

from areas such as the Midlands/Karoo. This is precisely where their investment is most needed. 

 

 

2.4.1 Land Bank 
 

The Land Bank emerged in 1912 with a mandate to realise government’s 
agricultural policy. This essentially boiled down to the promotion of the white 
commercial farming sector. In 1996, based on the Strauss Commission 
recommendations, the Land Bank entered a new era with a new mandate. "The 
mandate requires the Land Bank to create new opportunities for all South 
Africans in the agricultural economy...'(Land Bank, 1998:1). The new product 
range that has been developed to cater for this new mandate include micro-
lending, preferential interest rates and extending risk to include loans to 
people who have skills but little security. The new product range is particularly 
aimed at 'historically disadvantaged' and 'black owned firms' (Land Bank, 
1998:2). 
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The bank's new mandate does not seem to have much of an impact in the Midlands/Karoo region, with the 

majority of farming loans still going to the established, white commercial farming sector. According to the 

branch manager in Port Elizabeth who covers the Karoo area, there are no emerging farming interests in 

this region. "The area...is not an area where emerging farmers are traditionally interested in farming. 

Limited finance has consequently been extended in the area to emerging farmers" (Interview 2/2/99).  

 

The only area where the Land Bank has been involved in the emerging sector is through the step-up 

scheme. This micro loan scheme starts with an amount of R250. Loan amounts can gradually increase as 

clients become more credit-worthy. The monthly interest is 2% and the ceiling amount is R5 000. 

According to the branch manager when a client reaches this amount (s)he will in effect have borrowed R18 

000. 

 

The scheme is currently in operation only in the Graaf Reinet and Jansenville areas of this study due to the 

fact that participation is premised on having a bank account. The scheme administered by Start Up in Cape 

Town, banks with the First National Bank (FNB). There are no FNB branches in local areas other than 

Graaf Reinet and Jansenville. 

 

The step up scheme is directed at emerging farmers and micro-businesses in the agricultural sector and 

started in June 1998. However there is no way of knowing what the money is used for.  "We do not ask 

questions - it is not cost effective to follow up on R250". According to the branch manager the scheme is 

successful as the repayment rate in the Port Elizabeth office (which includes the Karoo areas) is 87.3%.  

While the mandate of the Land Bank has been transformed to include emergent farmers its existing 

mandate to commercial farmers has been extended. The established commercial farmers also continue to be 

the main beneficiaries of the Land Banks services. Emerging farmers in the Midlands/Karoo region have 

not as yet benefited from the new mandate of the Land Bank. The step up scheme supports 

micro/survivalist enterprises, and can thus be seen as contributing to poverty alleviation. However, while 

the scheme feeds into enterprise promotion at the micro/survivalist level this is because turning a blind eye 

cuts down on administrative overheads and thus ensures the schemes affordability. The problem is that 

when small agri-businesses might want to break out of the micro/survivalist mould they are restricted by 

the lending policies of the Land Bank. While the start-up scheme might ensure credit worthiness, there is 

no guarantee that this credit worthiness will be accepted by other institutions and thus enable the accessing 

of a more substantial loan. 

 

 

The totally insignificant contribution that such minute amounts of loan capital 
could possibly make to stimulate local economic development should be 
obvious. That the bank’s geographic penetration into the broader range of local 
economies in the study area is so limited, likewise, render the entire scheme 
thoroughly ineffectual as a vehicle for promoting either local small farmers or 
LED.    

2.4.2 Eastern Cape Development Agency 

(ECDA) 
 

The ECDA had an office in Graaf-Reinet that served the Karoo sub-region. This office is however 

being closed down as part of the rationalisation process that the ECDA is currently engaged in.  

The ECDA is involved in giving loans to small businesses in the Karoo area. The extent of support and 

capacity building this extension of credit is achieving is impossible to determine. The ECDA could be 

an important regional source of financial and other support to developing small businesses in the Karoo 

region, but in the absence of reliable information, it is necessary to assume that its role is negligible.  

2.4.3 DBSA 
 

The DBSA has had a limited involvement in the Midlands/Karoo region with the only project found in 

Willowmore. 
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It is safe to conclude then, that Development Finance Institutions have largely ignored the study area. 

Certainly no major investment drive was discovered by this research. 

 

 

2.5 Overview of LED Role Players in the Midlands/Karoo 
 

Essentially, all in all, every last sector discussed as LED role player in Section 2, is either plagued by 

lack of co-ordination (National, Provincial and Local Government); hopelessly without institutional 

capacity (Civil Society); antagonistic to redistribution (Formal Business) or has practically no effective 

presence (DFIs). The overall implications for the stimulation of LED in the Midlands/Karoo are 

consequently extremely grim.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. The Context of LED 
 

What then is the situational analysis or context of local economic 
development in which these isolated and seemingly ineffectual role players 
are expected to operate? Are the conditions for boosting local economic 
activity and its expansion any more conducive to genuinely combating 
poverty and unemployment, than the prospects indicated by the 
examination of various role players? Hereunder, the report aims to explore in 
closer detail, just what objective realities obtain, how they have resulted 
historically and the constraints and opportunities they represent to SMMEs. 
Ultimately, local government needs revisiting to complete the profile and 
depict the Midlands/Karoo’s need to redefine LED by turning attention to 
new and alternative development options.  Tourism, sugar beet and 
mohair/wool beneficiation as the more obvious alternatives, must be seen 
within the context of the LED policy environment and these research 
findings specifically in the region. 
   

3.1. The Institutional, 

Regulatory and Policy 

Environment 
 

The current institutional, regulatory and policy environment for LED is still very 

much in a formative stage. In general it seems that there is currently an absence of (or 
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an inefficient and incoherent) institutional and regulatory environment for LED. 

While almost all policy makes reference to (pays lip service to) LED there is as yet no 

one clear framework for LED. While this is understandable in the sense that LED is a 

dynamic and context specific process it does not help those who find themselves in 

situations of limited capacity and experience in planning and development. This has 

led to interpretations of LED ranging from something akin to a technicist 

interpretation of an IDP/LDO plan (a technical plan and legislative requirement) to 

LED as a broad based process of maximising local resources and leveraging access to 

external resources. 

 

Local government has been identified by (amongst others) the constitution, the White 

Paper on Local Government, the Rural and Urban development Frameworks as the 

site for LED. However what is not as explicit is exactly how local government is to 

play this role. Local development planning and co-ordination is clearly an important 

component of LED and has been made a legislative requirement through the 

IDP/LDO planning process in the province. Integrated development planning should 

ideally ensure co-ordinated, integrated and streamlined development processes 

ensuring consistency between macro-economic policy (RDP and GEAR), provincial 

development policy (the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy) and regional 

and local government strategies (Regional and Local IDP/LDO plans). In practise 

however integration and co-ordination have not as yet been realised. This is due to 

amongst the following:  

 

 Tensions within the macro policy environment between the RDP and GEAR  
 

The core thrusts of the macro policy environment on the one hand emphasise meeting basic human 

needs and addressing the historically skewed access to resources (RDP) and on the other fiscal 

constraint and cost recovery are given primacy  (GEAR). Most local government entities in the Karoo 

(and elsewhere) find themselves caught between these often seemingly contradictory impulses. 

Forming social compacts and extending local housing infrastructure and thus the asset base of the poor 

occurs at one level. At the same time services run the risk of being cut off for new home owners, 

because they cannot afford to pay for them.  

 

 Lack of capacity at local government level (strategic, institutional/organisational, 

natural and financial resources) 

 

Local government has been identified as an important site for local development 

initiative by amongst others the constitution and the 1998 White Paper on Local 

Government. However, the identification of the role of 'developmental local 

government' has not as yet been accompanied by a devolution of powers and/or 

development of resources at the local government level so as to be able to take on 

these responsibilities. 

 

 An absence of effective co-ordination and integration structures between 

national, provincial and regional and local levels. 

 

There is currently a fundamental lack of co-ordination and thus effective co-operation 

between various spheres of government. This has led to contradictory development 

processes as well as resource wastage. If regional development initiatives are to 

function in an integrated and co-operative manner then a site for the promotion of 

effective co-ordination and co-operation needs to be found. District Councils may 
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increasingly play important roles in this regard. 

 

 No clear guidelines on LED 

 

While there are a number of policies which mention LED a clear set of guidelines 

relating specifically to LED have yet to be drawn up. 
 

 Lack of Institutional Support 

 

The process of policy formation has recently been very productive in South Africa, with many 

innovative and progressive policies now in place. However, the establishment of effective institutional 

support framework/structures through which policy can be translated into practice has not 

accompanied the process of policy formation. The consequence is that institutional capacity around 

policy implementation has not managed to keep up with policy. This is evident for example in the 

White Paper on Local Government which carves out the notion of developmental local government 

yet does not simultaneously suggest how currently crisis ridden TLCs are to assume a developmental 

role. The current weakness of the institutional framework is, however, not restricted to the lack of 

institutional support outlined in the policy framework but reflects an organisational and co-ordination 

problem in practice. 

 

While the new developmental role of local government is thus clear what is less so is exactly how LED is 

to be facilitated. In larger towns and metropoles (e.g. Port Elizabeth) it is conceivable to think of an LED 

department or unit within the TLC. Other smaller towns could appoint an LED co-ordinator who would 

then liase with the community LED Forum. Other towns may have no LED co-ordinator, with the 

councillors themselves interacting with the LED forum. What is common in all these models is the 

establishment of LED forums. This is in line with current government thinking (e.g. provincial DEAET). It 

is the LED forums that will ensure that the interests of all stakeholders within the community are 

represented in economic development initiatives. 

 

 

 

These LED forums can  be constituted either as formal structures (Section 21 companies or Trusts) or just 

comprise of an informal body of stakeholders. The advantage of formal structures is that they can appoint 

staff, and as a legal entity, raise funds and implement projects. Such an organisation would then maintain 

accountability to the broader community through the composition of its board of directors, which would be 

made up of all stakeholders. Such an organisation could implement projects on behalf of the TLC. Informal 

structures on the other hand would operate more as a lobby group to pressurise the TLC into adopting 

policies and practices that are in their interest. 

 

While there are, or have been development forums of some form in all of the areas concerned, nowhere, 

excepting Graaf Reinet and Somerset East, could they be called a LED forum. In Graaf Reinet an LED 

forum exists on paper but in practice is not making much headway. In Somerset East an LED forum has 

recently been established although very little can be said about is as yet. Indeed, the challenge for the 

Midlands Karoo region lies largely in facilitating the emergence of effective and inclusive LED forums. 

 

3.2. Historical Overview of 

the Region 
 

Up until the early 1800's all of the districts comprising the Midlands/Karoo region were part of the 

district of Graaf Reinet, which became the fourth district of the Cape Province in 1785. Only with the 

proclamation of the deputy drostdy of Cradock in 1814 and Somerset in 1825 did the district system as 

it is currently known begin to take shape. The district of Graaf Reinet was vast stretching from the Fish 

River in the east to the Gamka River in the west and the Orange River in the north. One would not 

today believe that the Graaf Reinet district played a core role in the economy of the Cape colony until 
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the discovery of diamonds and gold. This was due to the fact that, "prior to the discovery of gold and 

diamonds, the whole economy of the Cape, it could be said, was carried on the sheep's back” (Dubow, 

1982: 3). Between 1862-1864 for example wool accounted for 73% of the Cape's exports (ibid). It was 

precisely due to its position as primary commodity producer in the international division of labour that 

determined Graaf Reinet's rise to prominence in the cape economy and simultaneously also its 

dependence on the international markets that led to its demise. 

 

The sustainability of the Midlands/Karoo region has historically been guaranteed by various state 

strategies. Initially the colonial state facilitated the process of land dispossession from the indigenous 

population and simultaneously also facilitated proletarianisation and the creation of a landless work 

force.  The effectiveness of the colonial and Apartheid State in terms of land dispossession is evident 

from the fact that the study region currently consists almost totally of privately (white) owned 

farmland. 

 

During the Apartheid period the Midlands/Karoo region bordered the Eiselen line west of which was 

proclaimed the 'coloured' labour preference area within which any unemployed coloured person was 

assured preferential access to work. This resulted in a number of removals of African people out of the 

area to the 'homelands'.  People from Middelburg, Cradock and Sommerset East/Cookhouse for 

example were moved to what became known as Dimbaza and Sada. The intended effect of the 

demarcation of areas was clearly social division by giving communities differential stakes in the 

system. Thus coloured communities benefited from preferential access to employment in terms of the 

Eiselen line - perhaps an economic offering in the face of the removal of coloured people from the 

voters role in the 1950s.  

With the introduction of the House of Delegates in 1983 in terms of the so-called tri-cameral 

parliament the coloured population was again offered a relatively better deal than the African 

population through the pretence of political representation and a level of social welfare intermediate 

between that of 'white' and African.  Work In Progress (1985) paints a picture of Cradock in the mid-

1980's. "About 25 years ago the sprawling black location was separated into the coloured township of 

Michausdal and Lingelihle (the African township). The main road from Port Elizabeth to the interior 

divides the two areas and while Linglelihle was in turmoil during 1984, Michausdal residents, lulled by 

adequate facilities and rents considerably lower than their African neighbours, remained quiet (WIP 38, 

1985: 8)". 

 

 The legacy of these influences is still felt strongly in the region today fuelled further by the spatial 

separation between communities. In many instances local conflicts are expressed through apartheid 

created categories of coloured, white and African. The politics of the region are also cast in this 

apartheid mould often offering obstacles to processes of local development. This coupled with the 

personalisation of local politics in the region often creates quagmires, bogging down any initiatives to 

promote local economic development. 

 

The history of dispossession and selected support to white farmers and coloured labour was 

accompanied by a complex array of institutions, which regulated and promoted the social divisions 

upon which the political system was based. The material basis for the continued reproduction of these 

divided lives is laid by the physical separation maintained by the separated residential areas. All of the 

Midlands/Karoo towns are divided into at least three residential areas. In some cases an informal 

settlement also exists, although this is often adjoined to the historically African residential area. 

 

3.3. Demographic Profile 
 

The statistics on which this next section is based come from a variety of sources. 

Some of the sources have been based on projections from the 1991 census (such as 

the DBSA). Their reliability is not always clear. It should thus be borne in mind that 

until (if) the 1996 census community profiles become freely available the statistics 

used below should be treated cautiously. Some of the preliminary findings of the 1996 

census were available at the time of the study and many TLC's and other sources that 
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had seen them suggested that they were not always accurate. In the case of population 

statistics therefore the figures given were compiled through a critical evaluation of a 

number of sources and can be deemed to be accurate for planning purposes. 
 

3.3.1 Population Size 
 

The current trends in the local population distribution in the Midlands/Karoo region 

have largely been shaped by the impact of colonial and more recently apartheid 

policies. The early colonial policies and the importance of wool in the economy of the 

cape colony gave rise to the formation of local service centres essentially established 

to service the farming sector. These towns which account for the main population 

concentrations today face crises in that the economic base of their existence, farming, 

is on the wane.  
 

 

Recent population trends in the region are the following: 

 

 Increase in the number of  'coloured' population as a consequence of the 

enforcement of the preferential labour area policy in the 1970s. This was 

accompanied by the reduction in some areas of the 'African' population who were 

in some instances moved into the 'homeland' areas.  

 
 Increasing out-migration of the more mobile white population. This trend has accompanied the 

decline in the fortunes of the local economies of the region. 

 

Table 1 below provides a breakdown of the current population of various 
districts in the study area. Cradock, Graaf-Reinet, Middleburg and Somerset 
East are clearly the largest centres within the region. The others are based 
on relatively small towns with populations less than ten thousand. The table 
also gives an idea of the population distribution by colour. The high levels of 
the coloured and the low percentage of white people in the region is a 
reflection of the affects of the Labour Preference policy on the one hand and 
the declining local economies on the other. 
 

 

Table 1:  Population For TLC Areas  1998 

 Black White Coloured Total 

 No % No % No %   

Aberdeen 2000 25 1500 18.8 4500 56.3 8000 

Pearston 3600 50.7 500 7 3000 42.3 7100 

Klipplaat 5000 51.5 200 2.1 4500 46.4 9700 

Steytlerville 1250 31.6 450 11.4 2250 57.0 3950 

Graaf Reinet 8867 23.1 5059 13.2 24384 63.6 38310 

Middelburg 20000 53.3 3500 9.3 14000 37.3 37500 

Sommerset East 16000 63.5 2200 8.7 7000 27.8 25200 

Willowmore 500 7.1 500 7.1 6000 85.7 7000 

Cradock 32654 65.9 5897 11.9 10993 22.2 49544 

TOTAL 89871 48.6 19806 10.6 76627 40.8 186304 

Source: Interviews with TLCs 1998/99 
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Seen in terms of the population for the Eastern Cape as a whole the total population of the 

Midlands/Karoo region constitutes less than three percent of the population of the Eastern Cape (see 

Table 2). Further comparison between the population statistics for the Eastern Cape and the study area 

reveal a slightly older population in the study area as well as a far higher urban concentration (see 

following table). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Population Statistics for Eastern Cape and The Midlands/Karoo 

1991 Census 

  Midlands/Karoo Eastern Cape 

Total Total population 173,979 7,057,409 

 % of Total 

Population 

2.5 100.0 

 0-14 years 36.3 43.1 

 15-64   years 58.3 51.7 

 65+ years 5.4 5.2 

Males Total 49.7 46.1 

 0-14 years 18.5 22.3 

 15-64 years 28.9 21.5 

 65+ years 2.4 2.3 

Females Total 50.3 53.9 

 0-14 years 17.8 20.8 

 15-64 years 29.5 30.2 

 65+ years 3.0 2.9 

Location Urban 72.9 36.0 

 Non-urban 27.1 64.0 

Source: DBSA 1998 
 

 

Table 3 below indicates the urban-rural spread in population distribution for the study area. It should be 

noted that the figures below are for 1994 and do not take into account recent trends to increasing 

urbanisation and farm worker evictions in the region. 

 

 

 

Table 3: Rural – Urban Population Composition for 

1994 

 % rural  %urban  

Aberdeen 30.4 69.6 

Graaff-Reinet 14.9 85.1 

Jansenville 32.0 68.0 

Pearston 27.2 72.8 

Somerset East 31.5 68.5 

Steytlerville 38.3 61.7 

Cradock 28.0 72.0 

Middelburg (Cape) 24.1 75.9 
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3.3.2 Poverty indicators 
 

While poverty indicators provide measurements of the extent of poverty in a 

particular context, such indicators say very little about how poverty is experienced 

and lived. This can only be gauged through an examination of current strategies 

through which poor people manage to maintain livelihoods in marginal situations 

despite being poor. By identifying the current strategies which people employ to 

sustain their livelihoods we are also simultaneously identifying the basis from which 

to begin assembling 'poverty alleviation' strategies. Such an undertaking is however 

beyond the scope of this report.  

 

The poverty indicators from the Department of Welfare (see table 3.3.4) suggest that 

areas that experience the highest levels of dependence on welfare payments are also 

those areas where the poverty gap is lowest. This is a clear reflection of the 

fundamental lack of economic opportunities and activities in these areas.  Steytlerville 

and Willowmore have the highest levels of welfare grant dependence (35% and 25% 

respectively). Pearston, Steytlerville, Aberdeen, Jansenville and Willowmore 

represent a core of towns in the region who not only have fairly high levels of welfare 

grant dependence but who also exhibit a general lack of economic opportunities 

witnessed by their low poverty gaps. 

 

 
Table 4: Poverty Indicators for the Western Region 1998 

District %Beneficiaries of 

Pensions/grants 

Poverty Gap (R'000) 

Aberdeen 13.2 3,865 

Graaf-Reinet 11.9 11,383 

Jansenville 12.8 4,459 

Pearston 11.8 2,346 

Sommerset East 6.5 11,815 

Willowmore 25.0 4,109 

Steytlerville 35.0 2,596 

Source: Engelbrecht 1998 

 

 

 3.3.3Employment and Unemployment 
 

The graph points to a very worrying phenomenon - that almost as many households are dependent on 

salaries and wages as pensions/grants as their main source of income. This reinforces the view of the 

high levels of dependence of local economies on government grants and pensions. Less than one 

percent of households within the region have engaged in small business activities as their main source 

of household income. This trend not only points to the very limited scope for small businesses activities 

but also the lack of a support framework (both financial and non-financial) for the promotion of small 

businesses within the region. 

 

 

Main sources of household income for selected townships in the Midlands 
Karoo are captured in the following graph: 
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Source:Potgieter (various) 

 

The table below compiled from a number of surveys conducted by Institute for Planning Research 

suggests a number of interesting trends and confirms some of the stereotypes of the region. In the first 

place it seems clear that the larger centres such as Middelburg, Sommerset East, Graaf Reinet and 

Cradock offer more formal employment than the smaller centres. In Lotusville (Aberdeen) and 

Francisvale, Vosloodal and Westview (Sommerset East) historically coloured areas, the rate of 

dependence on formal employment by way of salaries is considerably higher than that in the African 

townships of Thembalisizwe (Aberdeen) and Kwanojoli (Sommerset East).  

 

Table 5: Main Source of Income 

 Sal Own business Pension/ 

Grant 

None 

Lotusville (Aberdeen) 13.3 0 15.1 71.6 

Themalisizwe (Aberdeen)(Nov 

1996) 

8.8 1.9 18.1 71.2 

Francisvale,Vosloodal and 

Westview (Sommerset 

East)(1995) 

22.4 0.3 12.3 64.9 

Kwanojoli (Sommerset 

East)(1997) 

13.6 0.3 11.1 75 

Umasizakhe (Graaf Reinet)(1995) 16.3 1.1 13.1 69.6 

Lingelihle (Cradock) (1996) 14 0.6 12 73.4 

Khanyiso (Pearston)1995 11.3 1.9 13.8 72.7 

Willowmore (1995) 11.9 1 15.3 71.3 

Kwanonzame (Middelburg)1995) 19.8 1.8 11.5 66.9 

Source: Potgieter (Various) 

 

An idea of the degree to which statistics for the region are inaccurate can be seen from a comparison of 

the results from a number of surveys carried out between 1994-1997 by the IPR (Institute for 

Development Planning and Research). These surveys essentially looked at health issues in a number of 

the areas in the study area (see table above). Most of these survey sites were within the lower income 

areas (so-called African and coloured township areas) and reflect extremely high percentages of people 

earning no income (between 65%-75%). If the pensions and grant incomes are included in this figure 

then we are looking at a population 80% and more of which are not earning incomes from formal 

employment. However if we look at the figure given by the Development Bank of Southern Africa we 

find a major discrepancy with almost 50% employment in each of the districts of the Midlands/Karoo. 
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Table 6: Unemployment by District for1994 

Magisterial 

district 

Formally 

employed 

Un-employed Active in informal 

sector 

Aberdeen        10.6         50.7         38.7  

Cradock        43.0         41.3         15.7  

Graaff-Reinet        45.7         38.6         15.8  

Jansenville        42.9         41.5         15.6  

Middelburg        48.1         36.0         15.9  

Pearston        46.1         38.1         15.8  

Somerset East        43.2         41.0         15.7  

Steytlerville        48.2         35.8         16.0  

Willowmore        48.3         36.3         15.5  

Source: DBSA 1998 

 

 

 3.3.4 Household Income 
 

 

The historical impact of Apartheid policies on the region is further evident from the differential 

household incomes between African, coloured and white households. The structure of household 

incomes reflects the differential incorporation into and benefit from the Apartheid economy by African, 

white and coloured communities. Incomes in white households are far higher than coloured and 

African households with coloured household incomes significantly higher the African households. 

Inter-regional inequalities are further evident with household incomes for Cradock, Middleburg, Graaf-

Reinet and Somerset East being significantly higher than other districts in the region. 

 

It is important to appreciate the racial character of different household incomes. In terms of the 

implications for LED, the research consistently discovered that tensions along racial lines play 

themselves out in a seeming inability to work together for the common aim of stimulating economic 

growth. In situations of endemic poverty, the extremely poor inevitably feel bitter. 

 

   

 

Table 7: Household Income - 1991 Census in Rands 

 African Coloured White 

Aberdeen 3,534 5,344 21,192 

Cradock 870 9,014 39,290 

Graaff-Reinet  1,554 7,946 36,217 

Jansenville 3,598 6,667 30,910 

Middelburg 4,485 9,317 34,640 

Pearston 2,915 5,241 18,125 

Somerset East 3,425 8,008 32,395 

Steytlerville 7,261 3,627 26,678 

Willowmore 3,675 5,618 31,128 

 

 

 3.3.5 Education 

 

The poverty within the Midlands/Karoo region extends to the human educational and skills base. Table 

8 gives an indication of the distribution and levels of education within various areas in the 

Midlands/Karoo region. The table also reflects the legacy of Apartheid in terms of the differential skills 

levels between communities with education levels generally being highest in the white community, 

followed by the coloured and African communities. The most alarming statistic from Table 8 is the 

general lack of technical and tertiary education in the region as a whole. 
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Table 8: Education Levels in Selected Areas 

 None SubA-std4 Std5-7 std8-10 Technical 

diploma 

Tertiary 

education 

Lotusville (Aberdeen) 31.5 37 20.7 10.3 0.4 0 

Thembalisizwe Aberdeen) 16.9 35.3 29.2 17.7 0.5 0.5 

Francisvale,Vosloodal and 

Westview (Sommerset East) 

24.5 30.3 26.3 18.9 0 0 

Kwanojoli (Sommerset East) 16 40.3 25.7 18.1 0 0 

Umasizakhe (Graaf Reinet) 20.7 34.1 28.1 16.9 0.1 0.1 

Lingelihle (Cradock) 21.4 38.7 25.7 13.4 0.8 0 

Khanyiso (Pearston) 12.1 49.6 28.4 9.7 0 0.1 

Willowmore 20.1 36.7 28.5 13.5 0 1 

Kwanonzame (Middelburg) 24.9 33.1 22.9 19 0 0 

Source: Potgieter (various) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 3.3.6 Health 

 

 

Table 9: Infant Mortality Rate  

District Black Coloured White 

Aberdeen 50 30.86 0 

Cradock 27.61 10.36 0 

Graaf-Reinet 36.04 4.97 0 

Jansenville 0 27.78 0 

Middelburg 73.53 32.43 0 

Pearston 26.32 0 0 

Steytlerville 0 18.87 0 

Willowmore 0 31.45 0 

Source: Horn etal 1995 

 

Another challenge for regional development will be the implementation of an 
effective District Health System. Currently there seems to be limited national 
success as far as District Health Authorities are concerned. According to the 
South African Health Review (1999) the stumbling blocks include the 
following 
 

 Lack of facilitating national and provincial legislation 

 Lack of uniform conditions of service between provincial and local government 

 Lack of uniform local government restructuring processes 

 Lack of clarity over local government boundaries and overlapping boundaries 

 Varying capacity of local governments to manage districts. 

 A delay in delegation of authority and budgets at all levels within the health system. 

 Decentralisation not always under the control of the health department. 

 Budget constraints. 

 Incomplete referral systems owing to delays in the hospital restructuring process.        (South 

African Health Review, 1999). 
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 3.3.7 Assessment 

 

Poverty alleviation strategies must be based on how people experience and manage 

situations of poverty. Poverty is here (following the asset vulnerability approach) 

viewed as the extent to which communities have access to productive assets and are 

able to manage them. Poverty alleviation strategies should thus address extending 

assets both social and natural to resource poor and vulnerable communities. Such a 

process of increasing the access of resource poor communities to productive assets is 

the challenge for LED and local governments in the region. In the immediate term 

poverty alleviation strategies based essentially on small-scale urban agriculture would 

seem to be an effective site for intervention, particularly if targeted at women. 
 

 

3.4. Overview of Local 

Economies 
 

The Midlands/Karoo region is in many ways underdeveloped. The region produces what it does not 

consume and consumes what it does not produce. The current regional economy is based on 

agriculture, particularly the production of wool, mohair and meat (mainly mutton). These raw materials 

are exported from the region to be processed (and consumed) elsewhere. At the same time the 

Midlands/Karoo region offers a market (albeit a shrinking one) for the commodities produced in the 

industrial centre - Port Elizabeth. The proximity of the Midlands/Karoo hinterland to Port Elizabeth has 

meant that local businesses could never compete with the economies of scale of Port Elizabeth. 

 

The extent of this economic dependence is reflected in the lack of economic linkages between the local 

economies in the Midlands/Karoo and any other region outside of Port Elizabeth/Uitenhage (see Nel, 

1993). The importance of Port Elizabeth (PE) to the local economies in the Midlands/Karoo cannot be 

underestimated. The historical relationship between PE and the farming hinterland is a classical 

example of the relationship between metropole and satellite with a chain of dependency flowing out 

from the rural farmlands to the city. Even the road infrastructure has been developed around access to 

PE with little thought having gone into local/regional linkages, thus supporting an economy that has 

historically focussed outward toward PE. The small business sector in many of the small towns in close 

proximity to PE (Steytlerville, Jansenville, Willowmore and Sommerset East) face stiff competition 

from the cheaper prices in PE which has a significant impact on the development of the small business 

sector. Those with higher income (who inevitably also have transport) generally do their buying in PE. 

As a result the local small business sector in many of the smaller areas is sustained mainly by grants 

and pension flows. 

3.4.1. Resource endowments: 
 

a. Infrastructure 

 

The Midlands/Karoo region, despite high levels of poverty, has a fairly sophisticated service 

infrastructure (particularly in relation to the rest of the province). This is not to say however that there 

are no backlogs and that fundamental upgrading of current infrastructure is not necessary to make it 

more accessible and in line with the basic service needs of the local communities. The most pressing 

challenge in the region is to ensure that the service infrastructure and upgraded levels of service 

provision are sustainable. While there has been a significant extension of the basic levels of services 
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available to local communities they are in many instances not in a position to assume the status of 

regular consumers of services. The current economic opportunities, particularly within the private 

sector are not able to sustain service consumption either at current levels or at increased levels. Unless 

there is therefore major state subsidisation, levels of service provision in the region are not sustainable. 

 

Table 10 below suggests that the Western region experience the least backlog in the Eastern Cape as far 

as water and sanitation are concerned. Only 10.6% of resident in the Western Region have insufficient 

access to basic levels of water and 14.7% fall under minimum levels as far as sanitation services are 

concerned.  

If these figures are compared with other regions in the province then the question emerges as to 

whether the region is a priority in terms of infrastructure investments, particularly in terms of ensuring 

basic levels of service provision? 

 

 

Table 10: Backlog in Terms of Basic Services by 

District Council Area 

 Water Sanitation 

Amatola 51.3 68.9 

Drakensberg 81.6 91.9 

Kei 83.1 96.7 

Stormberg 80.4 92.6 

Western Region 10.6 14.7 

Wild Coast 81.9 99.6 

Source: East Cape Online 1998 

 

 

Table 11 below would suggest that the urban residents are generally much better off than their rural 

counterparts.  

 

This database is however based on 1993 statistics. In the five years since then a number of 

infrastructural programmes in the region have substantially improved the lot of the local populations, 

particularly in the urban townships. This is not to suggest though that there are not substantial backlogs 

and an intense infrastructure upgrading of the area is clearly required. One of the most pressing 

challenges here is to address the disparity in infrastructure and service levels between local 

communities as well as between urban and rural contexts. 

 

The urban-rural inequalities in the region present a more difficult challenge in terms of addressing 

backlogs and equalisation of services. This is primarily because most of the rural areas in the study area 

are made up of private commercial farmland.  

 

The Western District Council, amongst others, currently have a policy that no infrastructure 

development can take place on private land. The majority of the rural populations in the region, who 

reside on privately owned farms, thus cannot access infrastructure and service development funds. In 

addition, the TRCs, who are responsible for local government in the rural areas, are currently not 

legislatively mandated to generate income and are thus restricted by very limited budget allocations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11: Eastern Cape Housing and Infrastructure (per district): 1993 

Magisterial Area %House %  % % % % Full % Septic % % 
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District Electric Water 

house 

Water 

Onsite 

Comm 

tap  

H2O 

Other 

waterborn tank Bucke Other 

ABER 

DEEN  

Rural 14.4 4.7 34.3 31.3 29.6 0.0 38.1 0.0 61.9 

Urbn 62.3 71.2 14.3 7.9 6.6 83.9 0.0 2.6 13.5 

Total 46.0 48.7 21.1 15.9 14.4 55.4 13.0 1.7 29.9 

CRAD 

OCK  

Rural 13.3 3.9 25.4 33.2 37.5 0.0 26.6 0.0 73.4 

Urbn 24.2 62.2 10.7 21.3 5.7 71.9 0.0 5.1 23.0 

Total 20.8 44.0 15.3 25.1 15.7 49.4 8.3 3.5 38.8 

GRAAFF-

REINET  

Rural 14.0 4.1 29.5 33.0 33.4 0.0 31.7 0.0 68.3 

Urbn 68.4 81.4 6.9 9.2 2.5 87.1 0.0 3.0 10.0 

Total 58.5 67.4 11.0 13.5 8.1 71.3 5.7 2.4 20.5 

JANSEN 

VILLE  

Rural 13.5 4.2 29.6 31.8 34.4 0.0 31.8 0.0 68.2 

Urbn 23.9 65.4 8.5 20.6 5.5 70.4 0.0 7.3 22.3 

Total 20.1 43.4 16.1 24.6 15.8 45.0 11.5 4.7 38.8 

MIDDELBU

RG (CAPE)  

Rural 20.4 7.8 24.2 31.9 36.0 0.0 29.4 0.0 70.6 

Urbn 77.2 74.1 5.8 15.8 4.2 78.3 0.0 4.7 17.0 

Total 61.3 55.6 10.9 20.3 13.1 56.5 8.2 3.4 31.9 

PEAR 

STON  

Rural 13.0 6.4 32.9 30.5 30.2 0.0 38.1 0.0 61.9 

Urbn 61.1 82.0 0.5 13.7 3.8 78.6 0.0 6.7 14.7 

Total 44.5 56.1 11.6 19.4 12.9 51.6 13.1 4.4 31.0 

SOMER 

SET EAST  

Rural 12.8 3.8 28.1 33.1 35.0 0.0 29.8 0.0 70.2 

Urbn 33.1 63.2 10.9 21.5 4.4 73.0 0.0 4.4 22.6 

Total 25.7 41.6 17.1 25.8 15.6 46.4 10.9 2.8 40.0 

STEYTLER

VILLE  

Rural 15.4 6.7 31.0 30.1 32.1 0.0 35.8 0.0 64.2 

Urbn 59.1 75.1 4.8 11.0 9.1 75.6 0.0 5.9 18.6 

Total 40.4 46.0 16.0 19.1 18.9 43.3 15.3 3.4 38.0 

Source: Calculated from DBSA based on Nelf database in conjunction with ESKOM 

 

 

Table 12 gives an indication of the current levels of service infrastructure in the study region. It is clear 

that the black townships are generally still lagging considerably behind when it comes to service 

provision. The most marginal communities, particularly the shack settlements, clearly continue to find 

themselves in situations of neglect with very low levels of service provision and infrastructure on the 

whole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12: Selected Infrastructure Indicators for the Midlands/Karoo as at 1997 

   Water Sanitation Electricity Clinics Sport Fields 

Middelburg 

  

  

  

Kwanonzame Metered Waterborne Ready board 2 1 

Lusaka Communal 

standpipes 

Buckets None 0 

 

0 

Middelburg Metered Waterborne Full 2 1 

Midros Metered Waterborne Ready board 1 1 

Jansenville 

  

  

Holland/Mauritius Metered  Ready board 0 1 

Jansenville Metered Septic tanks Full 1  0 

Kwazamukucinga Metered Buckets Ready board 1 1 

Graaf-Reinet Anderdorp Metered Septic tanks Full 0  0 
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Kroonvale Metered Water/buckets Full/ready 

board 

2 14 

Town Metered Waterborne Full 1 13 

Umasizakhe Metered Water/buckets Ready board 1 2 

Aberdeen 

  

  

Lotusville Metered Water Ready board 1 1 

Thembalesizwe Metered Water Ready board 1 1 

Town Metered Water Full 2 1 

Cradock 

  

  

  

Squater Camp None none None  0 0  

Lingelihle Standpipe/ind

ividual 

Buckets/water Ready board  - -  

Michausdal Metered Waterborne Ready 

board/Full 

 -  - 

Town Metered Waterborne Full  - -  

Pearston 

  

  

Khanyiso Individual Buckets None 1 0 

Nelsig Individual Buckets   0 1 

Town Metered Water Full 1 0 

Steytlerville 

  

  

Golden Valley Metered Buckets Full 1 1 

Town Metered Septic tanks Full 0 1 

Vuyolwethu Metered Buckets Full 1 1 

Source: Department of Housing and Local Government, Infrastructure assessment (1997). 

 

 

b. Electricity 

 

There has clearly been an extension of electricity within the region (see Table 13). In all areas, 

excepting Aberdeen, there has been a fairly significant increase in electricity consumption between 

1992-1996. The extension of access to electricity has undoubtedly had a positive impact on the quality 

of life of previously marginalised communities in the region. However, the extension of electricity does 

not seem to have been accompanied by the creation of any significant economic opportunities in the 

region. In addition it remains to be seen whether the levels of electricity consumption are sustainable. 

 

Table 13: Electricity Consumption 

 1992/93 1995/96 %Increase 

Middelburg 3157643 5562489 76.2 

Graaf-Reinet 3619165 4366119 20.6 

Aberdeen 579638 472580 -18.5 

Cradock 23977105 25819332 7.7 

Pearston 1180303 1227064 4.0 

Steytlerville 413000 496300 20.2 

Sommerset East 1461880 1689207 15.6 

Source: Department of Housing and Local Government, Infrastructure assessment (1997). 

 

c. Water 

 

Water security is clearly one of the major constraints confronting the 
Midlands/Karoo region. Most of the towns, as well as the farming sector are 
dependent on ground water. The exceptions include Cradock and Sommerset 
East who have an abundance of water due to the Orange/Fish river scheme. 
Access to water is not only essential to ensuring the sustainability of human 
settlements in terms of household water needs, but also significantly limits 
the choices for economic development within the region. Increasing water 
security (even slight improvements) in the more water vulnerable areas 
(Jansenville, Steytlerville, Graaf-Reinet and Middelburg) is likely to 
substantially increase the choices for local poverty alleviation programmes in 
terms of small-scale urban agriculture. Industrial development options are 
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severely constrained by an absence of water. Development options such as 
leather processing and wool washing have for years been identified as having 
significant potential in the region but have been constrained in terms of the 
limited availability of water.  
 
The water crisis in the Eastern Cape stems largely from the fact that the 
levels of rainfall, particularly in the hinterland are low. Rainfall for the region 
has been estimated at between 250-500mm per annum (Rossouw,1993:7/1). 
Rossouw identifies two main factors contributing to the water crisis. Firstly, 
the hinterland is characterised by increasing demand from livestock farming 
and human demand. Secondly urbanisation is simultaneously also placing 
increasing demand on the already low levels of water supply (ibid). Rossouw 
further suggests that this increasing demand is expressed through a 3% 
increase in domestic consumption of water in the region (Ibid). 
The local water supply, in terms of local rivers, dams and groundwater is inadequate to meet local 

demand. This was already identified in the 1960's when local water supply tapped into the Orange 

River scheme to ensure regional water security. The extension of groundwater sources of water supply 

is constrained by the salinity and generally low quality of water in the region as well as the as yet lack 

of certain knowledge on the extent of the underground water resource. 

 

Rossouw (7/9) mentions the need for an integrated water resource management programme within the 

Eastern Cape, which would bring a host of stakeholders on board a co-ordinating management 

structure. Such an idea needs to be developed and perhaps regional development forums need to 

become the driving force of regional water structures. Alternatively structures such as the District 

Councils could take on the function of regional water co-ordinating structures. 

 

d. Housing Projects 

 

RDP housing projects are being conducted to varying degrees of success in the TLC areas of the 

Midlands/Karoo region. In some cases local councils have sufficient capacity to take on the role of 

developer. In many of the smaller TLCs however developers from outside the area are being 

commissioned to oversee the development of housing projects. This has been due to lack of local 

capacity and experience in the managing of infrastructure programmes. As part of their developmental 

role TLCs need to become effective developers and implementers of projects. It is due to this lack of 

capacity that the potential developmental impact of particular housing projects has in many instances 

been missed, and much of the capital has flown out of the local economy.  

 

While the housing projects have had an impact on the vulnerability of the local poor by extending their 

asset base the housing projects have not as a rule had a broader impact in terms of skills development, 

job creation and SMME development. This is partly due to the lack of experience and capacity of TLCs 

referred to above to ensure that benefits are taken advantage of locally. 

 

Table 14: Housing Projects (Excludes Cradock andMiddelburg) 

Town Developer Units Units complete Subsidy amount 

Aberdeen (Lotusville and 

Thembakisizwe) 

Aberdeen project committee 600 229 9675000 

Aberdeen (Lotusville) Aberdeen project committee 52  780000 

Klipplaat Klipplaat TLC 418 150 7210500 

Sommerset East (Housing 

phase II) 

Sommerset East TLC 1004  15060000 

Sommerset East 

(kwanojoli) 

Sommerset East TLC 140 130 2415000 

Cookhouse (Bhongweni Cookhouse TLC and SANCO 360 360 6255750 

Cookhouse (Bhongweni 

phase II) 

Cookhouse TLC and SANCO 313  5399250 

Graaf-Reinet 

(koebergville) 

GR TLC 237 237 3555000 
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Graaf-Reinet (Tjoksville) GR TLC 124 85 2127500 

Graaf-Reinet 

(Umasizakhe) 

GR TLC 91 78 1569750 

Pearston (Nelsig, 

Khanyiso and Central 

Pearston) 

Pearston TLC 176 38 2651150 

Steytlerville 

(Vuyolwethu) 

Karoo developers 292  4810185 

Willowmore Willowmore TLC 460 15 7502550 

Jansenville (phase II) Jansenville TLC 185  3191250 

e. Assessment 
 

Based on the evidence relating to the current levels of infrastructure and service provision it does not 

seem possible that further infrastructural programmes in the Midlands/Karoo region, particularly 

around housing and service upgrading are going to solve the unemployment or wealth creation crisis in 

the region. This is not to say however that a major, regional bulk water programme would not have a 

beneficial impact. Clearly increasing the water security in the region and opening up opportunities for 

secondary industry and irrigation (and thus farming) would actually provide the economic solution that 

the region needs. In this instance the short term multipliers associated with the infrastructure 

development would not be lost as a temporary poverty alleviation measure but would provide a 

productive asset which would increase the economic sustainability of the region. However, the levels 

of investment required to increase water security in the region are currently not affordable. Local 

communities therefore need to look at ways enhancing their current water resource management 

strategies where they exist and formulate strategies where they are absent. 

 

The current arguments going around in terms of the multipliers created by electricity and other 

infrastructure development (such as construction) do not seem to apply in the Midlands Karoo region. 

In the first place the local economies of scale will not support an extended construction sector. SMME 

opportunities being increased around the extension of electricity do not hold. While Bond (1997, 1998) 

claims that every nine electricity extensions would create one SMME opportunity one need look no 

further than Steytlerville to see that the local market cannot support any more small businesses. There 

has been a 20% increase in the consumption of local electricity in Steytlerville between 1992-96. This 

has been due to the full connection of all local communities to electricity, yet SMMEs in the town have 

actually been on a downward spiral. This pattern holds for all the areas in the Midlands/Karoo where 

there has been a substantial increase in the local electricity connections. It would seem that arguments 

for infrastructure programmes (such as housing or electricity) creating economic opportunities are 

premised on the assumption that there is already a substantial and stable local economy. 

 

While infrastructure projects may promote job creation at the local level the 
current nature of infrastructure programmes and how they are being 
conducted does not lead to stable employment or skills dissemination: 
 

 CMIP and other infrastructure projects are often highly specialised and generally require 

technically skilled engineers who often cannot be sourced locally.  In addition they often employ 

their own skilled and semi-skilled workers  

 Work which is done locally is generally menial, unskilled labour which does not require training. 

Thus even linking training to these low skilled jobs does not ensure a meaningful process of skills 

dissemination. In some cases however there is some skills flow to local communities. Labour is 

generally of short duration (depending on the infrastructure project) and therefore the income also 

dries up once the project dries up.  

 The opportunities generated by infrastructure programmes are all of a relatively short duration 

and leave very little in terms of long term employment creation. In many cases the occupants of 

RDP houses are within the low-income sectors of the local community and thus pose the greatest 

risk in terms of the sustainable extension of service provision. 
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3.4.2. Labour markets 
 

Labour demand in the Midlands/Karoo region seems to be structured around the following core labour 

markets: farm/agricultural labour market (including seasonal labour); labour markets of the urban 

centres; migratory labour  - distant labour markets and temporary labour markets around housing and 

infrastructure projects. 

 

a. Farm/agricultural  

 

Employment in the farming sector is in crisis. A number of factors have contributed to the alarming 

decline in employment within this sector including the affects of drought and the general decline in the 

local agricultural sector as well as legislative changes. It is clear from discussions with a number of 

farmers in the region that many farmers have shed labour in response to the new labour act, which now 

covers farm workers. In addition, farmers also seem to have cut down on their labour forces in 

anticipation of the extension of security of tenure act (ESTA). More recently land speculation around 

game farming through which many farms have been bought up and merged into larger game farms 

have also had consequences for the redundancy of some farm workers.  The consequence has been that 

a larger pool of unemployed workers competes for already scarce resources in the urban centres. 

 

 

Table 15: Agricultural Employment 

  1980 1991 1994 % Decline 

Aberdeen 778  185  128 (83.49) 

Cradock 2,053  1,798  1,213 (40.94) 

Graaff-Reinet 1,349  1,051   691 (48.74) 

Jansenville 954  617  434 (54.49) 

Middelburg 1,087  952  634 (41.67) 

Pearston 513  390  271 (47.20) 

Somerset East 1,870  1,793  1,243 (33.53) 

Steytlerville 591  408  287 (51.43) 

Willowmore 836  668  466 (44.22) 

Total 10,030 7,861 5,367 (46.49) 

Source: DBSA 1998 
 

 

b. Labour markets of the urban centres 

 

There are very few stable employment opportunities in the region. Jobs that do exist are either 

government related or based in the few businesses found in the urban centre. Very few stable jobs in 

manufacturing exist with a majority of employment based in wholesale and retail businesses. Many of 

these employment opportunities are low paid, offer little security and very little potential for 

advancement. 

 

 

 

 

c. Migrant labour – distant labour markets 

 

Information on labour migration within the Midlnds/Karoo region is currently insufficient and 

incomplete to be able to identify conclusive trends in this regard. There are however indications that 

remittances from labour migration continue to be important components of local household livelihood 

strategies. Port Elizabeth, George and Cape Town seem to be the main destination of migrant workers 

from the region.  

 

Very little can be said about the types of employment which migrant workers engage in. There are 

indications of a new type of labour recruitment taking place in areas such as Pearston, Jansenville and 
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Somerset East where Cape Town based „labour mongers‟ are recruiting labour locally and then 

transporting them to Cape Town where they find themselves in often harsh and authoritarian working 

environments. The  'cheap and docile' labour force which is recruited in the Midlands/Karoo region are 

often employed in informal sector activities such as street hawking or employed by shopkeepers and 

other small business people. 

 

d. Temporary labour markets around housing and infrastructure projects 

 

A number of stop-start or temporary labour markets relating to infrastructure projects have emerged in 

the region and which provide periodic employment – often manual, unskilled or semi-skilled labour. 

This idea of the stop-start labour market has to some extent become institutionalised in smaller towns 

such as Pearston around periodic infrastructure projects. This is even reflected in the hire purchase 

agreements of the local furniture shop which have become structured around the four to six month 

period of infrastructure projects. 

3.4.3. Industrial and economic profiles 
 
The regional economy of the study area has not exactly been dynamic throughout its history. It 

emerged, and still largely remains, an economy based on the farming sector primarily around small 

stock but also increasingly in terms of game farming. The only sectors that seems to have experienced 

economic growth are the community service sector, trade and catering sector and finance and real 

estate  

 

Cradock and Graaf-Reinet are the only two centres in the study area that have significant tourism 

potential.  

 

The service sector has recently passed even agriculture in terms of its contribution to the regional 

economy. Included within the service sector are government employees such as teachers and 

employees in regional offices suggesting that salaries from government are by and large the largest 

contributors to the regional economy. 

 
Looking at the GGP for the region between 1980 and 1994 it is clear that the historical economic base 

of agriculture is in decline within the region. Community services and Trade and Catering are the only 

sectors that have exhibiting increasing shares of total GGP for the period 1980-1994. 

 

 

Table 16: GGP per Sector as % of Total for Region 

 1980 1991 1994 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing 29.0 25.2 19.5 

Mining and quarrying 0.0 0.0 0.1 

Manufacturing 2.9 2.4 2.5 

Electricity and water 1.4 1.3 1.5 

Construction 2.8 3.7 3.4 

Trade and catering 13.3 19.3 20.5 

Transportation and communication 16.3 12.4 13.9 

Finance and real estate 12.8 12.7 13.6 

Community services 21.6 23.0 25.0 

Source: DBSA 1999 

 

a. Agriculture 

 

Historically the region's economy has been based on agriculture particularly small stock farming 

involving mainly Angora (Mohair) and sheep (wool and mutton). This traditional economic base has 

been eroded with the changing fortunes of the international demand for (and prices of) wool. The 

relatively fluctuating fortunes of the farming sector together with the sensitive natural environment 

have had the following broad effects on farming in the region: 
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 The size of economically viable farming units has increased substantially 

 Very few farmers concentrate only on one commodity such as only mohair, but rather there is an 

increasing tendency to more complex farming strategies, where a combination of sheep and goats 

might be farmed complemented with ostriches etc. 

 The growing tendency to game-farming, particularly for hunting and game viewing. 

 

These changes in farming practices have had relatively little affect on the labour processes in the 

agricultural sector. The unitarist/paternalistic framework of labour relations is still by and large the rule 

rather than the exception. There are however indications that in the early and mid 1990's that drought 

alone was not responsible for the 'shedding' of farm labour but rather more the threat of looming 

legislation such as ESTA (Extension of Security of Tenure Act.). Indeed some farmers have reported 

that the new Labour Act has also contributed to unemployment of labour. 

 

In terms of return on investment farming in the Midlands/Karoo indeed seems to be more of a lifestyle 

than a lucrative business.  

 

By and large farmers from within the region have complained that inputs have become increasingly 

expensive while the international prices for agricultural commodities have stagnated or declined 

implying that farmers are increasingly running at a loss. 

 

The agricultural sector of Cradock, Middleburg and Sommerset East is more diverse than the rest of the 

region. This is due to the Orange River water scheme which ensures a perennial supply of water to 

these areas along the Fish river. As a result there is an established farming sector built around the 

irrigation potential along the banks of the Fish River with particularly fruit, lucerne and maize being 

grown.  

b. Transport 

 

Even the trend in the relatively small public transport sector reflects the metropole-satelite relationship 

between the Midlands/Karoo region and Port Elizabeth.  The local and inter regional transportation 

market is insignificant with most of the taxis focussing on longer distances to Cape Town, George and 

Port Elizabeth. Port Elizabeth is the most popular long distance destination. The trends in the transport 

sector suggest that there is still significant labour migration to the urban centres. 

 
c. Regional economy 

 

The local and regional economies in the Midlands/Karoo region are 
characterised by a general absence of linkages. While some linkages with 
Port Elizabeth exist, there are few, local or intra regional linkages. Within the 
agricultural sector the obvious linkages include the Mohair and Wool 
marketing beneficiation and exporting sector in Uitenhage/Port Elizabeth. 
Very few local linkages have been established with the exception of some 
small-scale mohair projects in Graaf Reinet and Middelburg 
 

Historically, there was a period of fairly rapid economic growth associated with wool and mohair in the 

19th Century. It, however, reached saturation point due to the limits on land carrying capacity.  

 

Technological development has very little potential to improve the productivity of the wool/mohair 

farming industry. This is reflected in the fact that the farming practices have not changed significantly 

since the 19th Century. 

 

The rural population in the 20th Century is in decline. This is due to the 
increased farm sizes and limited economic opportunities in the rural areas. 
Simultaneously the urban areas have experienced low growth rates and 
economic decline. This is understandable particularly since agriculture has 
been the mainstay of the local economies. 
 

 

Rural decline is likely to accelerate, particularly since there is no increase in 
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employment opportunity within the rural areas. The decline in the white 
population reflects their generally greater mobility. Agriculture seems to 
have reached its peak with the only option for increasing agricultural 
potential being the development of irrigation based agriculture in the area. 
This will have to be done through transferring water to the Sundays River 
from outside (the Orange). 
 

3.4.4 Assessment 

 
Any overview of Local Economies therefore, indicates that the 
Midlands/Karoo is in fundamental crisis in these respects too. Resource 
endowments by way of infrastructure, electricity, water and housing projects 
do not seem capable of significantly contributing to job creation. The 
stimulation of SMME activity has also not materialised to any marked degree 
by investments in the above. The industrial and economic profile examined 
here by reference to agriculture, transport and the regional economy, 

likewise, reflects a context for LED that holds out little hope.   
 

3.5. Regional SMME Survey 

3.5.1. Introduction 
 

The small business sector within the areas surveyed is generally dominated by a small group of white 

business people. Through their strategic location within the CBD (often owning the CBD), they 

inevitably control the local small business sector. There is very little evidence of any emerging 

businesses making any inroads into the 'established business sector'.  There are a number of chambers 

of commerce (Sakekamers) in the region namely in Cradock, Middelburg, Sommerset East and 

Willowmore that are inevitably local forums for established businesses representing the small white 

business sector. As such they are often perceived as gatekeepers of opportunity within the local SMME 

sector. 

3.5.2. SMMEs Potential for LED 
 

Very few businesses in the Karoo are actively involved in the process of creating value. In most cases 

their economic base is the grants and pensions, or wages from government employees, local 

government or a few productive local manufacturers. It is ironic that SMME operators are waiting for 

or looking to economic development as a source for their business expansions. This questions the role 

of existing SMMEs in the Midlands/Karoo region in terms of LED. With the exception of one or two 

larger manufacturing enterprises there were very few small businesses that are potential role players in 

promoting LED. The sad truth is that most of the existing small businesses that operate in the region 

would be beneficiaries of LED rather than core contributors to LED. Most of the small businesses are 

survivalist or micro enterprises and thus possess very little capital for investment. Ironically the most 

important service required for SMME development is the creation of SMME opportunities- the need to 

create markets. 

 

The following issues are some of the most important facing SMMEs in the study: 

 

 Restricted/limited and saturated markets 

 Typical 'township' small businesses (survivalist enterprises) are generally faced by supply 

problems 

 Lack of regulation - street traders competing with formal businesses 
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 Lack of support from local residents (people do not buy locally) 

 Monopoly control by few wholesalers 

 Lack of simple and well structured SMME support system - one stop shop. 

 Lack of a small business lobby that could for example address the lack of affirmative procurement 

policy adoption at local government level. This is a problem at the national, provincial, regional 

and local level. 

 SMME sector is generally uninspired. The owner of a guest house in Steytlerville for example 

expressed frustration at having to "continually stay ahead of the other businesses, always bring 

something new because it is not long and others are doing exactly the same thing that you are 

doing" (Interview). 

 

 

3.5.3. Survey Data 
 

Table 17: Sample by Sector 

Sector No % 

Manufacturing 10 22.7 

Retail and motor trade and repair services 7 15.9 

Wholesale trade, commercial agents and allied services 4 9.1 

Catering accommodation and other trade 6 13.6 

Transport, Storage and communications 5 11.4 

Finance and business services 1 2.3 

Community social and personal services 10 22.7 

Agriculture 1 2.3 

 

The sample for the survey was determined independently for each sample site. The following factors 

guided the sampling process: 

 

 Contribution  to the local economy 

 Representivity of local economic sectors 

 Geographical representation within the locale (township, CBD and other business nodes were 

identified). 

3.5.4. Demography of respondents 
 

Most respondents were male (31 respondents or 67.4%) with a third being female (15 respondents or 

32.6%). Very few youth are involved in small businesses, with only 2 respondents (4.3%) indicating 

that they were under 25 years of age. There were however a significant number of older people who 

were involved in small businesses. Twenty-six respondents (55.3%) were older than 45 years old, with 

nineteen (40.4%) of the respondents aged between 25-44 years old. This is perhaps a reflection of the 

generally aged population of the survey sites. Most respondents spoke Afrikaans as their home 

language (26 respondents or 55.3%) followed by Xhosa (14 respondents or 29.8%) and English (7 

respondents or 14.9%). Of all the businesses sampled nineteen (42.2%) were established before1990. 

Of the remaining twenty-six (or 58.7%) small businesses 18 (or 40%) had been established after 1994. 

3.5.5. Employment 
 

Most small businesses employ family members with 31 respondents (66%) indicating that family 

members were employed by the business. Of those who employed family members in their business 

twenty (64.5%) employed two or less family members. 
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A total of 35 respondents (74.5%) employed people other than family members. Of these 48.6% hired 5 

or less employees. Very few small businesses employed more than ten people (13 or 31.4%), only four 

employing more than 20 people and only one more than 50. The majority of businesses in the survey 

are micro with a few medium enterprises. This reflects the pattern for the Karoo as a whole. 

 

3.5.6. Organised Business 
 

Very few small business operators belong to any form of business association or chamber of commerce 

with 13 respondents (28.5%) indicating that they were members of business organisations. 

 

A fair number of small business operators were aware of small business service organisations, with 18 

(or 46.3%) suggesting that they knew of small business service providers. Most of the service providers 

identified were from Port Elizabeth or the larger towns where small business service providers exist. 

Although people were aware of service providers they were not making use of their services (as they 

are often inaccessible). However, when asked whether they would make use of the service of a small 

business service provider if one were established the overwhelming majority of small business people 

indicated that they would (41 respondents or 95.3%). By far the largest number of small business 

people suggested that they would make use of training for themselves and their employees (88.1%) 

followed by financial (61.5%) and technical services (60.5%) (see table below). 

 

 

Table 18: If an LBSC was established what type of services would you 

make use of? 

 No % 

Financial 24 61.5 

Technical 23 60.5 

Training 37 88.1 

 

 

Training is an important issue for local small business people. Forty respondents (90.9%) thought that 

training was very important, while only one respondent suggested that training was not important for 

the development of small businesses. When asked whether they would make use of training facilities if 

an LBSC was established thirty-seven respondents (90.2%) said that they would. The table below 

indicates that general business skills would be most popular when it came to training courses (16 

respondents or 48.5%) followed by technical training (7 respondents or 21.%) and financial skills (6 

respondents or 18.2%). 

 

Table 19: What type of training would you make use of if available? 

 No % 

Financial 6 18.2 

Costing 1 3.0 

Build customer base 1 3.0 

General business skills 16 48.5 

Technical skills 7 21.2 

Public Relations  2 6.1 

 

 

 

 

Almost all, small business operators indicated that they would be prepared to pay a fee for the services 

which they would receive from a LBSC (97.4%). When asked about their perceptions of business in 

general, respondents suggested that local small business people were in greatest need of basic 

business/management skills (19 or 55.9%), followed by financial services (7 or 20.6%). Significantly, 

training did not score very high when respondents were asked to identify the needs of other businesses. 

This contrast in perceptions between ones own business and that of others perhaps reflects the lack of 

interaction between small business people in the area surveyed. 
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Table 20: What are the most important services which small businesses in your area require?  

  No % 

Basic business/management      19 55.9 

Administrative and business planning 2 5.9 

Financial               7 20.6 

Human resources 1 2.9 

Technical  training 3 8.8 

Marketing  1 2.9 

SMME opportunities 1 2.9 

 

 

The majority of respondents indicated that they would like to see an LBSC established in the local TLC 

area (36 respondents or 83.7%) while very few (7 respondents or 14.9%) thought a regional LBSC in 

the Karoo would be more suitable. 

 

3.5.7. Clients and Markets 
 

Almost 90% of small business people indicated that they served local markets. A number of businesses 

complement their local business focus with export markets with nine respondents (19.6%) suggesting 

that this was the case. 

 

 

Table 21: Where are your Markets?* 

 No % 

In my town  40 87.0 

In the district 17 37.0 

In Eastern Cape 11 23.9 

South Africa(outside Eastern Cape) 11 23.9 

Outside SA 9 19.6 

* Note because of multiple responses the totals will be larger than 100% 

 

The clients of most small businesses in the Karoo are individuals. Thirty-three respondents (73.8%) 

suggested that individuals constituted more than 50% of their customers. Just under half of small 

businesses had customers from the farming community (20 respondents or 42.6%).  

 

 

However, the volume of turnover derived from the farming community was relatively low suggesting 

that small businesses are not dependent for their livelihoods on local farming. Of those businesses 

which indicated that they had customers from the farming community 50% (ten respondents) derived 

15% and less of their turnover from the farming community, while very few suggested that the farming 

community constituted more than 30% of their business (3 respondents or 15%). Twenty-two 

respondents (66.8%) had other small businesses as their customers. They however constituted a 

relatively minor part of business with 17 respondents (77.3%) indicating that other small businesses 

made up less than 50% of their customers.  

 

Only a few small businesses identified government as clients. 13 respondents (or 27.7%) indicated that 

government was a customer of theirs. Even fewer small business people (11 respondents or 23.4%) 

identified big businesses as forming part of their customers.   

 

The main customer base is, thus, the private individual with some farmers and other small businesses 

constituting significant customers. 
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Most small businesses did not have any problems with building up a customer base with 43 

respondents (91.5%) suggesting that this was the case. However almost one quarter of respondents 

(23.3% or 10 respondents) admitted that they needed help in order to build up a customer base. Very 

few of the businesses interviewed seem to be in a monopoly situation with 39 respondents (84.8%) 

identifying local businesses which competed with them.  

 

While the general economic mood of the region surveyed is one of despair, the small business sector 

does not seem to be too hard hit with only two respondents (5%) suggesting that competing businesses 

were decreasing. Seventeen business people (42.5%) indicated that competing businesses were 

increasing, while twenty one respondents (52.5%) suggested that their local economies were stagnant 

with the number of competing businesses staying the same. 

 

 

Table 22: Business Environment 

 Increasing   Decreasing   Staying same  

 No % No % No % 

Number of competing businesses 17 42.5 2 5 21 52.5 

Turnover 21 48.8 9 20.9 13 30.2 

 

 

The constraints to SMME success elicited a wide range of responses. For the purposes of this report, 

the range has been condensed into the following table. The truth of the matter is, however, that far 

more obstacles exist, than even local small business people are readily aware of. 

 

The entire context of LED outlined in this section of the document, reveals in discussion topic after 

discussion topic, that the factors marshalled in opposition to the potential for SMME development are 

enormous, varied and complex.  

 

 

Table 23: Problems Facing Small Businesses 

 No % 

Unemployment/weak economy  8 20 

Informal sector 2 5 

Lack customer base  2 5 

Running out of stock      4 10 

Business fluctuates 2 5 

Finance 7 17.5 

Competition  4 10 

Lack contracts 1 2.5 

Low labour productivity 2 5 

People do not pay accounts 3 7.5 

High interest rates 2 5 

Lack marketing capacity 1 2.5 

Theft 1 2.5 

Land access 1 2.5 

3.5.8. Enabling Environment 
 

The majority of small business operators did not know of any legislation which had a negative impact 

on their businesses (33 respondents or 75%). Respondents were asked what various spheres of 

government could do to assist them in their small business ventures. The table below gives an idea of 

the range of responses and frequencies of various responses to various spheres.  

 

Table 24: What can government do to promote the interests of small businesses? 

  TLCs   Provincial  National  
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 No % No % No % 

Help access finance 8 21.1 - - - - 

Support SMMEs locally 8 21.1 14 40 8 24.2 

Market business/town 6 15.8 2 5.7 1 3 

Create jobs 4 10.5 4 11.4 4 12.1 

Regulate/restrict informal sector 3 7.9 2 5.7 4 12.1 

Nothing 3 7.9 5 14.3 5 15.2 

Business hive/provide business land 2 5.3 - - - - 

Lower site tariffs 1 2.6 - - - - 

Help SMME with tenders 1 2.6 1 2.9 - - 

Lower rates and taxes 1 2.6 1 2.9 1 3 

Upgrade infrastructure 1 2.6 - - - - 

Business centres (NB  - - 1 2.9 - - 

Training - - 3 8.6 5 15.2 

Provide basic infrastructure - - 2 5.7 1 3 

Crime prevention - - - - 2 6.1 

Keep current lending laws intact - - - - 1 3 

Ensure pensions are paid - - - - 1 3 

 

 

Table 25: Who should be responsible for promoting small businesses? 

National government 10 26.3 

TLC  9 23.7 

Small business people themselves 9 23.7 

All levels of government 6 15.8 

Provincial government 2 5.3 

LBSC 2 5.3 

 

3.5.9. Access to Finance 
 

The majority of small business people in the Karoo do not think that small businesses have sufficient 

access to capital with 24 respondents (or 77.4%) indicating that they thought this was the case. The 

current problem of financial access to capital by small businesses is borne out by the survey. Very few 

small businesses (7 or 17%) fall within the micro loan category. Almost half of all businesses started 

up with capital between R1 000-R5 0000, the intermediary lending sector which is currently too risky 

for most of the main stream finance institutions. This is the sector where financial support to small 

businesses is likely to have the greatest impact. 

 

Table 26: How much capital required to start the business? 

 No % 

0-1 thousand 7 17.1 

1-5 thousand 5 12.2 

5-10 thousand 3 7.3 

10- 50 thousand 12 29.3 

50-100 thousand 2 4.9 

More than 100 thousand 12 29.3 

 

That current small business finance institutions are not playing a major role in small business finance is 

reflected in the table below. The SBDC and the ECDA together funded 10% (4 businesses) of small 

businesses sampled.  

 

Table 27: Where did you access the funds to start your business?  
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 No % 

ECDA 3 7.7 

Family 5 12.8 

Bank loan 11 28.2 

Previous business 4 10.3 

Savings 10 25.6 

SBDC 1 2.6 

Retirement package 1 2.6 

Donors 2 5.1 

Private investors 2 5.1 

3.5.10. Local Relationships 
 

A large number of respondents interacted with large businesses. Thirty-three respondents (or 73.3%) 

indicated that they interacted with big businesses. However, in most of these cases small businesses 

bought services or goods from the bigger businesses (25 respondents or 75.8%). This would suggest 

that rather than creating opportunities for smaller businesses the larger businesses are using the smaller 

businesses as markets. In fact, when asked whether larger companies supported local smaller 

businesses by far the majority suggested that this was not the case (34 respondents or 81%). Small 

businesses did though have a number of suggestions as to how larger 

business could support small businesses (see table below). The significant number of small business 

people requesting that larger businesses reduce their prices reflects the current reality where a number 

of medium sized distributors monopolise supply and therefore prices. 

 

Table 28: How can local big business support the interests of small businesses? 

 No % 

Partnerships 6 21.4 

Sourcing from local SMME's 6 21.4 

Lower prices 11 39.3 

Donate money to SMMEs 2 7.1 

Advertising 1 3.6 

Share skills advice 1 3.6 

Give credit 1 3.6 

 

In general, small business people in the Karoo do not see their TLC supporting the interests of small 

businesses. The view of 24 respondents (60%) was that the local TLCs did not support the interests of 

small businesses. This reflects the general trend within the region where TLCs have not formulated any 

kind of local small business support policies and have not as yet adopted SMME directed procurement 

policies locally. 

 

Table 29: How can the TLC promote the interests of small businesses?  

 No % 

Buy from/ outsource to small business 5 38.5 

Funding premises 1 7.7 

Loans 1 7.7 

Regulate/restrict informal sector 2 15.4 

Access finance 1 7.7 

Keep town clean and 1 7.7 

Create jobs 1 7.7 

Lower rates/taxes for SMMEs 1 7.7 

 

Less than half of the respondents identified ways in which the local TLC could support the interests of 

small businesses. Those who did, focussed mainly on the TLCs buying more/outsourcing from local 

small businesses. 
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3.5.11. Household incomes 
 

Small businesses, where they occur, are the most important source of household livelihoods. Almost 

three-quarters of respondents (73%) indicated that their businesses were the main source of their 

household incomes. The importance of small businesses for securing household (and family) 

livelihoods is reflected in the employment patterns where 31 respondents (66%) indicated that family 

members were employed by their businesses. 

 

Table 30: What is the main source of income of your household? 

 No % 

This business   30 73.2 

Salary elsewhere  7 17.1 

Income other members 1 2.4 

This business and salary 1 2.4 

This business and income from other members of household 1 2.4 

Salary elsewhere  and other household members 1 2.4 

 

 

Table 31: Monthly Household Income 

 No % 

Less R500 5 14.3 

500-999 3 8.6 

1000-2500 15 42.9 

2500-4999 6 17.1 

5000-9999 1 2.9 

More than 10000 5 14.3 

3.5.12. Local Economy 
 

SMME operators who participated in the survey were asked which economic sectors they thought had 

no economic potential and which they thought had the greatest economic potential. It is significant that 

there are a fair number of SMME operators who think tourism has no potential and a fair number who 

do think that tourism has potential. 

 

It should be recognised from the nature of responses recorded below, that SMME protagonists do not 

always evidence sophisticated understanding of the very notion of LED itself. That such a significant 

proportion of respondents relegated tourism to the dump heap of LED, reflects more on local small 

business perceptions of access to opportunity, than on the potential of tourism itself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 32: What sector has no potential for Local Economic 

Development? 

 No % 

Tourism 13 27.7 

Finance               10 21.3 

Informal sector    10 21.3 

Services                  9 19.1 
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Craft manufacture  9 19.1 

Manufacturing         7 14.9 

Construction  6 12.8 

Retail/Wholesale  4 8.5 

Agriculture  3 6.4 

Government         3 6.4 

Transport             2 4.3 

Small business    1 2.1 

 

 

Respondents were asked to identify which three sectors they thought had the greatest potential within 

their region. The table below suggests that most respondents chose tourism as the sector that they 

thought had the greatest potential. However agriculture was identified overall as the sector with the 

greatest economic potential. 

 

 

Table 33: What sector has the greatest potential to enhance economic 

development in your area?  

 First Second Third Combined 

Manufacturing 18.6 9.5 7.3 11.9 

Construction 4.7 19.0 12.2 11.9 

Retail/wholesale 7.0 9.5 4.9 7.1 

Tourism 23.3 11.9 9.8 15.1 

Services 2.3 4.8 4.9 4.0 

Craft manufacture 2.3 4.8 7.3 4.8 

Transport - 4.8 19.5 7.9 

Agriculture 20.9 19.0 12.2 17.5 

Government 16.3 2.4 7.3 8.7 

Finance 4.7 9.5 2.4 5.6 

SMMEs  2.4 12.2 4.8 

Informal sector - 2.4 - - 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5.13 Assessment 

 

Only 1% of the sample population relies entirely on SMME opportunity for 
household income. Thus engagement in SMME activity would appear to be 
just one avenue among multiple livelihood strategies. Those that do, 
acknowledge that, their client base resort to government grants and 

pensions to sustain their purchasing power. To small businesses, the 
alternatives available are predominantly located in spheres outside their field 
of accessibility or entrepreneurial expertise. 
 
SMMEs surveyed are more likely than not, to employ immediate family 
members. Their’ potential to contribute to job creation wider than this is 
most probably going to be in the area of manual labour. Issues of low 
remuneration and fragile job security result. 
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The implications for LED strategies should not discount the clear tendency 
in the research area for small business to extract the maximum mileage out 
of an already very restricted asset base. That so few interviewees even 
recognise the potential for importing a market, as tourism would, indicates 
the extent of impoverishment.  
 
That so little SMME activity is dedicated to manufacturing or processing of 
raw materials, likewise contributes to the sectors relatively marginal status, 
even when compared to the small and micro nature of established white 
business concerns. 
 
Whereas in other areas of the province and indeed the country, policy 
encourages the establishment of co-operatives, in the Midlands/Karoo 
sample of this research effort, little evidence was discovered of any 
significant potential for going to scale. 

 
The one type of new SMME intervention, micro-lending, identified among 
more general observation of the locations visited, is open to unscrupulous 
business practices. The ‘skopper’ phenomenon is indeed alarming. 
 

Challenges for the SMME sector in the region, therefore, include the following: 

 

 Extending currently narrow focus (diversity) of SMMEs  

 SMME support - financial and non financial support (regional/local support infrastructure) 

 Promotion of market accessibility external to the region 

 Promoting value creating as opposed to value distributing SMMEs 

 Promoting regional SMME interest groups (chambers etc) 

 Dealing with 'skoppers' (informal credit which skims value from welfare incomes) 

 Local/provincial etc procurement policies sourcing locally 

 Community based businesses (around eco-tourism needs to be explored) 
 

 

 

 
 
 
3.6 Local Government Revisited 
 

The extension of responsibility to local government in terms of a developmental mandate has not been 

accompanied by any means to fulfill this responsibility. They are largely unfunded mandates. Kihato 

frames the dilemma succinctly, "A more imaginative solution is needed: either lifelines must be thrown 

to local authorities or their functions must be scaled down or both (Weekly Mail, 6/2/98)".  

 

The crisis of local government is however not only one of a shortage of financial resources - there is a 

particularly severe crisis of institutional, organisational and human resource capacity.  

 

An examination of local government budget(s) in the study areas suggests that budgets have not 

changed much in the last five years with income and expenditure patterns remaining fairly constant. All 

local governments are experiencing financial crisis, those who have inherited debts are worse off, 

generally spending a sizable amount of their current budgets on servicing debts. 

 

Fiscal conservatism means that increasingly budgets will be cut and will 
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make less money available for infrastructure or capital projects. Local 
governments’ capital budgets and spending has been reduced to virtually 
zero. Capital projects are generally only undertaken through outside 
programmes of other government agencies such as the Department of 
Housing and Local Government's municipal infrastructure programmes and 
through budget allocation from the Western District Council. As the trend 
towards PPI investment increases so the pressure for local government to be 
more cost effective in order to receive funds will increase. 
 

Apart from Middelburg, Sommerset East and Graaf Reinet other TLCs do not have capital budgets. 

 

 3.6.1 Current sources of income - trading services 

 

TLCs where they do balance their books do so in terms of their ability to make a profit out of service 

provision. Thus, much of local government‟s energy is consumed with ensuring that the main service 

sectors run at a profit. The current sustainability of local TLCs is to a large degree based on the 

management of the profit rate from service provision.  

 

While rates and taxes are an important source of income for local 
government, the provision of services is still by far the most significant 
contributor to local income. The provision of electricity, water, sanitation 
and sewerage are the largest contributors to local government income. 
 

Apart from electricity that is regulated by the NER (National Electricity Regulator), tariffs for water 

and local services are determined by the TLC itself. Although the TLCs can change the tariff structure 

for electricity this has to be ratified by the NER and can thus not be altered at will.  

  

As, increasingly TLCs will move toward tight monitoring and maximising income from services, and 

as they become more and more preoccupied with cost effectiveness they will increasingly lose sight of 

the real meaning of developmental local government. 

 

This is also working itself out through the increasing conflict between the TLCs and local civic 

associations 

 

 

 

Table 34: TLC Income from Services Sources as % of Total Income 

  Electricity Rates Water Sewerage &sanitation Total 

Cradock 1996/97 34.7 10.2 17.3 15.3 77.5 

 1997/98 31.3 9.5 14.6 13.3 68.7 

Steytlerville 1996/97 29.3 8.9 12.5 20.9 71.6 

 1997/98 36.1 8.2 17.7 23.5 85.5 

Middelburg 1996/97 43.0 8.2 10.4 12.4 74.1 

 1997/98 38.9 8.8 10.6 14.3 72.6 

 1998/99 36.8 8.0 11.1 18.3 74.3 

Pearston 1996/97 21.8 21.8 8.1 13.9 65.6 

 1997/98 21.8 19.7 8.1 13.7 63.4 

Graaf Reinet 1996/97 44.7 15.2 7.6 6.4 73.8 

 1997/98 45.9 16.3 7.9 6.7 76.8 

 1998/99 45.1 16.9 8.6 6.6 77.3 

Somerset East* 1998/99 54.2 6.5 8.5 14.3 83.4 

Aberdeen 1996/97 25.4 14.2 31.9 8.3 79.8 

Willowmore 1996/97 42.2 5.6 13.4 6.1 67.3 

 1997/98 40.9 6.3 11.9 9.2 68.3 

 1998/99 41.5 8.3 15.3 10.8 76.0 
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Source: calculated from TLC budgets 

 

The inordinate reliance on returning profits from service provision, as 
evidenced in the Midlands/Karoo, is further borne out by comparison with 
the different proportions reflected in national averages. 
 

Table 35: Local Govt Revenue Sources in South Africa during 1996/97 
Financial Year 

Rates on Property (property tax) and Related Income  61,24% 

Trading Profits from Sewage, Refuse Removal, Water and Electricity 15,08% 

Interest 7,86% 

Inter Governmental Transfers 11,78% 

Other Income 4,05% 

Source: Katz Commission Report 
 

Whereas TLCs in the study area range from 50% to 70% reliance on trading 
profits from sewage, refuse, water and electricity provision (rough average of 
12% rates deducted), the national averages show almost the reverse.  
Instead, national averages indicate that rates on property are midway 
between the 50% to 70%. Trading profits nationally, on the other hand at 
15,08% are closer to TLC collections in the study area for rates (rough 
average of 12%). 
 

The reversal of trends between the Karoo and South Africa as a whole, 
therefore clearly indicate the trap into which TLCs in the study area have 
fallen. Unable to accumulate rates revenue from property owners (almost a 
comparatively passive collection exercise), their need to expend so much 
energy on profitable provision of services simply will never allow them to 
break the mould and focus on development, if current practices continue.  
 

Table 37:Equitable share of TLCs and TRCs  

            for 1999/2000 

 TLC TRC %TLC %TRC 

Aberdeen 468,534 33,745 93 7 

Graaff-Reinet 1,208,715 510,598 70 30 

Jansenville 388,178 455,264 46 54 

Pearston  890,255 33,794 96 4 

Somerset East 883,155 531,770 62 38 

Steytlerville 346,716 422,085 45 55 

Willowmore 392,718 475,807 45 55 

Cradock 1,605,472 544,803 75 25 

Middelburg  770,479 469,799 62 38 

Total 6,954,222 3477665 67 33 

Source: DCD 1998 

 

3.6.2 Significant feature of expenditure 
 

Wages constitute a significant proportion of expenditure. The fact that this 
figure remains high reflects the current trend in most of the TLCs to avoid 
the issue of retrenchment. Most of the TLCs suggested that they were not 
contemplating the idea of retrenchment as it would have negative 
consequences locally in terms of the job markets and because unions would 
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oppose any attempts at retrenchments 
 

 

Table 36:Salaries as % 

of Expenditure 
  % Salary 

Cradock 
1996/97 52.7 

 1997/98 50.2 

Steytlerville 1996/97  

 1997/98  

Middelburg 1996/97  

 1997/98  

 1998/99  

Pearston 1996/97  

 1997/98  

Graaf Reinet 1996/97 45.4 

 1997/98 45.5 

 1998/99 44.6 

Somerset East* 1998/99  

Aberdeen 1996/97 49.4 

Willowmore 1996/97 42.6 

 1997/98 45.1 

 1998/99 47.4 

Source: calculated from TLC budgets 

 

 

Furthermore, since such a high proportion of TLC expenditure is dedicated to salaries and when other 

operating costs are factored in, such as vehicle operating costs and maintenance of capital stock such as 

TLC buildings etc, the point has to be made again. TLCs will erode their fiscal resources that might 

otherwise be committed to a concentration on developmental local government.  

 

 3.6.3 Development Planning 

 

The current lack of capacity of local government to address local strategic development planning let 

alone the implementation of projects raises the question of how this should be addressed in the short 

term. If local government does not have the capacity to drive LED who should be given the mandate? 

 

When asked to describe the IDP/LDO process in their areas most people described where they were in 

reference to the 'correct procedures' as laid down by the province. In all cases the process of 

participation surrounding the IDP/LDO process was described as less than satisfactory with the view of 

one TLC representative describing the IDP/LDO process as "at best disinterested attendance" summing 

up what seems to be the norm within the region. Nowhere was the process seen as a stimulus to local 

strategic thinking around local development. Rather the IDP/LDO is seen as a legislatively prescribed 

chore which people are not keen to waste their time participating in because it is dull and technical. In 

most instances the TLC representatives and the consultants end up driving the process. 

 
 3.6.4 Emerging development options 

 

Sugar beet (Private sector), Mohair - (Other Government/parastatal/private sector) and Tourism 

(private sector conservation) are relevant in this regard. None of these projects have emerged as LED 

initiatives from local government level. In fact, currently local government is not playing a significant 

role in any of these projects. The current level, range, scale and networking capacity of planning 

involving the IDP/LDO can do very little in relation to LED  
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TLCs might not always be able to identify or initiate LED projects, however 
they may become partners in implementing. 
 

 3.6.5 Local Government and LED 

 

As Rogerson points out, the White Paper on Local Government does not make local government 

directly responsible for job creation but rather suggests that local government has an important role to 

play in promoting job creation, boosting the local economy and alleviating poverty  (Rogerson, 

1998:7). A recent Study by the DCD involving case studies of LED in various locales in South Africa 

indicates that nowhere have LED initiatives at the local government level been linked with poverty 

alleviation programmes. 

 

 3.6.6 Local government and poverty alleviation 

 

Pieterse (1998) suggests that municipalities and local role players in identifying appropriate LED 

strategies that address poverty alleviation would need to look at the following issues: 

 

 Which LED strategies promote sustained and redistributive economic growth, and poverty 

alleviation? 

 How can the local council - through all its activities - enhance the lives and livelihoods of the 

poor? 

 How can partnerships be developed that go beyond the narrow interests of local elites who often 

seek to 'capture' LED initiatives to ensure that existing interests are primarily served through 'place 

marketing' and increased inward investment? 

 How can all LED interventions be formulated such that they directly or indirectly impact on 

poverty? 

 

What is the relationship between poverty alleviation and LED. Within a classical 

welfarist approach poverty alleviation would be associated with state disbursements 

due to social responsibility. However, the new developmental welfare approach of the 

department of welfare is in line with the linking of LED to poverty alleviation. In 

other words poverty alleviation becomes a process through which local communities 

who are poor address this poverty through sustainable development programmes. 

 
 3.6.7 LED Policy making 

 

There is currently an absence of policy making at local government level, particularly around 

promoting LED and poverty alleviation. In no instance did the TLC have a specific policy on SMMEs, 

poverty alleviation, LED, or cross subsidisation. While there was no evidence of any policy or strategy 

around cross-subsidisation (redistribution) to ensure the affordability and accessibility of services, a 

measure of cross-subsidisation was taking place.  

Cross-subsidisation often occurs due to the lack of enforcement of credit control in the lower income 

areas. By not coercing payment through cutting services those areas where services were being cut 

were in effect subsidising the other areas.  

 

This unintentional cross-subsidisation has however come to an end in all 
areas with uniform tariff structures applying in most areas. TLCs such as 
Middelburg have addressed the issue of a payment for services charges some 
while ago through the formulation of their local debtors policy. Other local 
governments have only addressed this recently with the decisions of 
MINMENC in 1997 and were thus ultimately forced to introduce some form 
of creditors’ policy 
 

Local government is confronted by a major dilemma. On the one hand there is the urgency of 

addressing historical inequality and underdevelopment through the extension of services and 

infrastructure. On the other hand there is the necessity of doing so in a manner which ensures that the 
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extension of services is sustainable (that people can pay for them). The RDP, Bill of Rights and the 

Constitution all guarantee and promise a minimum level of services and infrastructure.  

 

On the whole there is very little formal networking between TLCs themselves. 
There is no sign of any regional formalised relationship between any TLCs 
suggesting that they are moving towards regional initiatives. The only 
regional forum where development issues to any extent have been raised is 
in the sub regional mayors’ forum. If local government is not in the short 
term able to perform its role in terms of LED, then a number of options 
emerge: 
 
 

 Capacitate local government to take up its role of LED 

The planning processes currently engaged in at local government level ie in terms of drawing up 

IDPs/LDOs are ultimately intended as capacitating exercises. In other words the process of engaging in 

these planning processes is intended to create strategic development planning capacity at local 

government level. Building capacity within local government could thus be effected through more 

resource allocations to this process. Current support around the planning process comes from the 

Department of Housing and Local Government and the Department of Economic Affairs Environment 

and Tourism. 

 

 Co-ordinate LED through civil society structures 

Where local government is far too preoccupied with crisis management, the option of locating LED in 

civil society emerges. Such a process would require consolidation of existing development fora (and 

IDP/LDO planning committees where these are separate bodies) into something akin to an RDP 

structure representing all local interests. 

 

 Identify other short to medium term vehicles for LED 

Where civil society is in chaos and local government is in crisis (which seems to be the case in many 

Karoo areas) other options need to be looked at in terms of LED. The capacitating of LBSCs (Local 

Business Service Centres) would seem to be one such viable vehicle for promoting LED particularly in 

areas where there are potential projects which require some local co-ordination. The clusters around 

Mohair, wool washing, tourism and Sugar beet are such cases. If local government and civil society is 

not in a position to facilitate/co-ordinate the maximised taking advantage of such initiatives then such 

initiatives will come to nought or will become the preserve of an elite. In such situations LBSCs are 

likely forums for driving LED.  

 

 3.6.8 Participation/planning forum fatigue 

 

In a sense it is understandable that there seems to be widespread apathy and loss of faith in 

development forums. There have been enormous expectations accompanying the recent political 

changes in South Africa. Many of these are perceived, in terms of government's ability to deliver social 

welfare, the cutting of electricity in schools etc. These perceptions are particularly widespread in the 

Karoo areas where state grants and pensions are the most important inflows into the local economies.  

 

There have since 1990, been a number of initiatives, which have resulted in structures and required 

community participation. Most of these (in the Karoo in any case) have delivered very little.  The first 

wave was that of the development forums. These were created, without exception, in all the areas 

surveyed. The era of the development forum was spawned by the RDP. In the Karoo many of these 

development for a have all but disappeared.  

 

The new planning processes that have descended on local communities are the IDP/LDO. These are in 

most cases under attended (if at all). Most seem to have hit the rut of fulfilling a legislative 

requirement. Despite strong denials to the contrary in many areas, the IDP/LDO process seems to have 

become the preserve of a technical clique - a few members of the TLC and the consultant. 

 

Developmental local government and LED is not only about grandiose casino type attempts to 

stimulate local economies. Local government by maximising the impact of local resources and 

extending basic services delivery is already playing a developmental role. The poverty report (May 
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etal, 1998) and tying LED to poverty alleviation (Rogerson etal, 1998) talk about the „asset 

vulnerability‟ approach to understanding poverty (and strategising around poverty alleviation). The 

strategies that emerge around this are in terms of increasing the „asset portfolio‟ of the poor. 

Addressing poverty alleviation through LED thus focuses on strategies through which a greater 

portfolio of assets can be extended to the marginalised/poor. At the same time the degree or level of 

vulnerability is also related to the ability of poor people to manage their asset portfolios. 

 

Infrastructure development programmes create opportunities not only around short term poverty 

alleviation jobs but also in terms of the long terms „assets‟ which are made accessible (or should be if 

they are to be effective in LED). Major investments in infrastructure can turn an economy around. 

What infrastructure investment programme could not only facilitate/minimise local asset vulnerability 

but also kick start a broader process of LED?  

 

 Regional growth nodes focussed on integrating small towns around these particular opportunities. 

Will the demarcation process facilitate regional integration and maximisation of local resources? 

Will it have an impact on increasing strategic capacity around LED? 

 If not, then should LBSC be supported as short/medium (perhaps even long-term) vehicles for 

supporting clusters? 

 Capacitate and support LBSCs strategically around these clusters. Then they ensure that local 

emerging interests learn business skills, access training and take advantage of SMME spin off. 

These LBSCs will however have to be specialised around these particular sectors. They will play 

satelite role, potentially RFIs, Tender advice centres. Perhaps they can even play a co-ordinating 

role in terms of ensuring that local (regional/Karoo tenders) remain within the region. 

Infrastructure projects must stay locally accessible. Only specialised engineering must come in 

from outside. 

 

 3.6.9 LED issues for each area 

 

 Graaf Reinet and Willowmore (eco-tourism vs. agriculture = DEAEAT vs Dept Land Affairs). 

Graaf-Reinet - importance of reviving LED programme. This is being done through project around 

LED demo project wool and Moharir Beneficiation. 

 Potential: Eco-tourism, game farming 

 Steytlerville, Pearston, Aberdeen, and Jansenville (Klipplaat) (High levels of welfare, but strong 

commercial farming sector - wool/Mohair) 

 Potential:  Wool washing, Mohair benefication, leather 

 Sommerset East  (Eco-tourism, farming and agribusiness) 

 Potential: sugar beet (agri business), eco-tourism, farming 

 Middelburg (manufacturing and agribusiness) 

 Potential: Small manufacturing, agricultural college (rural educational town, centre of agricultural 

education) 

 Midelburg wants to set up a LIP, in reality it is nothing more than an ultra city. 

 Cradock (farming, agri-business, slight agri business) 

 Potential: agri-business, farming and tourism. 

 

 

 

 

 3.6.10 Developmental Local Government 

 

The Minister of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional Development recently 
made a speech. He said developmental local government is local 

government," that is not about cutting grass verges in wealthy white 
suburbs but about the front-line attack on poverty, about mobilising 
resources, both public and private, NGO and community, for the social and 
economic upliftment of our people" (Budget speech12/03/99).  
 

This notion of developmental local government is not any different from the notion of Local Economic 

Development (LED). In fact developmental local government should perhaps be seen as the role of 

local government in LED 
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The municipal infrastructure programme has had an evident impact on the local communities in the 

region in terms of extending existing levels of basic infrastructure, particularly around water and 

sanitation. This has also been accompanied by short-term employment opportunities for the local 

unemployed. However, there are some unintended consequences of the infrastructure programmes, 

which need to be addressed to ensure their efficacy in future. In the first place there is very little 

evidence of local SMME development as a result of these infrastructure projects, no long- term 

employment opportunities have been created and the infrastructure itself does not seem to have the 

multiplier effect that it should have. Women have not benefited much, if at all, from the short-term 

employment opportunities. In some instances (such as Jansenville) the extension of water borne 

sewerage is putting strain on the existing water supply system to the extent that water supply needs to 

be extended in order to meet demand of the new system. If no solutions are found to this, then the 

water borne sewerage system will be without water. 

 

The limited training that has accompanied the infrastructure programmes is, to some extent 

understandable in that the short-term labour requirements of many of these projects do not require 

much training.  

 

The value added side of civil engineering projects comes in the design and technical supervision of 

projects which requires technical expertise which cannot be sourced locally because they often do not 

exist and require training far beyond the time frame of the average small infrastructure projects. 

 

There is also the argument to be considered that by forcing companies to use local labour you are 

reproducing the temporary labour markets, the uncertainty and the vulnerability in employment in the 

construction sector. Workers hired at the home base of the company must be laid off due to the local 

hiring requirements of the project. This is not to say that the maximum value of infrastructure projects 

should remain within the area in which they take place. 

 

An independent performance review of the MIP and the EMIP, undertaken by a Harvard University 

team, makes specific recommendations. These include the need to define more precisely the role of the 

Municipal Infrastructure Programme in spatial development and local economic development, and a 

review of the relationship between CMIP and the housing programme,  

 

While infrastructure projects may promote job creation at the local level the current nature of 

infrastructure programmes and how they are being conducted does not lead to stable employment or 

skills dissemination: 

 

 CMIP and other infrastructure projects in some cases highly specialised and generally require 

technically competent engineers etc who often cannot be sourced locally they often have their own 

skilled and semi-skilled workers resulting in only unskilled menial labour opportunities  

 Work that is done locally is generally menial low skilled labour that does not require training. 

Thus even linking training to these low skilled jobs does not ensure a meaningful process of skills 

dissemination. In some cases however there is some skills flow to local communities. Labour is 

generally of short duration (depending on the infrastructure project) and therefore the income also 

dries up once the project is complete.  

 The opportunities generated by infrastructure programmes are all of a relatively short duration and 

leave very little in terms of long term employment creation. Local government service provision is 

perhaps the only long-term beneficiary and this is also of limited value to the local economy. In 

many cases the occupants of RDP houses are within the low income poor sectors of the local 

community and thus pose the greatest risk as far as income from service provision is concerned. 

 

Currently many of the infrastructure projects impact on job creation are at the level of poverty relief 

and short-term income. Job creation should be aiming at as a minimum secure, meaningful 

employment which is fairly remunerated and where employees have job security and rights. 

 

The experience of the RDP housing project in Middelburg is informative. Of about R27 million spent 

on the housing project it is estimated that a mere R500 000 of that amount stayed in the local 

economy. Both the local building suppliers as well as the local brick makers lost out on the 

opportunity. The RDP project undoubtedly would not have created long-term jobs. However the spin-

offs of the project would have been greater local capacity in terms of managing construction projects, 
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skills development, as well as small business capacity development particularly within the emerging 

contractors sector. 

 

The experience of the social compact in Middelburg is held up by the Middelburg TLC as an example 

of a success story and an indication of the degree to which the TLC is geared to participatory 

development. The detractors of the TLC, namely the MIDROS Civic Association claims on the other 

hand that the fortunes of the Social Compact were somewhat different. Although participatory at the 

outset, the MIDROS Civic Association claims that the Social Compact ultimately ended up as a 

committee controlled by technicists.  

 

 3.6.11 Regional Planning 

 

Regional development according to the IPR has been applied in South Africa 
since 1930's. The basis for the system of regional planning in Apartheid 
South Africa were developed through the Commission on rural industries, 
the Social and Economic Planning Council and the Council for the 
Development of Natural Resources. (218) These laid the foundation for the 

introduction of the regional development policy in 1982. Out of this process 
eight economic development regions were created. Development planning 
was previously executed through RDA that basically drew up lists of 
development priorities for the region that were submitted to the state for 
ultimate decision making. Clearly such practices are now outdated. 
 

 3.6.12 Rural Local Government 

 

The nature of rural local government in the Karoo areas surveyed must be seen within the context of its 

location almost solely within the commercial farming sector. This factor flavours the whole arena of rural 

local government in the areas surveyed. In the first place it is inevitably 'white commercial farmers' who 

control the TRCs. That the TRCs are a structure organised around the commercial, 'white' farming areas is 

further borne out by the fact that the chairman of local farmers associations is inevitably also the 

chairperson of the TRC. 

 

In most instances the TRCs have representatives from the farm workers who make up the bulk of the local 

populations. However, they do not seem to have any impact on rural local government. In fact this seems to 

be more a tokenism than actual meaningful participation. It is difficult to imagine that farm workers, whose 

livelihoods often depend on submission to harsh, paternalistic and unitarist labour regimes would openly 

challenge their employers within the TRCs. 

 

It is ironic that legislation that is intended to provide footholds for farm workers gaining some control over 

their livelihoods in fact has the opposite effect. While this is perhaps in part an indictment on the extent to 

which there is currently insufficient regulating capacity to enforce the new legislation it is not altogether 

out of sync with the general spirit of right/down/ sizing. While there are no adequate figures as yet, there 

are indications that there has in the last few years, in the face of the legislative changes affecting labour 

relations as well as land tenure security, been a trend on the part of farmers in the Karoo to shedding 

labour.  

 

The role of TRCs in terms of LED and in terms of rural local government is limited and ineffectual. 

TRCs currently face a number of constraints within the Midlands/Karoo region due to the fact that they 

are not legislatively allowed to raise money and have very limited budgets. These limited budgets can 

in addition not be spent on private farmlands, which constitutes the greater area of the TRC areas. As a 

consequence some TRCs such as Pearston have allocated their budgets to the urban TLC.  

 

In this case the argument was that the rural population is so dispersed 
within the region that the small budget allocation could not be spent on 
anything which would have a meaningful impact on the local communities. 
In many instances the TRCs are looking at the possibilities of establishing 
villages for retired farm workers. These are not however going down too well 
with other local role players including the farm workers themselves. 
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 3.6.13 Assessment 

 

Local government is not in a position to take up its developmental mandate: 

 Lacks capacity to kick-start local economic development: 

 Lacks strategic capacity 

 Insufficient local resources 

 Preoccupied with cost effectiveness of service delivery 

 Crises management 

 Civil society is weak 
 

However, one of the most important aspects of developmental local government overlooked is, 

maximising the use of existing resources. 

 

3.7 Assessment of LED Context 
 

It is insignificant that the local economic development role players discussed 
under Section 2 are so thoroughly fragmented and unable to offer any 

meaningful contribution to LED. The context, likewise, is not amenable to 
energetic participation by LED role players. The institutional, regulatory and 
policy environment is sometimes contradictory. The historical overview 
demonstrates that present racial, gender and class inequalities have been 
cemented over countless generations. The legacy is felt acutely by the 
region’s poor. The demographic profile of the Midlands/Karoo is specifically 
poignant in its revelations of massive social neglect. The overview of the 
Karoo’s local economies, similarly, does not hold out overmuch 
encouragement for successful implementation of LED strategies and 
processes. Particularly, the fact that most SMMEs surveyed recognise the 
money base of the majority of their transactions revolves around pension 
and welfare grants, suggests that the financial contexts for LED remain 
severely constrained.  
 
Local Government is revealed to be hopelessly unable to cope. This research 
has discovered very little to pin hopes on. Agriculture would need a 
fundamental shift in current patterns of land ownership to significantly alter 
levels of poverty. 
 
Local government’s contribution is most favourably sited in the regional 
district council. Regional perspectives are likely to play an increasingly 
important role in strategies to stimulate economic opportunity and create 
jobs.  
 
Training and capacity building support is vital in this regard. Technological 
innovations represented by computers and the information transfers 
possible would go a long way to bringing the Karoo in line with other parts of 
the country. 
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4. Emerging Development 

Options 
 

This section outlines and explores issues surrounding some of the emerging 
development strategies. These include the following: Tourism, Sugar beet 
and Mohair/Wool/Leather.  

4.1. Tourism 
 

 4.1.1 Introduction 

 

"Each of the towns in the region has their own unique character and particular tourism potential, which 

if linked to one another by means of an appropriate regional strategy could provide a comprehensive 

and varied tourism offering, particularly with regard to historical/cultural, outdoor-recreation and farm 

oriented tourism activities." (IRP, 1990) 

 

The potential for eco-tourism in the region has been evident for some time. 
The development planning committee of the RDA in the late 1980's saw eco-
tourism as a sector of potential in the region. The sub-regional planning 
committee for the regional IDP/LDO has also identified tourism as a sector 
with potential. The potential of the tourist sector is reflected for example by 
the fact that it is the only sector that has exhibited any significant economic 
growth in the region. Currently there are a number of tourist initiatives in 
the region that could provide the basis for a regional tourist industry. 
Included in these initiatives are the following:  
 

 The establishment of private reserves through the buying up of farms 

 The extension and development of provincial and national game reserves (the Karoo nature 

reserve, the Baviaanskloof nature reserve and the Mountain Zebra Park) 

 The increasing trend towards game farming complementing small stock farming. 

 The growth in the hospitality industry around small businesses such as guest houses. 

 

The challenge for LED around eco-tourism and development of a regional eco-tourism strategy is to 

ensure that development of the sector as a whole takes place in a co-ordinated and integrated manner 

and that it is accompanied by the full participation of all local role players. 
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There is currently no conclusive evidence to suggest that game farming and tourism would have a 

greater socio-economic impact on the region than farming. What is clear however is that there is a 

significant amount of investment in land in the region, particularly around Graaf Reinet 

 

A study on tourism in the Eastern Cape, commissioned by the Regional Economic Development Forum 

in 1993 suggests that the region has immense tourism potential that has not been realised. In particular 

the Karoo, the Camdeboo area, Graaf Reinet and Cradock are identified as viable tourist destinations 

(Myles and Mullin, 1993: 3).  

 

However, as Myles and Mullins concede, "tourism is extremely vulnerable to negative publicity 

whether it occurred locally (regionally), at a completely different place in another region or on a 

national level" (1993: 5). The recent experience in other African countries such as Uganda and Kenya 

are very real examples of how vulnerable tourism can be, and no amount of marketing is likely to have 

an impact in the short term. 

 

Tourism is not only a very vulnerable sector but also a highly competitive one. This is reflected for 

example in the overwhelming concern for marketing within current tourist initiatives in South Africa. 

Myles and Mullins suggest that the major reason for the failure of the Eastern Cape in generating a 

vibrant tourist industry was due to the lack of a packaged tourist product and skewed marketing by the 

South African Tourist Board towards Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban. The emphasis of tourism 

development is currently around 'marketing' and 'packaging' the region. There has thus far been very 

little emphasis on the way tourism is marketed in the Midlands/Karoo specifically. 

 

 4.1.2 Tourism role players 

 

The primary function of SATOUR is to market South Africa internationally as a tourist destination. 

The Tourism Amendment Act (Act 105 of 1996) which outlines the restructuring of SATOUR was 

passed in late 1996. The new board is constituted mainly by representatives from the provinces, from 

provincial tourism organisations with SANCO and the Tourism Business Association also having 

representation.  

 

The provincial tourism boards have recently been established after the 
provincial offices of SATOUR had been closed down leaving a vacuum at the 
provincial level. 
 

The White Paper identifies the danger of each provincial tourism board competing and marketing itself 

internationally, "Provincial autonomy has unfortunately created a situation in which provinces are 

going abroad to market themselves individually. This situation is creating confused destination images, 

not to mention the inefficient use of resources and the missed opportunity to reinforce South Africa's 

name in the international marketplace" (White paper tourism, 1996). 

 

The Tourism Business Council was formed in February 1996. Its aim is "to ensure that the Business 

Sector is comprehensively, cohesively and effectively represented at national and provincial 

government levels" (Tourism Business Council, 1998). The Tourism Business Council envisages a 

partnership with provincial and national government as well as labour and local communities in 

achieving its objective of promoting the tourist sector. 

 

Department of Environment Affairs and Tourism (DEAT) is involved in establishing a Sector 

Education and Training Authority (SETA). SETA will play the same role as other industry training 

boards in terms of regulating and guiding training within the sector. 

 

 4.1.3 Tourism White Paper 

 

One of the core constraints identified in the White Paper on the Development and Promotion of 

Tourism is that there is currently a "lack of inclusive, effective national, provincial and local structures 

for the development, management and promotion of the tourism sector " (1996). 

 

The White paper sees the tourist sector as a potential creator of wealth that can sustain the provision of 

basic needs. "The tourism industry, more than any other industry, can provide sturdy, effective and 

sustainable legs for the RDP to walk on". 
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The following principles will guide the development of responsible tourism in South Africa: 

 

 tourism will be private sector driven  

 government will provide the enabling framework for the industry to flourish  

 effective community involvement will form the basis of tourism growth  

 tourism development will be underpinned by sustainable environmental practices  

 tourism development is dependent on the establishment of co-operation and close partnerships 

among key stakeholders  

 tourism will be used as a development tool for the empowerment of previously neglected 

communities. It should particularly focus on the empowerment of women in such communities  

 tourism development will take place in the context of close co-operation with other states within 

Southern Africa  

 tourism development will support economic, social and environmental goals and 

policies   
 

While the White Paper on Tourism identifies community involvement as the basis for tourism growth 

there is nowhere in the White Paper where it is spelt out exactly how community participation is to 

occur, particularly in situations where tourism is driven by the private sector. 

 

The institutional framework provides for the development of the private sector through the marketing 

function in creating, extending and maintaining a market. In addition, the interests of the environment 

are protected through a framework for Environmental Impact Assessments. While local and provincial 

government are identified as having a responsibility to ensure/facilitate community participation there 

is nowhere an indication of how this is to take place. 

 

The White Paper identifies the role of local and provincial government in 
tourism development in terms of facilitating the participation of local 
communities in the tourism industry. However there are no guidelines on 
how this to take place in practice. Many rural local governments are crisis 
ridden and lack capacity. They are thus not in a position currently to ensure 
the participation of local communities in tourist development. Ultimately the 
DEAEAT and the Department of Housing and Local government will have to 
ensure that this capacity is established indirectly through investing in the 
capacity building of local governments and local development forums. 
 

 4.1.4 Community attitudes 
 

Although there are indications that local communities support nature conservation, an official at one 

Karoo nature reserve depicted the debate. It is claimed that "there is little doubt that the maintenance of 

bio-diversity, public facilities and the integrity of the reserve(s) in general will depend on active (rather 

than passive) community support and involvement in the affairs of the reserve(s)." Still, "following the 

transition to democracy, there are those, in current positions of local authority and the disadvantaged 

community at large, albeit a minority who believe that the community would be better served if the 

reserve was used for grazing by emerging or small farmers." The dilemma facing tourist developments 

in the Karoo, then, centres on the following issues: 

 

 Is land use associated with tourism the most appropriate for the region? Who should drive the 

development of tourism: government, private sector or local board? What would a conducive 

enabling environment to facilitate tourist development look like? 

 How do you ensure that local communities benefit and participate? What is the most appropriate 

form of tourism? 

 

 

 4.1.5 Job creation or loss 
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By converting the region into a tourist attraction of the magnitude that would attract the numbers of 

tourists that would be able to sustain a regional tourist economy, the existing farming sector might be 

scaled down significantly, resulting in the shedding of a substantial number of jobs. In addition to the 

lost jobs and livelihoods of the families dependent on the meagre farm workers' wages, a significant 

amount of capital would also be lost in terms of the value generated by the farms and spent in the local 

towns. These issues will have to be addressed in terms of a more focussed study which looks at the 

comparative value which the potentially competing land uses of tourism and agriculture would 

generate. 

 

 4.1.6 Attractions 

 

It should not be necessary to be exhaustive of all the existing and potential attractions to provide a 

sense of what the study area has to offer. The following have been selected for inclusion, as much to 

examine them specifically, as to create the wider picture. 

 

The Mountain Zebra Park was formed in 1937. In 1995, in a letter by Anthony Hall Martin of the 

National Parks Board to the Cradock TLC, a proposal is made on the extension of the Mountain Zebra 

Park near Cradock. In the same letter Hall Martin referring to the Park claims that "it has not yet been 

able to make a major contribution to the community of Cradock and to the local economy."  

 

The main reason identified for this are that the park is currently running at a loss due to its size and that 

increasing its size, its accessibility and including some of the Big Five into the reserve would go some 

way to ensuring its profitability. In contrast to other areas in South Africa where the Big Five are 

significant draw cards for particularly international visitors, the study area is malaria free. This gives 

the Midlands/Karoo a decided competitive edge. The proposal hinges on a partnership between the 

National Parks Board, landowners, including the TLC and local communities from Cradock. The 

report's significance lies in the proposal to extend involvement by the local community of Cradock in 

management of the park. The anticipated areas of local involvement included the following: stalls for 

the sale of locally produced curios, benefits from the entrance fees, honorary rangers, sub-contracting 

services and participation in a management committee (Hall Martin, 1995). 

 

The area with greatest potential would seem to be Graaf Reinet with a variety of local tourist attractions, 

both natural and social. The Valley of Desolation, the Karoo Nature Reserve (KNR) as well as the 

increasing number of private game reserves in the area would seem to collectively provide the greatest 

regional attraction for tourists.  

 

Tourism is the second largest industry in the town after government 
employment. Graaff-Reinet is the fourth oldest town in South Africa and 
boasts the largest number of historical buildings in the country. It has a 
relatively active Publicity Association. A discovery made by Graaf-Reinet’s 
Publicity Association, however, revealed that tourists, on average, stay for 
one night only.  
The association’s budget from the TLC is also insufficient to market the town 
at only R120 000 a year. Graaff-Reinet has a well-designed Website on the 
internet, though, and that fact contributes to enticing visitors.  
 

Areas like Steytlerville, Jansenville, Aberdeen, Pearston and Middelburg would seem to be on their own 

and have very little to offer as an independent tourist attraction. Cynthia Van der Meschsh from the 

Western Region Tourism Board agrees but points out that the tourist potential for these smaller towns lies, 

in traffic that will be moving through these areas on its way to other tourist destinations. The Western 

Region Tourism Board has thus come up with the idea of the Karoo Heartlands route.  

 

 

The Karoo Nature Reserve (KNR) outside Graaf-Reinet offers an intriguing 
insight into some of the complex and sometimes competing conceptual 
frameworks which can surround discourses of conservation, tourism potential 
and local community perceptions. A Management Plan for the reserve drawn 
up in 1995 provides the backdrop for consideration of some of these different 
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ways of approaching the dialectics of opinion.  
 

"The ideal is for the people of Graaf-Reinet to become involved in the planning and management of the 

reserve, and to begin to feel a sense of ownership of and responsibility towards the Karoo Nature Reserve. 

The management plan...results from community participation, and is a living document which will continue 

to reflect the changing needs of the reserve land and the people it must benefit." 

 

In addition to the relatively romantic articulation above, the document acknowledges the real world of 

economics and how financial considerations ultimately require consideration. "It became evident that we 

need an economic strategy to gain the support of a substantially materialistic public and that we require a 

professional value analysis in terms of our current and potential contribution to the district economy." 

 

The reserve includes: 16 500 ha of land surrounding the Graaf Reinet town, the Valley of Desolation, Van 

Rynevelds Pass Dam and an Environmental Education Centre that can accommodate 40 people. A Field 

Ranger Training Centre serving Eastern Cape Nature Conservation is also situated on the reserve. 

 

Regarding tourist development it has a number of trails and picnic sites. Medicinal plants significant to 

the local Xhosa population are also found. In addition, the main route from the Karoo hinterland to the 

coast and the PE metropolitan centre passes through. 

 

The articulated Vision for the reserve is, "To play a leading role in integrating Graaf-Reinet, the Karoo 

Nature Reserve and the local community into an economically vibrant and environmentally responsible 

integrated system" 

 

 

Management goals are to: 

 Maintain and develop KNR as integrated system 

 Conserve Biota and natural processes of the Karoo 

 Contribute to economic development of the district and region 

 Educate and train around conservation 

 Manage resources for sustainable utilisation 

   

The above are designed to contribute to the development of tourism in and around Graaf-Reinet. 

 

In an interview with a senior official from the KNR the view was expressed that 10% of the money 

made through the reserve should go into environmental development trust. “A reserve should never 

really be contributing to building community halls etc. What we should be doing is keeping things in 

the family. A percentage of earnings in the environmental development trust could then be used to 

address major problems locally in terms of unemployment in Graaf-Reinet. The potential to employ 

people in the trust is vast. People could be employed to pick up litter, relocate pigs and other animals 

living in between people and building trails. Local people are going to benefit from building a trail 

network. As we are now we will never be able to build a network of community trails but through such 

a fund we can create jobs and provide facilities for local communities. It is a re-investment in itself. 

The primary purpose of that money is to plough it into the local economy.”  

 

In this view, the reserve is not a separate entity, “we have proposed to the municipality for years to 

promote an integrated system locally, a holistic approach. To ensure that the reserve contributes to the 

town and the community, the challenge is actually to set up an appropriate structure through which the 

reserve can be managed.” 

 

For Peter Burdett, (reserve official) the biggest stumbling block for the reserve to get on a good footing 

with the community is the provincial authority in Bisho. “I got further with the old regime who did not 

have the interests of the broader community at heart than with the new regime.  

There is so much distrust in this government. Nothing gets answered. There are no policies. I am not 

even trusted with an order book. To buy a three-inch nail takes three months.” His argument hinges on 

relocating executive authority locally, through the establishment of a Board structure. Thus Graaf-

Reinet itself could manage its own resource for its own local benefit. 

 

It is estimated that there are between 50 000 - 70 000 visitors to the Valley of Desolation annually. 

Charging a nominal entrance fee into the valley would be economically advantageous, given the 
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volume of the tourist trade. It would create employment and secure funds for the sustainability of the 

KNR as a whole. 

 

The post 1995 Mayor of Graaf-Reinet, the Honourable Mr. Pantsi, does not 
fully subscribe to the notion of conservation as embodied in the current 
nature reserve management either because it is not sensitive to cultural 
issues. “Historically the Xhosa attitude to land use was one of sustainability 
but this has been destroyed through apartheid and land use patterns which 
prevent free movement. Also the Latin names for animals and plants are not 
sensitive to the meanings Xhosa people give to them and the different uses 
that plants have had. There is distance between Bisho and the reserve. Local 
people are better placed to manage it. A tripartite trust could be established 
between the reserve staff, local government and the community." 
 

He concedes that the community is not necessarily in a position at this point 
in time to manage the reserve because they have been alienated from it for 
too long. His view is that local government must hold it in proxy (manage 
and control it), but legally the land would belong to the community. 
 

While such seeming differences in cultural orientation surrounding perception of the potential of the 

reserve exist, a common understanding is evident in mutual reference by both the Mayor and the 

Official to the desirability of it being held in trust locally. Irrespective of how rationalisations are 

articulated for utilising the resource as a source of employment creation and income generation the 

conceptual frameworks have obvious repercussions for LED in an otherwise impoverished local 

economic development scenario.  

 

In short, it is beyond the intentions of this report to explore the full 
implications for synthesising nature conservation, tourism and community 
based perceptions of alienation from the resource represented by the reserve. 
Suffice it to conclude, that wherever innovative strategies for linking LED to 
poverty alleviation around a tangible public resource like a nature reserve, it 
would be inappropriate to ignore one of the few examples of recognisable 
potential in the Midlands/Karoo. 
 

There is another tendency towards private sector buying and converting lands into game farms or 

private reserves with different interests: eco-tourism, healing farms and hunting farms. The long term 

benefits and consequences of converting the land use away from farming to tourism or hunting have 

not yet been fully established. There are however strong indications that (at least) in the short term 

unemployment is resulting from incorporating farms into private reserves, game farms or 

conservancies. Furthermore, the recent private sector acquisition of Santa Sana, for example, has had 

some potentially negative consequences for the sustainability of the natural environment. The 

attempted creation of a wetland has involved the destruction of naturally occurring landscape. 

   

 

 4.1.7 Nature of tourism 

 

Tourism as an economic sector is somewhat different to other economic 
sectors. This is partially due to the fact that the 'commodity' that is traded in 
tourism is not derived directly from the tourist attraction itself. The park, the 
game and the countryside do no generate the economic value, rather the 
service sectors around tourism such as transport, accommodation etc 
actually earn the value - the entry fee to the park is but a fraction of the 
total income earned in the sector. Thus the value of tourism as a sector is 
building a service sector around a core attraction or feature. 
 

 4.1.8 Assessment 
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That some Karoo areas could support the Big Five and capitalise on its lack 
of the malaria scare, suggest that it does have a competitive edge over other 
likely tourist destinations in the country. Attention to co-ordinated, regional 
package marketing (including the farm idyll experience, hunting and a rich 
heritage of historico-cultural sites) is thus needed to exploit this one area of 
intrinsic potential. Linking sites pregnant with meaning in terms of South 
Africa’s more recent history (‘landmarks of the Struggle’ like Sobukwe’s 
house and grave for example) with the need to kick start local economic 
development in tourism among the poorest segments of the population(s) 
has obvious thematic continuity. Thus could LED strategies that retain 
integrity to poverty alleviation strategies be facilitated by tourism. 
 

 
4.2 Sugar Beet 
 

 4.2.1 Introduction 

 

Through a twinning agreement the Eastern Cape government facilitated a joint venture between a local 

farmer co-operative the Eastern Cape Agricultural Co-operative (ECAC) and one of the largest German 

sugar companies - Nord Deutsch Zucker. This project has clearly beneficial implications for 

stimulating LED generally, but in terms of poverty alleviation and job creation, its effects are less 

likely to be dramatic. 

 

 4.2.2 The trickle down effect 

 

At the heart of the sugar beet initiative is substantial investment in a capital intensive production 

process which will generate an insignificant amount of jobs in the local economy. The draw card of the 

project however is the spin-off that will accrue to the local economies where the sugar beet is to be 

farmed and manufactured. What seems particularly promising is the impact that sugar beet could have 

on the local agricultural sector - both commercial and emergent farmers.  

 

The research and 'facts' presented by the ECAC (Eastern Cape Agricultural Co-operative) are 

compelling and paint a picture of a blooming local economy all made possible by a factory. That it is 

not intended to employ significant numbers of labourers is underplayed. Not only is the factory itself 

capital intensive but the harvesting process is likewise taken over by the machine, in this case by 

sophisticated harvesters that dig up the sugar beet. Absolute control over the planting, harvesting, 

monitoring and transport of the beet is in the hands of the factory itself.  

 

The sugar beets do not apparently need much care other than periodic weeding and irrigation, that will 

apparently also be regulated by extension officers who will measure the water content of the soil and 

instruct farmers when to irrigate. All farming decisions are seemingly removed from the farmer, who 

seems only involved in the project in order for the factory to gain access to farming land. Farmers who 

have irrigation rights along the Fish River irrigation scheme have been identified as the core producers 

of the sugar beet for the factory. 

 

The local TLC has even been engaged. The extent of the lack of capacity in 
developmental local government, however, is clearly evident in Sommerset 

East where the participation by the TLC thus far has simply been to offer 
reduced rates on electricity.  
 

 4.2.3 Extension services 
 

The envisaged extension service will be divided into two programmes, one for 
the established white farmers and the other for emergent farmers. The role of 
emergent farmers is likely to be somewhat ambiguous though, since the 
resource the sugar beet company most covets, is land under irrigation. This 
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resource would appear more a barrier to entry for small farmers than an ace 
up the sleeve, clearly. Thus, apart from the trickle down effect, the sugar 
beet initiative’s potential contribution to wealth creation as currently 
envisaged, will remain in the hands of the dominant classes. Inasmuch as 
those who profit spend their earnings in the local economy, LED benefits.   

 4.2.4 Assessment   
 
It would be premature to discredit the sugar beet option as a 
project/programme having limited potential for stimulating LED. It obviously 
has raised the expectations of a diverse spectrum of interested parties. It is 
however, necessary to caution that the benefits to kick starting local 
economies, should not be confused with seriously addressing issues of 
poverty alleviation. It will require careful participatory planning 
methodologies and monitoring techniques to realise the objective of indeed 
linking the potential for LED to genuinely developing emergent farmers and 
giving them a stake in the ownership of the productive resources. 
 
That German investors might have some influence in transforming current 
relations of power and inequality should be exploited to the fullest. Certainly 
the more favorable physical conditions represented by the proposed location 
of the developmental intervention along the Fish River scheme (including the 
capacity for relatively extensive irrigation) are a building block for avoiding 
the lethargy and disillusionment so often associated with the hopelessness 
of poor Midlands/Karoo communities. Essentially, therefore, sugar beet if 
managed properly with due regard for the forward and backward linkages 
that have potential to really create SMME and Emerging Farmer opportunity, 
could well represent a positive feature within the study area. There are for 
example SMME opportunities in the backward linkages on the supply side of 
agricultural inputs such as seed, fertiliser and farming implements. Forward 
linkages in terms of marketing produce also could unlock opportunity for 
hawkers and other small stalls and outlets. Failure to unlock potential 
would be tragic given the otherwise totally constrained environment for 
promoting previously disadvantaged small business/farmer organisations in 
the East Cape Karoo hinterland. 

4.3 Mohair/Wool/Leather 
 

 4.3.1 Introduction 

 

Discussion of tourism and sugar beet, in preceding sections, has offered a 
continuous refrain. Where so little else exists to engender enthusiasm in the 
study region, any potential for redefining the very notion of LED and poverty 
alleviation should be treated with cautious anticipation. The examination of 
adding value to commodities that are an integral feature of the Karoo 

(processing the raw materials that have provided the backbone of the 
regional agricultural experience – mohair, wool and leather) follows. It is 
once more the responsibility of this report, to draw attention to the most 
marginalised segments of the population suffering under economic 
deprivation. There should be no reason why African women and youth 
cannot have a stake in the ownership and the employment opportunities 
that the establishment of wool and mohair washing enterprises as well as 
small tannery businesses could represent. 
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 4.3.2 Mohair/Wool 

 

Wool washing and Mohair beneficiation were mentioned in every area, without exception, as ways of 

promoting LED. The arguments in each area were much the same. The Karoo is the biggest 

local/regional producer of Mohair and a significant producer of wool. However, value adding, in terms 

of the wool industry takes place in Port Elizabeth. Not even the washing of wool is done locally. 

Midlands/Karoo locals could therefore start washing wool in the area as a way in which to keep some 

of the economic opportunity and spin-offs in the region. 

  

In terms of Mohair the argument is that about 95% of Mohair which is exported is exported 

unprocessed. The study area is therefore exporting raw materials and other countries/protagonists that 

add the value are reaping the benefits. It should be possible, therefore, to increase the local value-

adding component and create employment. It must be possible to ensure  women and youth are 

supported in their struggles to participate. 

 

These are also the main arguments behind the Wool and Mohair Beneficiation Programme co-ordinated 

by Ecsecc on behalf of the office of the Premier. The Division of Textile Technology of the CSIR is the 

implementing agency. Essentially the objectives of the programme are to, "build and strengthen the 

growth and development of value-adding industries through the provision of technical and business 

support to both existing and new manufacturing enterprises" (Ecsecc, 1998). This is to meet the 

development objective of SMME development and job creation in the province. The more specific 

aims of the programme include the following: 

 

 Increased economic development opportunities in the province 

 Aid the development of small town economies 

 Develop new and productive skills in society 

 Create new agri-business industries 

 Increase personal income particularly in rural areas 

 Improve productivity and 

 Encourage new entrants and investments in the sector  

(Ecsecc, 1998). 

 

Currently there seems to be a fledgling structure in place through which the 
Mohair/wool process can get off the ground. Kagiso Trust is funding the 
capacity building role (facilitation) around three LED projects in the Eastern 
Cape: Wool and Mohair benefication in Graaf Reinet (the idea is that the 
programme is established there and then has ripple effect into other areas); 
Butterworth and East Griqualand/Kei programme around tourism. The 
CSIR is the technology/training partner in the whole process. The Wool 
Mohair process in Graaf Reinet is being seen as a vehicle to build political 
unity among the local community. The project was launched in March 1998 
and the CSIR is waiting to give technical support. In Graaf Reinet there are a 
number of unemployed people with skills who can get involved in the mohair 
programme. Currently, an ad hoc committee is the point of contact in Graaf 
Reinet and is made up of representatives from CBOs and NGOs. Conceivably 
Khula and Ntsika could be brought on board. The Department of Trade and 
Industry (DTI) national Mohair cluster, which has local participants, is 
currently in a state of confusion about its role and how it fits in with 

national and local initiatives, however.  
 
Thus although the enterprise has attracted interest among some significant 
funding and support partners, who are sensitive to local SMME 
development, the mohair project’s actual contribution to LED is still awaited. 
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 4.3.3 Turning goatskins into livelihoods 
 

The related development of rural tanneries and wool washing facilities is currently constrained by the 

lack of water required for such benefication processes. In the more remote and less developed areas of 

the study region, Klipplaat seems to be more secure as far as water is concerned and has in addition, 

railway infrastructure that is standing empty and not being used. If Steytlerville and Jansenville do not 

have sufficient water security required to support the requirements of a tannery there is no reason why 

the three towns of Jansenville, Klipplaat and Steytlerville cannot form a cluster around wool washing 

and leather tanning and manufacturing. 

 

LIRI Technologies 
 

LIRI Technologies has established links within the study area in Graaf Reinet and Steytlerville. The 

process in Steytlerville is currently being held up due to a lack of funding for a feasibility study that 

would be conducted by them. According to a local representative from child welfare, an application has 

been made to the Department of Welfare‟s Poverty Alleviation Programme and the Western District 

Council, neither of whom have as yet made any decisions on the matter.  

 

LIRI is involved in a number of initiatives in the Eastern Cape and beyond, around work associated 

with leather. They concentrate on tanneries and working leather into finished articles. The projects are 

based almost entirely on goat‟s skins. At this stage there is no intention to compete with national hide 

and skin traders. Rather, they are looking at rural tanneries (vegetable tanning).  

 

An uncured goat‟s skin can be bought for R4, after tanning it is worth R40-R60. If the skin is further 

crafted into finished goods the value could be as high as R400. The start up cost for emerging small 

business is realistic and the margins of return seem particularly high (as much as 100 times cost).  

 

There is currently an incubation process being set up in Grahamstown where people are being trained 

on site in a craft cluster. 

 

LIRI, however, currently has no funds. If it does not find funding or become 
independently viable by the end of the year, it will be forced to close down.  
 

 4.3.4 Assessment 
 

There is currently a seeming lack of clarity on the role of the regional 
benficiation programme and the cluster initiative. This needs to be resolved 
through collaboration between all role players. The feasibility of establishing 
long term and viable wool washing and mohair beneficiation projects needs to 
be looked into. The same principles obviously apply to leather curing and 
tanning. The strategic location of such operations is vital. Should they be 
everywhere or in areas of greatest impact? 

 
4.4 Assessment of Emerging Development Options 
 

Among the emerging development options then, tourism would seem to hold 
out most potential for regional economic development, but is constrained in 
terms of the lengthy lead in phase necessitated by broader package 
marketing. Its financial benefits are most likely to accrue to the private 
sector, except in public nature reserves. Sugar beet is a secure option 
inasmuch as it has institutional backing from abroad. This relatively more 
business like approach to sugar beet production tends to exclude the 
principal target group for local economic development, the poor without 
irrigated land. Finally, mohair, wool and leather secondary processing 
enterprises have drawn the attention of developmental agencies sympathetic 
to the poorest constituencies. They still have to overcome difficulties in 
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securing funding and instituting appropriate capacity building and support, 
in order to effectively enter the local economic development arena, however.    
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5. Main Trends/Recommendations 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 

The dilemma for development funding is, given a restricted amount of 
financial resources, where is the money to be best spent - in projects or in 
capacity building? A more co-ordinated approach to project and programme 
implementation in the region would go some way to providing a solution to 
this dilemma. It is clearly a combination of both investment capital and an 
ability to use it wisely, productively and in a sustainable way that will 
facilitate the success of projects and programmes. 
 

 The Main Trends are dealt with hereunder using the bullet symbol in the left 

margin. They are merely summaries to refresh memory. Both possibilities and 

constraints are discussed simultaneously. It should have become clear, that there 

are actually very few positive observations to be made in the study area. 

Concerning the potential to both use existing and potential building blocks as well 

as find appropriate mechanisms to kick start LED processes, wherever it might be 

possible to express optimism, obstacles and constraints invariably surface to 

mitigate against overmuch confidence. 
 

 More obvious Recommendations can be identified by the other bullet in the 

margin. 
 
 
5.2 LED Role Players 
 
 

All LED role players discussed are either plagued by lack of co-ordination 
(National, Provincial and Local Government); hopelessly without institutional 
capacity (Civil Society); antagonistic to redistribution (Formal Business) or 
have practically no effective presence (DFIs). The overall implications for the 
stimulation of LED in the Midlands/Karoo are consequently extremely grim. 
 
 
 National and Provincial Government 

This study reveals instances where national and provincial government 
department's intervention strategies in the same areas are contradictory and 
not properly co-ordinated and where little local communication takes place 
around the initiatives of particular departments. Co-ordination is lacking not 
only between departments but also within departments. 
 

 National government departments 

National government departments must be sensitive to the interests of developmental local government. 

In particular this means that programmes of national government should be subjected to provincial, 

regional and local government co-ordination. If national government programmes are to operate 

autonomous of local and regional structures without being subject to any co-ordinating jurisdiction then 

the notion of developmental local government or regional development is hollow.  

 

In terms of the proposal of this study, national departments should be 
responsible to capacitate and transform District Councils who will assume 
co-ordinating roles both for national as well as for provincial government 
departments. It is not acceptable for national government departments to 
operate within particular regions without submitting to local or regional co-
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ordinating/development structures. For example, the Department of Land 
Affairs should work primarily through the channel of a regional co-
ordinating structure such as the District Council rather than operating 
autonomously within a particular region. 
 

 Provincial Government 

The RSETT has recently proposed the importance of the District Councils in terms of co-ordinating 

and even assuming some of the functions of existing provincial departments 

 

 DEAEAT 

Current practices within the department suggest that there is currently no room for any innovative ideas 

and a very tight reign on decision making. This is particularly evident in the tourism side of the 

department where the managers of currently provincial parks are effectively powerless to make any 

decisions, even ironically if these could create jobs. There is currently a restructuring process underway 

within the DEAEAT with regards to the location of the tourism and environmental functions within the 

department.   

 

In the meantime reserves should be given more power particularly around decisions which would have 

a positive impact and which would not 'fundamentally change' the structure, function and operation of 

the reserve. The DEAEAT has a fundamental responsibility around LED. Currently that role is not 

guided by a very clear policy on what LED is all about and where it should be going.  

 

There is already a process underway which will in all likelihood result in a new arrangement between 

Economic Affairs, Environment and Tourism. The establishing of a Board to manage parks and the 

creation of a separate department of the environment are likely to be the broad issues. In the short term, 

pending the outcome of these restructuring processes, park management such as the Karoo Nature 

Reserve management need to be given more autonomy in terms of decision making and a level of 

control over operating budgets. 

 

 Department of Agriculture 

The department needs to look into the feasibility and practicality of 
establishing an institutional support system for a co-operative movement. 
There are a number of areas where the promotion and development of co-
operatives around cluster initiatives may be a more effective vehicle for 
promoting emerging businesses and farmers. Perhaps the Departments of 
Agriculture and Economic Affairs need to jointly look into the promotion of 
co-operatives. The current support systems are based on the assumption of 
individual entrepreneurs. Community and collective forms of businesses 
need to be explored (particularly around co-operatives).  Internationally 
clusters are based on the notion of collective service and support provision, 
particularly around marketing and providing direct links between end 
markets and production processes. The notion of specialised or cluster 
LBSCs perhaps needs to be explored (Tourism and Mohair/Leather) linked to 
LIRI. 
 

 

 

 Local Government 

The separation of TRCs and TLCs as is currently practiced in the rest of the Eastern Cape is not a 

viable option for the Western region. While local government will increasingly be called upon to play a 

developmental role, district based (or regional) government will be increasingly called upon to play a 

co-ordinating role. 

 

 

 Local Government 

Local government needs to create local capacity in terms of being able to assume the role of being 

developers able to implement projects. 
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 District Councils 

District Councils will increasingly be called upon to play a co-ordinating role in terms of local, 

provincial and national government departments in a particular region, particularly in terms of service 

delivery. In order to meet these obligations the District Councils will, amongst other things be required 

to have sophisticated networks in place to ensure information exchanges, ensure referrals, package 

funding proposals and lobby other agencies etc if need be. Such a host of functions associated with co-

ordinating and facilitating regional economic development will require sophisticated structures and 

information systems that will ensure that these processes occur.  

The recent establishment of a unit within the WDC to link up with other cities is an example of the 

kinds of structure that will be necessary to facilitate regional development. 

 

The District Council, particularly in the teething stages of nurturing 
developmental local government will be required to play a crucial role in 
terms of capacity building, co-ordination and ensuring institutional support 
frameworks come off the ground and are effective. 
 

 Co-operation and co-ordination 

SMMEs, certainly in the study area, are closely associated with poverty alleviation. The Department of 

Economic Affairs Environment and Tourism are essentially responsible for SMMEs, while the 

Department of Welfare champions the need for programmes designed to counter poverty. Yet, there are 

no conceptual linkages between the two departments nor are there any practical examples of mutual co-

operation in joint programme implementation. Concerning LED role players from National, Provincial 

and Local Government, it should already have become increasingly clear that there are significant 

obstacles to effective co-operation and co-ordination both within and between the various levels of 

government as indeed between departments. 

 

 Co-operation and co-ordination 

Who should be responsible for co-ordinating LED initiatives, which might emerge locally on a regional 

level? Should regional LED forums be established which have the responsibility to drive a regional 

LED process? Should sub-regional planning structures such as the WDC sub-regional IDP/LDP 

process be reconstituted as a regional LED forum? Should the DEAEAT tourism drive the process? Is 

there actually a need for a regional structure? If we examine the regional economic initiatives then it 

may be more cost-effective to have one regional LBSC that services regional small businesses.  Also 

when it comes to regional infrastructure projects and programmes there should definitely be some form 

of regional co-ordination to ensure that the projects stay in the region and that they benefit local 

economies.  

Also tendering advice (and co-ordination) must be established with the greatest of urgency to ensure 

that local communities benefit from and take advantage of opportunities. There is currently too much 

evidence that suggests that bar a few temporary unskilled jobs infrastructural programmes are not 

having any significant impact on the local economies. 

 

However when it comes to cluster initiatives these should take place with the involvement of 

communities affected - for example programmes around eco-tourism around the KNR should only 

involve communities from the area and should not be decided by communities from Sommerset East. 

Cluster initiatives around wool washing and leather that may include Jansenville, Klipplaat and 

Steytlerville should include interested parties from those areas and not from other areas - ie sub 

regional clusters around particular programmes. 

 

Tourism is likely to emerge as an option for the development of a sustainable income generator, 

particularly in the face of limited success in terms of manufacturing. This debate is in fact busy 

emerging in the Eastern Cape and affects the Midlands Karoo region in particular where there is an 

absence of any sustainable economic base. 

 

 Information 

There seems to be a fundamental lack of any monitoring and evaluation programme within the 

Department of Public works. 

 

 Information 

Every department needs to establish an information collection, monitoring 
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and assessment system that is compatible with other departments. There is 
currently a lack of effective and efficient information collation. Information 
must be appropriately collected but also formatted and made accessible. The 
location for information co-ordination lies with the District Councils who 
because of their strategic position vis-a-vis co-ordination should perform 
such a function. 
 

It is precisely the contention of this report that Information Technology transfer, Training and 

Development of Local Government personnel in conjunction with dissemination of sound Strategic 

Planning skills, are in desperate need of consideration by the Province. 

 

 Land Reform 

The fundamental problem with current land reform initiatives as with many other policy programmes is 

that there is an absence of an effective and efficient institutional framework to ensure that policy is 

translated into practice. Ultimately one needs to look at the issue of whether the land reform function 

should remain a competency of national government. A number of role players interviewed have 

suggested that land reform should become a provincial competence 

 

 Land Reform 

The options for Land reform, particularly in the more western areas of the region are very minimal. The 

size of economic units, the carrying capacity and the sensitivity of the land, mitigate against any land 

reform programme, particularly one based on small farmers. There does however seem to be some 

potential in reforming commonage. Restoring commonage and making commonage available locally 

would go some way in terms of addressing land shortages for urban small stock farmers. But perhaps 

more importantly commonage reform could form an important part of any local poverty alleviation 

strategy, particularly in terms of increasing local food security through small, irrigated pieces of land.  

 

Given the limited options in terms of land reform around agriculture in the 
study area and the limited potential for agriculture, land reform needs to be 
looked at in terms of facilitating community access to game farming land. 
Land reform needs to take place around facilitating community entry into 
the tourist economy, which is emerging in the region. There is however room 
for land reform around the irrigation potential of the Fish River valley and 
could be tied in with the sugar beet project 
 

 Agriculture 

The implications for LED strategies championing agriculture as a principal building block in the 

Midlands/Karoo regional economy, should be self-evident. If provincial government is so over-

stretched in its funding function, emerging local farmers are likely to encounter severe barriers to entry, 

where even the existing commercial agricultural sector is in decline.  

 

 Agriculture 

 

Almost all, rural agricultural land in the region, is owned by the commercial 
sector. Access to opportunity for emerging, small farmers is blocked by 
antagonism between the two. Even established farmers identify that the 
economic viability of current farming practices is in decline.  Small-scale 
urban agriculture (or market gardening) could provide a path out of the 
impasse. Particularly, if linked to niche markets associated with the 
anticipation of an influx of tourists, market gardening might identify crops 
that reflect a culturally or geographically specific flavour/ experience. 
 

 Civil Society 

The study area will obviously not be able to draw on vital organs of civil 
society, well armed to exploit opportunities intended to boost SMME openings 
or new job creation. Instead, this sector will in most probability need to be 
treated as recipient rather than an active vehicle for change in the Karoo. 
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Training and capacity building will be required, simply for the role players to 
garner the optimum benefit from any LED investments which might be 
secured in future, through larger public/ private partnerships occurring 
beyond their immediate comprehension or control. 
 

 NGO/CBOs 

The absence of an effective NGO/CBO sector in the Karoo/Midlands region does not bode well for a 

future vibrant civil society. The current trend in donor and government spending suggest that there is 

unlikely to be any immediate relief as far as the development of NGOs is concerned. 

 

 Local Development Forums 

Currently there are a number of local 'development forums' or committees. These take the form of local 

IDP/LDO committees or Development forums or RDP forums or LED forums or committees. The 

number of committees and forums sometimes creates confusion, leads to unnecessary duplication, 

creates problems for the legitimacy of structures and can, in a small town lead to participatory fatigue. 

Housing and Local Government and DEAEAT should jointly with the District councils and other role 

players work out a plan to streamline development structures locally. 

 

 Other Civil Society Protagonists 

Unions, civics and SMME groupings are particularly weak, having little or no 
capacity. Often personalised politics disrupt attempts to create any network 
across local interest organisations. No vibrant, active or capacitated local 
business sector exists. A very small, specialised, individualistic formal 
business sector has scant organisational infrastructure. It is consequently 
almost impossible to make recommendations for this sector. 
 

 

 LBSCs 

Far from local SMMEs having a supportive network of small business service providers, local 

previously disadvantaged entrepreneurs face a fragmented sector in survivalist mode itself. LED 

processes requiring regional perspectives from localised LBSCs locked into the small Midlands/Karoo 

local economies are extremely unlikely to develop under these circumstances. 

 

 LBSCs 

LBSCs as defined in the Ntsika mould are 'general' non-financial small 
business service providers. However, the idea of more specialised LBSCs 
needs to be given some attention. What can be said against assembling a 
regional LBSC around Wool and Mohair benefication in the Karoo, or around 
Tourism? Small business services around the tourism industry are very 
different to those of establishing a small knitting operation.  
 
General LBSCs in the Ntsika mould may be useful in urban contexts where 
there are relatively stable economic bases and thus opportunities which 
SMMEs can make use of. However, the role of an LBSC in a context where 
there are no or very few opportunities requires attention. 
 

Specialised business support structures should be developed to facilitate SMME development around 

specific sectors. In areas where there is a general vacuum in SMME support such as the 

Midlands/Karoo region a centralised LBSC with satellites might also be given some thought. Such an 

LBSC might conceivably be more focussed around tendering for public infrastructure projects and even 

co-ordinating tendering proposals within the region to ensure that the contract stays in the area. 

 

In terms of cost-effectiveness it might be feasible to build one regional LBSC which will have 

specialised focus areas such as: 

 Tender advice and co-ordination 

 Tourism 

 Mohair/Wool/Leather 
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 Sugar Beet 

  

A few strategic LBSCs or sites need to be identified and they then need to be 
capacitated, but should be structured along lines quite different to Ntsika 
LBSCs, particularly since the sector and business opportunities in the Karoo 
are very particular and specialised. LBSCs should be structured around 
cluster initiatives and support them rather than general LBSCs that become 
structured more towards purely poverty alleviation. Strategic sectorally 
focussed intervention by LBSCs will have more valuable impact in terms of 
creating long term sustainable jobs and spin-offs for the local economies. 
 

 

 Organised Business 

It seems clear that most Sakekamers are intent on maintaining their current organisational structures. 

Unless they are prepared to reconstitute themselves as broader based business movements as opposed 

to narrow vehicles for established (white) business interests they are likely to remain marginal to any 

'progressive' LED strategy. While they would be important role players in any local economic 

development strategy the success of any local LED strategy targeting poverty alleviation is unlikely to 

be swayed either way by their participation or non-participation. 

 

 

 Established White Business 

In most cases in the Karoo despite the fact that local government generally reported a 

favourable relationship with established - mainly white owned - businesses there 

does not seem to be any significant participation by businesses in processes of 

development. In many cases a small group of businesses control the local economy. 

This also goes for white farmers. Processes need to be created whereby businesses 

are firstly encouraged to become part of organised business structures. Business in 

the Karoo as a whole lacks organisational capacity and a seeming unwillingness to 

engage in development or other processes. Very individualistic businesses are either 

not aware of the effects of being organised or do not as yet feel any need for any 

organisational capacity. What are businesses doing in the Karoo? Investing locally? 
 

 

 Organised Commercial Farmers 

Of all the local business role players, the role of the Farmers Association has not only the greatest 

impact but also represents by far the largest economic power base in the Karoo. The farmers are the 

dominant social formation in the study area, precisely because they own the singularly most productive 

resource in the study area. Land, whether for agricultural or tourist income generation, is almost totally 

in the hands of a white elite. The potentially reactionary role this sector is capable of playing in the 

LED arena cannot be discounted in the research area, therefore. 

 

 

 White Farmers 

The same dynamic applies here as above (Organised Business). 

 

 

 DFIs 

It is safe to conclude that Development Finance Institutions have largely ignored the study area. 

Certainly no major investment drive was discovered by this research. 

 

 

 Development Finance Institutions 
The paucity of DFIs willing or able to extend the funds necessary for any reasonable scale of 

investment in development generally, and in LED particularly, is congruent with the area‟s apparent 

lack of capacity to receive it. 
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5.3 Context of LED 

 
 
The institutional, regulatory and policy environment is sometimes 
contradictory. The historical overview demonstrates that present racial, 
gender and class inequalities have been cemented over countless 
generations. The legacy is felt acutely by the region’s poor. The demographic 
profile of the Midlands/Karoo is specifically poignant in its revelations of 
massive social neglect. The overview of the Karoo’s local economies, 
similarly, does not hold out overmuch encouragement for successful 
implementation of LED strategies and processes. Particularly, the fact that 
most SMMEs surveyed recognise the money base of the majority of their 
transactions revolves around pension and welfare grants, suggests that the 
financial contexts for LED remain severely constrained.  
 

Local Government is revealed to be hopelessly unable to cope. This research 
has discovered very little to pin hopes on. Agriculture would need a 
fundamental shift in current patterns of land ownership to significantly alter 
levels of poverty. 
 
Local government’s contribution is most favourably sited in the regional 
district council. Regional perspectives are likely to play an increasingly 
important role in strategies to stimulate economic opportunity and create 
jobs.  
 
Training and capacity building support is vital in this regard. Technological innovations represented by 

computers and the information transfers possible would go a long way to bringing the Karoo in line 

with other parts of the country. 

 

 

 Institutional, Regulatory and Policy Environment 

The current institutional, regulatory and policy environment for LED is still very much in a formative 

stage. In general it seems that there is currently an absence of (or an inefficient and incoherent) 

institutional and regulatory environment for LED. 

 

 IRP Environment 

Almost exactly the same recommendations would apply here as with issues of co-operation and co-

ordination concerning government departments. 

 

 Demographic Profile 

The overwhelming majority of the Midlands/Karoo population is desperately poor.  

 

 Demographic Profile 

Poverty alleviation strategies must be based on how people experience and manage 

situations of poverty. Poverty is here (following the asset vulnerability approach) 

viewed as the extent to which communities have access to productive assets and are 

able to manage them. Poverty alleviation strategies should thus address extending 

assets both social and natural to resource poor and vulnerable communities. Such a 

process of increasing the access of resource poor communities to productive assets is 

the challenge for LED and local governments in the region. In the immediate term 

poverty alleviation strategies based essentially on small-scale urban agriculture would 

seem to be an effective site for intervention, particularly if targeted at women. 
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 Local Economies 
The Midlands/Karoo region is in many ways underdeveloped. The region produces what it does not 

consume and consumes what it does not produce. The current regional economy is based on 

agriculture, particularly the production of wool, mohair and meat (mainly mutton). These raw materials 

are exported from the region to be processed (and consumed) elsewhere. At the same time the 

Midlands/Karoo region offers a market (albeit a shrinking one) for the commodities produced in the 

industrial centre - Port Elizabeth. The proximity of the Midlands/Karoo hinterland to Port Elizabeth has 

meant that local businesses could never compete with the economies of scale of Port Elizabeth. 

 
The current arguments going around in terms of the multipliers created by electricity and other 

infrastructure development (such as construction) do not seem to apply in the Midlands Karoo. 

 

The service sector has recently passed even agriculture in terms of its contribution to the regional 

economy. Included within the service sector are government employees such as teachers and 

employees in regional offices suggesting that salaries from government are by and large the largest 

contributors to the regional economy. 

 

Looking at the GGP for the region between 1980 and 1994 it is clear that the historical economic base 

of agriculture is in decline within the region. Community services and Trade and Catering are the only 

sectors that have exhibiting increasing shares of total GGP for the period 1980-1994. 

 

Resource endowments by way of infrastructure, electricity, water and 
housing projects do not seem capable of significantly contributing to job 
creation. The stimulation of SMME activity has also not materialised to any 
marked degree by investments in the above. The industrial and economic 
profile examined here by reference to agriculture, transport and the regional 
economy, likewise, reflects a context for LED that holds out little hope.   
 
 Local Economies 
The idea of periodic markets creating significant inflows into particular areas on a revolving basis is a 

good one and one which seems to be particularly useful in the Karoo context where individual markets 

at present do not have sufficient capacity to ensure their own sustainability. However, the notion of 

periodic markets is not without it faults. In the Karoo region for example where the transport sector is 

not very sophisticated and where existing markets are of fairly low intensity how are periodic markets 

to be financially affordable and therefore sustainable? As the CDE (1996) points out there is the 

additional issue of competition. The existing (often frail) SMME sector in many small towns is likely 

to be affected by the introduction of periodic markets, the potential consequences need to be identified 

before launching a strategy which could erode the economic base of existing economic sector. 

Ultimately one would have to agree with the CDE that although the idea of periodic markets has some 

value particularly in terms of a development strategy in the Karoo "periodic markets can never be the 

basis for sustained economic growth in rural areas" (CDE, 1996). 

 

In the Western Cape for example the idea of periodic markets is identified in the White Paper on 

Transport. According to the White Paper periodic markets would "encourage local production, 

strengthen the economic base and act as a focus for the provision of mobile social services.  

 

They will ensure that people living in rural areas have access to the full range of essential public 

services to which they are entitled and social and economic opportunities through which development 

can occur" (Western Cape Department of Transport and Public Works, 1997). 

 

There is currently no incentive for local cluster projects to emerge. For 
example the towns of Steylterville, Jansenville and Klipplaat could 
conceivably develop both a small leather and wool washing cluster, which 
would undoubtedly provide relief for local poverty and unemployment. 
However as there is no point of co-ordination (not even information flow), 
towns compete for the limited resources available. Even if only rudimentary 
structures were put together through the local council or development 
forums at least a process would be in motion which would serve the regional 
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interests. Why for example conduct a feasibility study for Steytlerville when 
such a project could be regional? Klipplaat Steytlerville and Jansenville 
should jointly commission a feasibility study. 
 

Restructuring the local economy to tourism and the free range of buffalo across the Karoo (as 

articulated by one interviewee) will have immense consequences for current livelihoods derived from 

agriculture. Such a restructuring of the Karoo economy will have to be given a lot more thought and 

research. 

 

 SMMEs 

The sad truth is that most of the existing small businesses that operate in the region would be 

beneficiaries of LED rather than core contributors to LED. Most of the small businesses are survivalist 

or micro enterprises and thus possess very little capital for investment. Ironically the most important 

service required for SMME development is the creation of SMME opportunities- the need to create 

markets. 

 

Only 1% of the sample population relies entirely on SMME opportunity for 
household income. Thus engagement in SMME activity would appear to be 
just one avenue among multiple livelihood strategies. Those that do, 
acknowledge that, their client base resort to government grants and 
pensions to sustain their purchasing power. To small businesses, the 
alternatives available are predominantly located in spheres outside their field 
of accessibility or entrepreneurial expertise. 
 
SMMEs surveyed are more likely than not, to employ immediate family members. Their‟ potential to 

contribute to job creation wider than this is most probably going to be in the area of manual labour. 

Issues of low remuneration and fragile job security result. 

 

 SMMEs 

With the crumbling of the National and Provincial Small Business Advisory Councils, there is 

currently a vacuum as regards an advocacy and lobbying function. 

 

 Financing SMME development 

The SMME finance sector is currently structured around low risk and high profit returns on SMME 

finance. There is a vacuum of intermediary financial access to SMMEs. This intermediary level is 

flanked by micro-lending (for survivalist and micro business) on the one hand and by commercial 

banks and other financiers such as the SBDC who provide finance from about R30000 and upward. 

The intermediary level is underserviced but yet of high potential in terms of SMME development. 

 

The recent proposals around opening up this intermediary sector by 
extending the ceiling of the usury laws and thus making it a viable market 
for the current micro money lenders should be seen as a positive move 
though not without its drawbacks. Micro-lenders have up until now been 
restricted to the R6 000 or less micro money markets because the 
restrictions on interests rates for amounts above that which would make 
lending unprofitable due to the higher administrative overheads of servicing 
small loans. 
 

 TLCs/TRCs 

An examination of local government budget(s) in the study areas suggests that budgets have not 

changed much in the last five years with income and expenditure patterns remaining fairly constant. All 

local governments are experiencing financial crisis, those who have inherited debts are worse off, 

generally spending a sizable amount of their current budgets on servicing debts. 

 

As, increasingly TLCs will move toward tight monitoring and maximising income from services, and 

as they become more and more preoccupied with cost effectiveness they will increasingly lose sight of 

the real meaning of developmental local government. 
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There is currently an absence of policy making at local government level, particularly around 

promoting LED and poverty alleviation. In no instance did the TLC have a specific policy on SMMEs, 

poverty alleviation, LED, or cross subsidisation. 

 

 TLCs 

If they are to fulfil their‟ constitutional mandate and envisaged role as 'developmental local 

government' TLCs must begin to think developmentally. Developmental local government can range 

from introducing measures to maximise local resource conservation, to ensuring the extension of basic 

services to the local community to facilitating regional investments around large tourist projects. 

However, LED and developmental local government in essence are about ensuring the livelihoods of 

local communities. This means that the first priority for any TLC is to ensure an effective poverty 

alleviation strategy. Complementing existing livelihoods through establishing urban agriculture in 

terms of securing a local commonage and land for small crop planting will be essential. Other strategies 

will for example include ensuring security around welfare payments, ensuring basic levels of service 

provision and facilitating micro enterprises through allocating areas for the establishment of informal 

market places where hawkers can sell their goods. TLCs need to start formulating and implementing 

local developmental policies. Initially, this should be done around procurement and SMME 

development. 

 

TLCs have the following core responsibilities: 

 

 Ensuring that basic levels of services are available to all local inhabitants. 

 Driving local strategic and development planning processes in such a way that the processes are 

as inclusive as possible and not directed from outside. 

 Where they do not exist RDP forums need to be established to guide and implement development 

processes which are driven by the basic needs of local communities. In situations where there are 

a number of different planning structures all efforts must be made to ensure uniformity. Structures 

that are established should be elected, transparent and accountable. This will ensure that there is 

continuity in the development planning process such that forums do not change faces weekly. 

 

 

 

TLCs themselves must address the problem of lack of capacity internally. 

 

Demand management should be addressed in terms of conserving resources and reducing service costs.  

 

TLCs must use IDP/LDO planning process more strategically in order to 
start thinking creatively in terms of alternative forms of ensuring service 
delivery that is based on the basic needs of local communities. 
 

TLCS should take up the issues of commonage and ensuring that where commonage has been sold that 

it is returned. Small scale urban agriculture particularly cultivation is important part of a poverty 

alleviation programmes. 

 

 Municipal Infrastructure Programme 

The municipal infrastructure programme has had an evident impact on the local communities in the 

region in terms of extending existing levels of basic infrastructure, particularly around housing, water 

and sanitation. This has also been accompanied by short-term employment opportunities for the local 

unemployed. However, there are some unintended consequences of the infrastructure programmes, 

which need to be addressed to ensure their efficacy in future. In the first place there is very little 

evidence of local SMME development as a result of these infrastructure projects, no long-term 

employment opportunities have been created and the infrastructure itself does not seem to have the 

multiplier effect that it should have. Women have not benefited much, if at all, from the short-term 

employment opportunities. 

 

 RDP housing projects 

It is highly likely that the impact which housing projects could have locally is being missed due to the 

short time horizon and scale of the projects. Locally there is not the capacity to immediately launch the 

scale of housing construction required to meet demands. The consequences are (as in Middelburg) that 

no local SMME and skills capacity is developed and that most of the value of the projects is seeping 
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out of the local economy. Short-term projects are also having the (potentially costly) consequence of 

building in many cases substandard houses. 

 

By contrast by structuring housing projects over more long term time 
horizons might well ensure that greater local value results both in terms of 
the financial resources remaining in the local economy as well as the 
creation of sustainable longer term jobs and creating SMME opportunities. 
This may mean narrower immediate distribution of income for short term 
jobs but longer term more stable employment for fewer people. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Development Options 
 

Among the emerging development options tourism would seem to hold out most potential for regional 

economic development, but is constrained in terms of the lengthy lead in phase necessitated by broader 

package marketing. Its financial benefits are most likely to accrue to the private sector, except in public 

nature reserves. Sugar beet is a secure option inasmuch as it has institutional backing from abroad. This 

relatively more business like approach to sugar beet production tends to exclude the principal target 

group for local economic development, the poor without irrigated land. Finally, mohair, wool and 

leather secondary processing enterprises have drawn the attention of developmental agencies 

sympathetic to the poorest constituencies. They still have to overcome difficulties in securing funding 

and instituting appropriate capacity building and support, in order to effectively enter the local 

economic development arena, however. 

 

 Tourism 

Tourism is not only a very vulnerable sector but also a highly competitive one. This is reflected for 

example in the overwhelming concern for marketing within current tourist initiatives in South Africa. 

The emphasis of tourism development is currently around 'marketing' and 'packaging' the region. There 

has thus far been very little emphasis on the way tourism is marketed in the Midlands/Karoo 

specifically. 

 

The White Paper identifies the role of local and provincial government in tourism development in 

terms of facilitating the participation of local communities in the tourism industry. However there are 

no guidelines on how this to take place in practice. 

 

That some Karoo areas could support the Big Five and capitalise on its lack 
of the malaria scare, suggest that it does have a competitive edge over other 
likely tourist destinations in the country. Attention to co-ordinated, regional 
package marketing (including the farm idyll experience, hunting and a rich 
heritage of historico-cultural sites) is thus needed to exploit this one area of 
intrinsic potential. Linking sites pregnant with meaning in terms of South 

Africa’s more recent history (‘landmarks of the Struggle’ like Sobukwe’s 
house and grave for example) with the need to kick start local economic 
development in tourism among the poorest segments of the population(s) 
has obvious thematic continuity. Thus could LED strategies that retain 
integrity to poverty alleviation strategies be facilitated by tourism. 
 
 Tourism 

There are a number of unanswered questions, particularly around placing too much faith in tourism as the 

economic solution for the region. Added to this is how to ensure that there is a spread of benefits from the 
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conversion to tourism. What kinds of local community participation and involvement and how should these 

be structured? 

 
 Sugar Beet 
Essentially, sugar beet if managed properly with due regard for the forward 
and backward linkages that have potential to really create SMME and 
Emerging Farmer opportunity, could well represent a positive feature within 
the study area. Failure to unlock potential would be tragic given the 
otherwise totally constrained environment for promoting previously 
disadvantaged small business/farmer organisations in the East Cape Karoo 
hinterland. 
 
 
 
 Sugar beet 

The project seems to be up and running - agriculture and DEAEAT need to 
look into strengthening the co-operative sector in the province and particularly 
around the sugar beet project. This opportunity seems ideal to not only 
promote emerging farmers around the sugar beet but also to look at developing 
the co-operative sector in the province. 
 
 Mohair/Wool/Leather 
Although the enterprise has attracted interest among some significant 
funding and support partners, who are sensitive to local SMME 
development, the mohair project’s actual contribution to LED is still awaited. 
 
The related development of rural tanneries and wool washing facilities is 
currently constrained by the lack of water required for such benefication 
processes. 
 
 Mohair/Wool/Leather 

There is currently a seeming lack of clarity on the role of the regional 
benficiation programme and the cluster initiative. This needs to be resolved 
through collaboration between all role players. The feasibility of establishing 
long term and viable wool washing and mohair beneficiation projects needs to 
be looked into. The strategic location of such operations is vital. Should they 
be everywhere or in areas of greatest impact? 
 

5.5 Additional 
 

 Role for Ecsecc? 

 

 Ecsecc 

Ecsecc, together with the DEAEAT and Housing and Local government 
should look into establishing a programme through which local development 
structures and forums become streamlined even if this means reconstituting 

them in order that they become strategic points of interface between spheres 
of government and other role players in LED. This process should not 
however undermine the autonomy of each local area in terms of prescribing 
local structures. The first stage of development should therefore be 
organisational/institutional structuring. 
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6.Conclusion 
 

The challenges of Local Economic Development and Developmental Local government are to find 

ways out of the current development constraints by revitalising local economies at the local level and 

assuming developmental responsibility rather than as was the practice in the past to carry out directives 

established elsewhere. Whether the current emphasis on LED and developmental local government is 

devolving responsibility to the local level or absolving provincial and national government of 

responsibility locally will be determined by the extent to which decision making power of any 

consequence is devolved to local government.  

 

Whether, an institutional support structure can be established, that will facilitate the development of 

capacity at the local government level is vital to appraising whether LED might successfully take off in 

the study area. Whether, a co-ordinating infrastructure is constructed that will ensure that local 

initiatives can link up with broader processes and role-players, likewise, will have implications for the 

fortunes of LED. Furthermore, whether financial resources accompany institutional and human 

resource development programmes – all these issues are of crucial importance for LED in the region. 

 

The fact that the Midlands/Karoo is so totally unlike other rural areas in the Eastern Cape or 

KwaZulu/Natal for example, make it extremely difficult to draw on accumulated wisdom in these 

areas. Conceptual frameworks and indeed, practical solutions, that have been developed elsewhere in 

the struggle against poverty are therefore not amenable to ready replication in the study area. Whereas, 

sustained state investment in public works programmes around road and bridge construction and 

maintenance have provided the opportunity to indeed reach deep into areas of rural poverty in the 

Transkei, for example, it is not as easy to generalise these experiences as a model for the Western 

District. The creation of SMME opportunity and stimulation of job opportunity require qualitatively 

different implementation strategies. 

 

That the Midlands/Karoo is essentially rural is not under dispute. Rather, the rural population in this 

study area is after all predominantly white and relatively affluent. The poor in the Eastern Cape Karoo 

have a significantly greater presence in the small platteland towns that simply cannot accommodate or 

sustain work opportunities for them.  
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As a result, the challenge is to pioneer genuinely original strategies to combat the evident hopelessness. 

The very notions and definitions of LED have to be invented anew. Likewise, actual programmes of 

action will be required to unfold within the context of experientially unique conditions. The very social 

fabric of the area studied has impressed itself upon the author as quite peculiar to the region. The 

physical environment too, would seem to be quite specific to Jansenville, Pearston, Sommerset East, 

Steytlerville, Willowmore, Aberdenn, Graaf-Reinet, Middelburg, Cradock etc. A whole range of 

alternate opportunities and constraints present themselves to the researcher here. Can models of best 

practice be extrapolated from Karoo districts in the Western Cape, for example?   

 

Ultimately, the real question though is can this population pull itself up by the boot strings? For that is 

the real measure of local economic development: local protagonists making a difference. 

 


